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Introduction
This report will provide a survey of recent research efforts in fiber optics at the Fiber and
Electrooptics Research Center at Virginia Tech. With support during 1986, work has continued
toward the development of fiber optic sensors with major focus on the technique of modal
domain sensing (MDS) and itsapplication to vibration and acoustic emission analysis. New
work aimed at understanding some of the mechanisms of MDS is also underway. In addition,
imbedded interferometric fiber sensors capable of detecting temperature, strain and differen-
tial temperature levels in graphite epoxy composites have been studied along with imbedded
fiber arrays for the detection of impact damage. A related new program dedicated to the de-
velopment of acoustic fiber waveguides has been started with the addition of a new faculty
member, Dr. Ahmad Safaai-Jazi. Each of these areas will be addressed individually with ref-
erences to recent thesis topics, thechnical papers and conference proceedings. Since MDS
represents the major research thrust at this time, a brief theoretical background of single fiber
interferometric or modal domain sensors will be given to provide a foundation for the technical
survey of work being done in this area. Readers will be referenced to the appendices for the
specific articles and publications reviewed in this report.
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Current Research Areas
The Modal Domain Sensor
Presently, modal domain sensing represents the largest area of our fiber sensor re-
search. Modal domain sensing is a term which may be considered synonomous with single
fiber interferometric sensing. Traditional fiber optic sensors employing an interferometric
technique have taken the form of standard Mach-Zehnder type systems with single mode fi-
bers comprising the two arms of the interferometer. By exposing one arm of the system to
external stimuli (temperature or strain) induced phase changes in the light signal propagating
in this arm may be detected at the interferometer output and related to the applied temper-
ature or strain. Modal domain sensor systems seek to exploit a similar interferometric effect
between the modes of a low moded multimode fiber.
We first select a fiber which is designed to operate as single mode at a particular wave-
length. If we instead operate the fiber at a slightly shorter wavelength we effectively increase
the V number of the fiber and several low order modes are excited. Each of these modes may
be described by their specific propagation constant (wave number) _. For a fiber of length
L, the phase _pof the i th mode at the fiber end may be written as
q)/ = _lL (1)
If an optical fiber is exposed to some level of strain, it is known that a phase change will be
induced in the propagating light. The change in phase of the i th mode,&(pi, can be described
as
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A(pi = DiAL + LA_i (2)
Just as the two arms of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer transmit signals of different relative
phase, the low order modes of the MDS propagate with different phase, this phase difference
being related to the applied strain. The fact.that each mode experiences a distinct phase
change suggests the existence of a potential interference mechanism between these different
modes analagous to the interference mechanism in the two fiber interferometer. This is in-
deed the case and has been demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally. As the
single, Iow-moded fiber is exposed to some time varying stress, the subsequent phase
changes in the various modes result in a phase modulation of the light at the fiber output. The
far field output pattern of the optical fiber consists of a collection of several blobs or lobes;
an interference pattern generated by the different modes of the fiber. The phase modulation
induced through the perturbation of the fiber manifests itself as a movement and intensity
variation of this lobe pattern. Spatially filtering the pattern (placing a small aperture in the far
field of the fiber output) gives a sensor signal which is amplitude modulated at the frequency
of the time dependent strain applied to the fiber. Detecting the fiber output with a photodiode
allows one to demodulate the AM sensor signal thus detecting the applied strain. Earlier in-
vestigators of this technique perturbed the fiber by coupling it to a piezoelectric (PZT) device.
In this way a sinusoidaly time dependent strain could be excited in the fiber and subsequently
detected in the photodiode signal. Though this system has proved to be considerably less
sensitive than the traditional single mode interferometer it represents a much simpler sensor.
The Modal Domain Sensor in Vibration Analysis
Our work in MDS has concentrated on applying this sensor to somewhat more complex
systems. Specifically, we wish to demonstrate the use of this sensor in the monitoring of
structural vibration and acoustic emissions. This first application was the subject of a recent
masters thesis which may be referred to in Appendix A. Where previous workers relied on
PZT devices to initiate strain in the fiber, we coupled the fiber to some simple laboratory
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vibrationalsystemswith the hopeof inducingstrain,Theseincludeda vibratingstring,a
clamped-freeor centileverdbeamandfinallya largefree-free beam structure. The purpose
of this work was to investigate the sensors abilty to respond to the various harmonic fre-
quencies generated by a vibrating structure. By coupling the fiber to the structure's surface,
time dependent strains, introduced into the fiber through the vibration, should occur at these
same frequencies and subsequently modulate the light signal. If so, then the predicted com-
ponent frequencies of the vibrating structure should appear in the frequency spectrum of the
demodulated fiber output. By performing fast Fourier transforms on digitized sensor signals
we were able to compare frequency spectra obtained from each structure with the structure's
calculated harmonic frequencies. In each case, the fundamental component and sometimes
several higher order harmonics, depending on the structure, were available in the signal
spectrums. However, in addition to the expected structural frequencies the spectra also con-
tained several anomolous components not indicative of the structures' motion. Often these
anomolies could be attributed to known effects within the sensor itself. Detailed studies of this
application are available in Appendix A.
The Modal Domain Sensor in Acoustic Emission Detection
In a second application of modal domain sensing, Iow-moded fiber was imbedded in
symmetric cross-ply graphite epoxy specimens. Failure of graphite fibers and matrix material
under tensile loads results in the release of acoustic energy. This phenomena, known as
acoustic emission, results in the propagation of a stress wave throughout the sample. Fail-
ures were generated by loading the composite specimen on an automated tension frame. As
a reference, PZT transducers were coupled to the sample's surface. PZT and fiber sensor
responses were monitored simultaneously. Excellent time correlation between the two sen-
sors was observed during the occurance of acoustic emissions. Where the PZT response was
characterized by very short, sharp pulses the fiber response was characterized by a rapid
reaction to the emission followed by a relatively long, damped response. This is due to the
fact that the acoustic stress wave propagates throughout the specimen and its influence is
distributed over the fiber length. A similar experiment was performed on a balsa wood lami-
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natesample. Fourrectangularbalsawoodplyswerebondedin analternating0° - 90° ori-
entationwitha singleopticalfiber imbeddedin the0° direction. The specimen was set up as
a cantilevered beam and failures were initiated by loading the beam's free end at its center.
Sensor response was similar to that seen during graphite composite failure monitoring: rapid,
sharp responses with long decay times, Details of these two studies are available in the
conference proceedings shown in Appendices B and C.
Effects of DC Strain on MDS
Although this technique has seen a range of applications in the laboratory with a fair
amount of success, there seems to be an inherent problem of reproducibilty with this sensor.
Sensor response seems to be a strong function of the state of the lobe pattern. Placement
of the aperture, shape of the lobe pattern and launching of light into the fiber all affect sensor
behaviour. It is known that the interference or lobe pattern which characterizes the fiber
output is related to the induced strain in the fiber. These strains cause rotation, redistribution
and intensity variations of these lobes. Precisely how strain and these observed reactions in
the speckle pattern are related is not understood. Work aimed at better defining the corre-
lation between applied strain, speckle pattern behaviour and subsequent sensor response is
currently underway. The effects of axial strain on speckle pattern and MDS behaviour was the
subject of recently completed masters thesis. The optical fiber was mounted in an automated
load frame capable of providing precisely controlled strain rates. As fiber axial load was
continually increased speckle pattern behaviour and sensor response were observed. The
slow, continuous stress caused a noticeable rotation of the output pattern. Spatial filtering
and detection of the fiber output during the continuous strain process yielded a sinusoidal
sensor signal. This type of behaviour would tend to indicate that there are ideal levels of
applied DC strain, strain biasing if you like, which could maximize the fiber's sensitivity.
Perturbations around this constant strain level, induced through vibrations or acoustic emis-
sions, could be sensed more effectively due to the presence of this DC strain. This was ob-
served experimentally when the "DC strained" fiber was also coupled to a vibrating
clamped-free beam under constant, controlled strain. By adjusting the strain level via the load
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frame the sensor's respones to the beam's vibration could be maximized; the small strains
induced by the beam were augmented at particular levels of DC strain. A complete de-
scription of this work is given in Appendix D.
Additiona/ Areas of Fiber Sensing
In addition to research utilizing modal domain methods we are also exploring techniques
which exploit the polarizing effects of single mode fibers under applied stress (vibration,
pressure). Strain induced birefringence in a single mode fiber causes modulation in the
polarization states of the modes orthogonal polarization components. By analyzing the
polarization state of the fiber otput we may detect this modulation. Moderate success has
been achieved in these early investigations while trying to detect simple structural vibrations
such as those encountered in a cantileverd beam. This work will be presented at an upcoming
IEEE conference and is referenced in Appendix E. Future work in this area will include appli-
cation of polarization preserving fiber as the sensor medium and systems which launch other
polarization schemes into the fiber.
A traditional Mach-Zehnder fiber optic interferometer sensor system has recently been
studied for use in monitoring stress, temperature and differential temperature gradients in
graphite epoxy laminate specimens. A potential application of this sensor could be accurate
and precise monitoring of cure level within the composite during the actual cure cycle. Using
single mode fiber, one arm of the interferometer is incorporated within the laminae. Exposing
the specimen to temperature or pressure results in a phase shift within the fiber sensing arm.
This produces a movement of the characteristic fringe pattern at the interferometer output.
Fringe movements are then counted and can be related to the temperature or pressure
change in the sample. Sensitivity of this system is extremely high, about 20 dB above that of
the modal domain sensor discussed earlier. The obvious disadvantages of this sensor are
allignment requirements and the need to observe interference fringe movements.
pendix F for details on this research.
See Ap-
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Fibersensorarrayshave been imbedded in graphite epoxy samples with the intention
of detecting inpact-damage within the specimen. Light is coupled into the multimode fiber
array using two fused biconical taper couplers manufactured in our laboratory. Output inten-
sity of each fiber in the array is monitored, over controlled levels of impact, for any drop in
light transmission caused by impact damage to the optical fibers. Preliminary results show
promise for the location and characterization of impact and impact damage. This work is
referenced in Appendix G.
Acoustic Fiber Waveguides
Our newest area of research, acoustic fiber technology, began in September of 1986.
Acoustic fibers have strong promise in the area of sensors due to the reduced signal velocities
in the fiber. Acoustic fibers differ from their optical counterparts in that they transmit a me-
chanical stress wave rather than an electromagnetic wave. They are however very similar in
construction: Two concentric cylinders of glass drawn from an initial fiber preform. Boundary
conditions determining the propagation of confined modes are a function of the sound veloci-
ties in, and densities of, the glasses which are used.
Preliminary work here at VPI has been concerned with simple attempts at drawing glass
rods into fibers. Simple systems for holding and heating the fiber as it is manually drawn have
been configured in the lab. Several attempts at producing rough acoustic fiber preforms have
been made with limited success. Air pockets between the concentric glass rods and incom-
patibility of the glasses were the sources of the difficulties. The ITT Corporation in Roanoke,
Virginia recently manufactured for us a fairly simple acoustic fiber preform from glass cylin-
ders supplied by our laboratory. This preform will be used in the new fiber draw facility cur-
rently under construction here at VPI to produce a first run of acoustic fiber waveguide. We
are now in the process of gathering sufficient transducers for the launching of acoustic energy
into the fiber itself. Appendix H gives the details of this work.
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Fiber Fabrication Facility
The beginning of January '87 was to mark the groundbreaking for the new fiber manu-
facturing facility at VPI. Initial projections had the draw tower containment structure com-
pleted by mid January with delivery of the tower to follow immediately. Minor design
disagreements followed by major weather setbacks have forced delay in the construction of
the structure's foundation. Recent fair weather may allow this construction to get underway
though over one month behind schedule. Delivery of the tower is now contingent only upon the
completion of the draw tower building. Following the completion of the structure it will be
necessary to erect a scafolding around the draw tower itself to allow access to the different
system components. Several manufacturers have agreed to donate fiber preforms which will
be used in the first runs of the system and should be available immediately. Actual fiber
manufacture then should be underway as soon as construction is completed.
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(ABSTRACT)
This paper investigates the application of single, low-moded, fiber optic sensors to the de-
tection of structural vibration. Several laboratory vibration systems which demonstrate a range of
component frequencies and-dynamic range are anal.vzed in an effort to characterize the sensor's
behaviour. We compare frequency spectra of the sensor output with calculated frequency compo-
nents of the structures to determine if the sensor is responding to the various structural harmonics.
Specifically, we wish to demonstrate the dynamic range and frequency response of the sensing
tccknique. Experimental results and observations are preceeded by a brief review of sensor mech-
anisms in optical fibers and presentation of a theory describing the operation of the modal domain
sensor.
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1.0 Introduction
Sensors and communications c.,dst as the two major thrusts in current fiber optic technology.
The past ten to fifteen years have given dse to many fiber optic sensor systems capable of detecting
temperature, pressure, acoustic stress waves and strain. The principle mechanism employed in the
majority of sensor systems is a strain induced change of refractive index resulting in phase shifts of
the propagating fiber modes. Mach-Zelmder intefferometer systems which employ this effect have
been developed for the detection of acoustic stress waves in solids and ambient water mediums.
This type of sensor utilizes single mode fibers in each arm of the interferometer. The strain induced
photo-elastic effect in one arm results in a detectable shift of the interference frin_s which can be
related to pressure and frequency.
Single fiber sensors have also been studied. These systems, known as modal domain sensors,
utilize fibers which propagate a small number of modes at the given operating wavelength. Strain
induced changes 51 refractive index affect the phase of each propagating mode differently giving rise
to an effective phase and amplitude modulation of the detected light. Experiments investigating
these sensors have focused primarily on high frequency piezoelctrically induced strain. This paper
investigates the application of these low moded, single fiber sensors to the detection of low fre-
quency structural vibration. Ultimatcly, we would like the ability to detect the component vi-
bration frequencies which dcscribe the structure's motion. We begin with a treatment of guided
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wave propagation in optical fibers and develop the concept of waveguide modes in cylindrical step
index dielectric waveguides. This is necessary background for chapter three which develops a simple
theoretical model for the operation of the single fiber sensor. An analysis of fiber modes in the
presence of strain and how these modes interact to develop an effective amplitude modulation of
the light is given. I Iere the term modal domain sensing is coined to define this type of sensor.
With an understanding of single fiber or modal domain sensor operation we proceed to chapter
four which discusses the application of this sensor in monitoring the vibrations of structures. The
mechanisms of induced strain developed ill the previous chapter are related to the fiber-structure
system in describing how vibrations may actually be detected in the fiber. The actual sensor system
is also defined. Chapter five describes the actual experiments and vibrational systems which were
studied: the vibrating string, the clamped-free beam and the free-free beam. The irmal chapter ad-
dresses overall observations gleaned from the experiments along with results specific to each indi-
vidual system. Comparisons of these results to the predicted behaviour and to the results of other
workers who have investigated single fiber sensors are made. In this way the performance of the
modal domain sensor as a low frequency structural vibration monitor is evaluated.
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2.0 Fiber Optic Sensors
Two primary, mechanisms may be considered responsible for fiber optic sensor operation: in-
duced strain and fiber bending [I I. Generally one of these mechanisms, through its respective effects
upon the propagating light, is isolated in the sensor detection scheme. To understand how strain
and bending may combine to affect, guided light transmission we must first look at the operation
of a dielectric waveguide.
2.1 Waveguide Modes
In addressing this problem we will restrict our a.r_ments to step index fibers as shown in Fig.
1. "l'his fiber consists of a central core of refractive index n_ surrounded, brv a concentric cladding
of index n:. with n t > n:. Consider a light ray travelling in the core, incident on the nt - n:
boundary,. Since ,'7t > _, at some critical angle, 0o, all light will be reflected back into the core. In
this way the ray may propagate along the fiber core due to consecutive total internal reflections.
"Ibis is known as the geometric or ray optic approach and is the most basic description of optical
fiber operation.
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If there exists a particular critical angle within the fiber which supports ray propagation then
there must be some external input condition describing which rays will meet the critical angle cri-
teria. Tlfis defines the numerical apperture or NA of the fiber. The NA is a function of the fiber
parameters and is _ven by [2]
,vA= 4,,, 2- ,q (2.1)
'l'hc final constraint which the ray optics technique predicts relates to the phase of the rays. Re-
ferring again to Fig. 1, if one considers the phase change of the ray due to propagation through n_
(path ABC) and the reflection at the core-cladding boundary we see that only those rays with a
phase shift of 2gn will propagate, all others will detructivcly interfere and damp out. "Ilfis indicates
that only discrete ray paths corresponding to particular internal reflection angles at the boundary
are allowed [2].
Although the ray optics approach gives an intuitive understanding of light transmission it does
not provide the hfformation needed to develop a theory of fiber sensor behaviour. We require a
more quantitative description of the effects discussed above. This is derived from the more realistic
electromagnetic approach [3,4l. We start by charachterizing the fight as a set of guided
el,.'ctroma,.g_aetic waves within the fiber which repeat at intervals of _., the wavelength of the fight.
As will be seen these guided waves e,,dst as discrete modes within the fiber. Only specific modes
can propagate and a specific finite number e.,dst as determined by the fiber properties and liglat
wavelength. We bc_n with the wave equation for the E and 1f fields within the fiber as derived
from MaxweU's equations
(2.2)
litre 7: is the Laplacian operator in cylindrical coordinates, the assumed coordinate system within
the fiber. Only the E, and fl, components of the vector fields will assume a simple form since the
(_ and 7" component vectors are not constant. Assunfing an e-'=' dependence we obtain
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G(r, O,z) ] =0(V2 + k2) , 0, ) (2.3)
k 2 --_ f02£[.1 = (02r/2]c 2 .
where n is the hldex of refraction of the propagating medium (corn or cladding). Since we are
considering the electromagnetic waves to be travelling along the fiber axis we assume a periodic field
dcpendence along the z dkection
By applying Maxwell's equations
I 3B 7 x 17- 1 dD" (2.5)V x-_ = c Ot c 6t
to equation (2.4) we may express the radial and azimuthal field components in terms of E: and Hr
Thus our goal is to solve for the E and I-7 components in the z direction. This will render a com-
plete discription of the electromagnetic field witlfin the fiber. We substitute the assumed solution
for E, and It, into the wave equation. Tiffs results in the partial differential equation
3z I 0 1 _2Or 2 r 8r r 2 g0 2
= O. (2.6)
The separable solution to this equation may be written as
and gives Bessel's equation
G ] = v(r)exp :_L_11z
[ ,;]1 c?___+ (k 2 {32)- v(r) = 0_3"_""'_+ 7 Or
_r 2
(2.7)
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for the radial solution v(r). Bessel's equation has specific sets of solutions which depend upon the
si'2-n of the quantity (k 2 - 13"). For (ks - 13_) > 0 the set of solutions to Bessel's equation are
Bessel functions J, and Y,. For (k 2- 132)< 0 the solutions are modified Bessel functions
I, and K,. The actual solutions are determined from the boundary conditions. Specifically. these
boundary conditions require evanescent (decaying) fields in the region r > a and boundedness as
• approaches zero. These considerations give the Bessel function solutions
J, (corresponding to k_ - 132> 0) in the region • < a and modified Bessel function solutions
K, (corresponding to k_ - 132< 0) for • > a. liere kt and/q am wave numbers in the cox and
cladding respectively and are defined as
k I = contlc , kz -- con21c.
This results in a range of allowable values for the Z-component of the actual propagation constant
13for which guided core modes and evanescent clad modes exist:
n2ko < _ < alk o. (2.8)
=
Tiffs condition correlates with the ray optics prediction of a critical cutoff an_e 0_.
Finally, the boundary, conditions must be met at the boundary, r = a, i.e. the tangential field
components must be continuous. These conditions lead to a homogeneous linear system for the
field components. In order to obtain a non-trivial solution the determinant of this system must
be zero. This generates a characteristic equation whose solution gives unique values for the propa-
gation constant 13.Stated more exactly: the system yields the eigenvalues 13i.Only discrete values
of 13 exist which will satisfy the n_ - th interface boundary condition. Tiffs correlates with the ray
optics prediction of disti_ct guided rays. In the electromagnetic approach we refer to the distinct
electroma_letic field solutions charachterized by the _i eigenvalues as modes.
The number of modes in the waveguide is related to a quantity known as the V number [2]:
V= koa n t -n 2 (2.9)
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The V number determines wlfich specific modes may propagate in the waveguide. Fig. 2 shows the
I/number as a function of the normalized propagation constant _lk for several waveguide modes.
Through equation (2.8) the quantity _/k has definite limits which allow guided mode propagation.
Fig. 2 demonstrates the fact that below particular V numbers certain modes will not propagate since
their propagation constant does not satisfy equation (2.8).
2.2 Sensor Mechanisms "
Strain and bending, as discussed earlier, are the primary mechanisms of fiber sensor operation.
The two may of course be considered related since bending-induced tension and compression result
in some form of strain within the fiber. I lowever, we generally consider strain and bending
scperately when describing their effect upon the transmitted light. The simplest type of fiber optic
sensor employs the effects of bending exclusively. "1'he overall result of bending an optical fiber is
a drop in transmitted light intensity at the fiber output. This is due to an effect known as bend loss
whose causes will now be discussed.
'1"o understand the properties of bend loss we must return to the electromagnetic analysis. In
gcner:.d, bend loss results from the radiation of hig.her order modes out of the core and cladding due
to the physical bending of the fiber [5,6,71. This can be witnessed as a glowing of the optical fiber
in a re_6on local to the bending. The cause of this mode radiation is related to the electromagnetic
field distribution within the fiber core. Each wave or mode will have its own unique distribution
of E and 1"7field haagnitudes across the fiber cross section. These can be determined by solving for
the various field components at a particular coordinate location. Fig. 3 shows the E" field distrib-
ution across the core for the tfEtt mode of a multimode fiber with V = 12.6. The central solid curve
rcpre._ents the theoretical ma,_mitude for a straight, unperturbed fiber. Bending will result in a per-
turbation of this curve, bl_cuse has predicted the behaviour of the electromarmetic field within the
fiber as the fiber is bent through a circular arc of radius R. He has shown that fiber bending results
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in three distinct pct'turbations of the field intensity having distinct influences upon the bend loss.
Firstly, the peak intensity, located at at r/a = 0 in Fig. 3, tends to slfift from its unperturbed posi-
tion towards the core-cladding interface as bending radius is decreased. This causes some of the
power initially confined to the core to radiate into the cladding increasing the radiative loss of the
fiber. Secondly, the width of the intensity distribution may either widen or narrow as the bending
radius is varied (narrowing in the case of Fig. 3). A narrowing of the distribution decreases radiative
bend loss while a widening serves to increase loss. Hence, this effect may tend to either augment
or dLmhfish that of the peak intensity shift. The third consideration is the slope of the intensity
distribution function at the.boundary r = a. Steeper slopes indicate higher bend loss. Mareuse's
theory, in accounting for the effects of distribution widening and slope, predicts an increased low
mode loss and a decreased higher mode loss in comparison with previous theories. Bend loss is a
simple mechanism to apply since it requires only the monitoring of output light intensity. It has
been applied predominately to the sensialg of applied pressure [ 1].
The second and most dominant mechanism employed in optical fiber sensing is that of in-
duced strain 181. Strain may be introduced through various stimuli: temperature, acoustic stress
waves, pressure. The intluence of strain on the refractive index n of the fiber material is responsible
for the perturbations of the transmitted light. Specifically, the variation in refractive index will in-
troduce a phase shift. If we define L as the len_h of the fiber and recall that 13is the z-component
of the propagation constant, the phase of art electromab.metic field in the waveguide can be written
as
_o= 13z.. (2._o)
The phase change, A_p, is related to aa induced change in L and 13
a,_ = La_ + 13AL. (2.11)
The second term represents the strain induced change in length of the fiber. For a fiber under
isotropic stress due to pressure P we can write the stress components _L as a vector
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-p
_= -p
-p
The resulting strain g is related to _ via the elastic constauts
( 1 - 21.t)lE"
(1 - 2 )IE
I - 2 )/E
where I-t is Poisson's ratio and E Young's modulus. The second term of equation (2.11) can now
be defined
I_AL = 13_L = -13(1 - 21.t)LP/E. (2.12)
The first term represents the change in phase _ due to a change in 13 and has two origins: a
strain-optic effect which causes a change in refractive index and a mode dispersion effect due to a
change in fiber diameter. ]'Iris may be expressed as
LAB = L ?'.--_--An+ L-_D AD.
on
(2.13)
The diameter change defined by the second component of equation (2.12) can be shown to be
ner_ligible relative to the other effects and will not be considered. The propagation constant 13can
be written as 13= n,a,k o for small difti:rences ha n, and n2 which gives
c'--_ k o (2.14)
_n
We now need to defiue An. The chmage hi index of refraction is related to induced strain through
the photo-elastic constants p,j. In general p,j is a tensor and appears as a change in the components
of the optical index ellipsoid
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(7)! = Z poci.A i j=l (2.15)
We calculate An, from
Ani = _ A )t.
Then the general expression for the change ha index of refraction is given by
1 n3 6
Ani = -- -_ l_=lPi] gj ,i= 1,6 . (2.16)
For the case of isotropic strain, no shear (g, = Es = g6 = 0) and an isotropic medium i, j = 1,2,3
this reduces to
An1,2 __ _ _I n 3 A( 1__'_I,22
+Pit ]
(2.17)
This equation, and its more general form equation (2.12), relate the applied stress, or induced
strain E, to the shift in refractive index. In conjunction with equations (10) through (12) the total
phase shift in the fiber may be predicted.
The usual technique is to subject one arm of a sin_e mode fiber optic intefferometer to some
strain-inducing stimulus. The subsequent changes in q_ due to the photoelastic effect result in a
shifting of the characteristic interefcrence frLnges when the output of the two arms are mixed. The
,sensor is calibrated in terms of fringe displacements per unit of stress.
Ahhough this effect is normally exploited ha single mode fibers, modal phase changes also
occur in multimode fiber. In this circumstance each propagation constant eigenvalue, 13_, will be
influenced differently by the photoelastic strain mechanism, equation (2.12). Hence each mode,
which is characterized by its respective _, , will experience a different phase shift. It is this phe-
nomena which forms the basis for sin_e fiber intefferometers and defines the operation of the
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tmod,xl domain sensor. In the following chapter single fiber systems are expanded and a simple
model for their operation is presented.
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3.0 Single Fiber Sensors
In the previous chapter, operation of the step index fiber was described in terms of the simple
ray optics approach and more quantitatively throuo_.h an electromagnetic analysis employing
Maxwell's equations to describe the electromagnetic fields in the fiber. The common result of the
two analyses was the existence of discrete waveguide modes def'med by the z-component of of their
propagation constant, _. Next, fiber optic sensors were analyzed by defining the response of these
_ave,__,uide modes to induced strain .'rod bending. In closing, the possibility of utilizing a single
multi-mode fiber as a phase dependent sensor was suggested. This sensor would employ phase
differences between modes to produce strain-dependent hatramod'al interference; similar to the in-
tert_:rence of the shifted and unshifted sin_e modes in the two arms of a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. Several authors [9,10] have investigated the response of low-moded multi-mode fi-
bers to pressure-induced strain demonstrating interference between the phase shifted modes. This
chapter will review these investigations since it is this same effect which deirmes the operation of the
modal domain sensor in the detection of vibration.
The systems in which previous authors have applied this tec,hnique have typically isolated the
ell'cot of induced strain m_d discounted that of bending. In exposing the fiber to acoustic stress
wavcs in water for example or wrapping the fiber around a piezo-electric device, the effects of
bending can be nc_ected. The fiber is exposed exclusively to high frequency (40-50 KHz), low
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amplitudestress.Ultimately, the reaction of the fiber is the same as that discussed in chapter two
asad deemed by equation (2.11)
A_p = LA[3 + 13AL. (3.1)
In the former case only one mode was considered to be present, hence only one 13. However in a
multimode fiber the various modes must be defined by their individual propagation constants, 13;,
thus modifying equation (3. I) [91.
= q_i Sin (oral
+
(3.2)
where Po is the applied pressure and co., is the vibration frequency. Here the individual modes are
defined by _, and the phase change of each mode by tO;. Since 13;will vary among different modes
so will the respective phase shifts _0;. It is the difference between the phase shifts of seperate modes,
(<Pi - %) , which initiates the desired interference behaviour. Consider two modes propagating in
the fiber
E t = Et(r, 0)exp[i(_ff - cot) + _1]
E 2 = E2(r, 0)exp[i(132z - rot) + /_2]
(3.3)
with similar equations for the H components, ttere co is the optical angular frequency, I_t and 135
the propagation constants of each mode and _t and V2 the initial phase components of the modes.
Exposing the fiber to a time-dependent stress induces the phase shift of equation (3.2) in each mode.
We may write for a generalized phase shifted field component
/!i(r, O,t) = A(r, 0) exp i [ _3iz- cot + Vi + _Pisin romt ] . (3.4)
We wish to determine the intensity at z = L of the two modes, i= I, 2, defined in equation (3.3).
This is given by the thne average of the real part of the complex Poynting vector obtained from the
sum of the two modes
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3 = + E2)× (//7 + HT).
For smaU phase differences
Ah0 = h01-_p2< < 1,
the intensity at z = L can be reduced to an equation resembling
l(r, O,t) = lo(r, O) + I l (r, 0)[ cos(A v + LA13) --Aq) sin(A v + L_13) sin corot ] , (3.5)
x
where AV = Vt - V2 and _13 = 13t - 13, • llence the intensity is effectively modulated at the fre-
quency of P with an amplitude modulation index of A_0 (the cos and sin terms can be forced to zero
and one respectively) defined through equation (3.2)as
a,p= + - . (3.6)
To maxia'niz.e sensor sensitivity AO must be maximized, the maximum phase difference, z_q_,_=,
being limited by the range of
n2k o < f3 < nlk o.
Then _tp,,,= is given by
A(Pmax = k o (n t - n2) ff L-_p(n I n2) sin oomt (3.7)
In referring to Fig. 2 we see that choosing values of 13t and 135to maximize Aq) is tantamount to
selecting modes in the fiber which have a large difference in 13. In addition we would like a simple
dependence of [o and [i in equation (3.5) on r and 0 and the phase of these terms invariant with
rc3pect to 0. This limits the choice of waveguide modes to the family of I-IEt,, modes or the
l lEtt and "I'M0t mode combhaations in calculating the resulting intensities at the fiber end face. The
intcnsity and phase relations are shown ha Fig. 4 for the interference between the HEn and TNI01
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wmodes. Curve a of Fig. 4a shows the resultant intensity due to the combination of the constituent
modes. Also shown is the phase of the hltensity as a function of position across the face of the fi-
ber. To detect the modulated intensity an equiphase portion of the intensity pattern (the side lobe
in Fig. 4a for example) would be spatially filtered and monitored. Experiments have shown this
technique to be about 30 dB lower 191in sensitivity than the sin_e mode Mach-Zehnder technique.
This is due to the limited amount of phase difference achievable between lower order modes.
A second approach has been developed by Kingsley [101 to describe the two mode sin_e fiber
sensor. Though Kingsley's method arrives at a result similar to that of Buearo it also predicts se-
veral other effects Milch have a det'mite impact upon the sensor's performance. Consider the simple
model of the two mode sensor shown in Fig. 5. The amplitude modulation effects of bending are
again disregarded, a reasonable assumption considering the application of this sensor (acoustic wave
and low amplitude stress detection). Assume an equal excitation of the two modes in the fiber re-
presented by the two paths of Fig. 5. As in the former analysis, each mode will experience different
phase slfi.fts defined as _1 and m:. In addition consider a group delay "r in one mode of the fiber due
to dispersion and a phase term V introduced by the carrier (laser). Now, if the fiber is again per-
turbed by a sinusoidal isotropic pressure field sin co,,t a phase modulation is introduced into the
carrier si.2mal. The phasc-modulated fields in each mode may be written [I01
_'c sinE_oct+ 'Plsinco,,,t]
±F. sinE_oj + _o2sin_o,,,(t- _) + v ]
2 -c
(3.8)
These two fields combine to _ve the composite electric field in the fiber. Assuming negligible
dispersion (': _ 0) this field may be written as
(3.9)
1
The ftrst term is a phase modulated carrier with a modulation index _-(_t + _,.) while the second
term represents an amplitude modulation. Square-law detection of the signal at the photodetector
will result in demodulation of the AM component and is Nven by
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i(t) = cos2+[ (qh - q>2)sin cornt - V ]. (3.1O)
Expanding tile cos _ term tiffs equation crm be written as
=+{ i +cosE ,;) +sin[(,, - }.
Tlfis equation may now be expanded in terms of Bessel functions to give the result
l
i(t) = _-[ 1 + Jo(h01"- _2)cos V
+ 2J1(_Pl - _2) sin _, sin o_mt
+ 2J2(q>l - q_2)cos x¢cos 2mint + ... ]
(3.11)
The second term of this equation is proportional to the modulation signal sin corot. To recover an
undistorted version of this simaal we requii'e cos V = 0 and (_01- _0:) < < 1. If one considers the
very special case of carrier phase V = ± g/2 and small (_0, - q_2)then
i(t)= -_- 1
- -_(_l - _2) sin tOmt (3.12)
a result similar to that of Bucaxo's. The sign ambiguity accounts for the phase ambiguity in V.
Unlike the previous analysis however, equation (3"11) predicts several additional effects. I)
tligher order harmonics of the modulating frequency co, now become possible. The random cartier
phase ,_¢, of the laser cause these higher harmonics to surface in i(t). 2) The effect of dispersion,
assumed zero when deriving equation (3.9), tends to introduce a second phase to ampfitude mod-
ulation conversion mechanism which could interfere with the primary differential phase mechanism
- t
of equation (3.12). 3) Random polarizations of the different modes caused by the strain induced
bircfringcnce in the fiber may result in destructive interference between the modes. 4) The detection
scheme assumed that radiation patterns of the two modes mixed and interfered at the detector. This
may or may not be the ca._e and is dependent upon various factors such as the launching of the fi_t
into the fiber oa_d the transmission properties of the fiber endface.
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Finally, phase to amplitude modulation may occur in the fiber endface reflections which have
made multiple transits of the fiber [10,1 II. "]'hese modes, which have already experienced phase
modulation on their fkst pass tl'u'ougll the fiber, will undergo additional phase changes on their
multiple transits and interfere with the single pass signal. Kingsley refers to this phenomenon as
optical homodyning and has observed its effects experimentally. We can write the field equations
for the multiple transit sigmal by accounting for the additional phase change and the reflections at
the fiber endfaces. The Ftrst echo will experience a phase change of 3qh and two reflections, one
at each end, characterized by the amplitude reflection coefficients r_ and r_
1 " - ---2_L
-_Ecx/rir2tO sin[ coot + 3,p z sin Omt + V ]. (3.13)
tlere the attenuation of the additional passes has been included. Assuming the propagation time
is much smaller than the modulation period, 2r_/co_,, we can ignore any phase difference between
the single and triple transit signals. Treating this signal similar to that of equation (3.9) the ex-
pansion in terms of Bessel functions yields
i(t) = 14r|r210 -2_,t. [ 1 + Jo(2_0_)cos v
+ 2./1(2(01) sin "q/sin corot
+ Z/2(2(p 1) cos V sin 2corot + "" ] •
(3.14)
This equation is similar to equation (3.1 I) except for its amplitude terms. However, where equation
(3.11) represented the sensor sit.real, equation (3.14) represents an undesirable interference term. In
its multiple transitions over the liber this signal interferes or homodynes with the phase modulated
field described by equation (3.9) disturbing the baseband si_al i(t). Circumstances may arise
where this interference meehaEfism combines with other detrimental effects to severely disrupt the
sensor perfomaance. Typically this problem is resolved by using an index matching fluid between
the fiber and detector.
Tlfis approach demonstrates several key elements relating to the performance of the single fiber
sensor. The appearance of harmonics in the detected sisal caused by the random source phase _/
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badded a degree of ambiguity to the frequency spectrum of the detected modulating signal.
Dispcrsion of the modes adds a second phase to ampfitude modulation conversion mechanism
which may interfere with that of the differential phase mechanism. This model considered only two
modes in the fiber. Realistically this cannot occur since each mode may have two possible
polarizations. Strain will effect each polarization through the change in refractive index disturbing
the predicted amplitude modulation. We also assumed the modes would mix at the detector gen-
erating the modulation, a condition which cannot be guaranteed. And finally the generation of
multiple transit sign'As in the fiber by end face reflections added another source of potential inter-
"x
fercnce with the desired signal.
Several workers have investigated this sensor experimentally and have observed behaviour in-
dicative of these anomolous effects. The majority of these experiments have focused on the de-
tection of very small amplitude, high frequency stress. The remainder of this paper will deal with
the application of this technique to the detection of structural vibrations; excitations large in am.
pfitude and much lower in frequency relative to these previous applications. Experimental results
will be compared to determine if shnilar effects are present in the two applications. This method
will hereinafter be referred to as modal domain sensing.
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4.0 The Modal Domain Sensor
With the operation of the sindc fiber modal domain sensor outlined its use in vibration sensing
can now be discussed. The applications considered in this paper concern the detection of vibrations
induced in straight beams and beam-like structures (strings) excited through some initial displace-
ment. Excitations and boundary conditions were selected which would generate simple periodic
vibrations easily described in terms of their frequency components and structural equations of
motion. The theoretical treatment of the actual structures is considered in the appendices. The
previous section showed that a fiber subiected to stress experiences a refractive index change and a
subsequent phase shift of the fiber modes. This phase difference between the modes was found to
be responsible for the detected amplitude modulation of the light. Demonstrations of this effect
have primarily focused on exposing the fiber to very small amplitude, high frequency strains; those
that can be induced either through an acoustic interaction or throu_ directly coupling the fiber to
a source of time varying stress - a piezoelectric (PZT) cylinder for example [12,13 I. The impetus
for subjecting the fiber to these lJznited sources of stress is of course their inherent controlability.
"l'ime-varying acoustic pressure waves and PZT responses axe very consistent and model the the-
orcticaJ assumption of sinusoidal stress fairly closely. The types of excitations studied in these in-
vestigations, however, axe not typical of those experienced in structural vibrations. Structural
vibration, although often very periodic, is characterized by frequencies much lower (1-300 Hz) and
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bydisplacementsmuch_eaterthanthose generated piezoelectrically. In addition, complex struc-
tural vibrations are composed of several constituent frequencies whereas PZT excitations can be
tuned to a dominant resonant frequency. Nevertheless, the structure still has the ability to induce
strain in the fiber giving rise to the same reactions as those considered in chapters 2 and 3. Referring
to the appendices we see that beam vibrations are described in terms of a superposition of specific
mode shapes, dctcrrrthled from tile boundary conditions at the beam ends, and vibrational fre-
quencies whose magnitudes depend upon the initial excitation. If we expect the structure to initiate
strain in the fiber we may also expect that the resultant time-dependent strain is a superposition of
• the frequency components of the structure itself. In other words, the vibrational frequencies which
combine to describe the structure's motion induce a time-dependent strain which is a superposition
of those same frequencies. Referring to equation (3.2), this sinusoidal stress now becomes a super-
position of stresses whose frequencies are those of the vibrating structure. Through the mechanisms
described in the previous chapter this will result in a modulation of the sensor signal which can be
demodulated to give the vibrational frequency components of the structure itself. This defines the
workings of the modal domain sensor in vibration detection.
A principle difference between structural and PZT excitation arises due to the increased pres-
ence of fiber bending. Where previously, the bending stress amplitude was small enough to ignore,
structural vibrations may involve large flexural amplitudes which couple to thefiber creating mode
loss. This periodic fiber bending results in an amplitude modulation of the light signal which co-
exists with that produced by strain induced phase modulation. In chapter two it was shown that
bend loss is a strong function of the fiber bend radius: small radii result in a large loss. It is then
a question of the structural dimensions and the type of vibration which determines the amount of
bend loss present. For example, a very long beam with few higher order frequency components,
would inflict little small radius bending in a fiber. Thus bend loss would have a negligible effect on
the sensor in tiffs case. A small structure, however, or a structure with substantial higher frequency
components would induce small bending radii causing bend loss modulation. Bending-induced
amplitude modulation has been observed m low-moded multi-mode fibers [141. Fibers with small
radius bends (4 cm) were mechanically vibrated in a region local to the bending at amplitudes small
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(0.391)) compared to the fiber diameter D. Vibrations ranging from 150 tlz to 1500 Hz were ex-
cited at the bend and amplitude modulation of the light at the resonant frequencies of the fiber
section was observed. A modulation ialdex on the order of five percent was measured. However
the conditions under which bend loss was observed were made ideal through small bending radius
and preferred excitation of higher order waveguide modes at the fiber input. Increased bend radius
and enhanced excitation of the HE tt mode reduced bend loss modulation significantly. Losses on
the order of the fiber attenuation were observed in single mode fibers at a bending radius of about
ten centimeters [ 151. The de_ee then, to w_ch bend loss has an effect upon the sensor's behaviour
will bc determined by the characteristics of the particular vibration system. Smaller structures with
large vibration amplitude or large structures with appreciable higher mode content could initiate
bending of small enough radius to result ha bend loss modulation.
Fig. 6 shows the modal domain sensing system. Each section of the system will be discussed
with the exception of the si_a',.d processing which will be addressed in the next chapter. The most
vital component is of course the optical fiber itself. The fiber chosen for these experiments was
single mode at a wavelength of 850 nm. The source was a linearly polarized helium-neon laser (633
nm wavelenb,'th). From the manufacturers specifications of core radius (a = 4 lain) we may com-
pute the V number from equations (2.1) and (2.9) and a measured value of the NA. The NA was
found to be approximately 0.097 for this fiber giving a V of 3.88. This gives a total of seven modes
propagating in the fiber [16 l, each with two possible polarization states. This is only an approxi-
mate calculation based on nominal values of the fiber pararmeters and should not be used to es-
tabhsh a theoretical prediction of the sensor behaviour, ttowever it does give an indication that
we are dealing with a low-moded fiber as required by the theory of chapter three. Lig.ht was
launched into the fiber using a 0.I Nit microscope objective which provided good matching to the
fiber NA. "lqae distance from the lens to the fiber end was adjusted to give a maximum fiber output
in:cnsity. This distance was found to be about 3.5 cm. The fiber was positioned using a standard
adjustable fiber mount to again _ve ma_mum DC output intensity. No consideration was given
to what possible modes were being excited in the fiber; output intensity was the only criterion.
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wThe output pattern of this fiber is illustrated in Fig. 7. This pattern results from the interfer-
ence of the phase shifted propagating modes in the fiber diffracted at the fiber endface. This three
lobe structure with variations on the shapes and positions of the three lobes was typical of the fiber
output throughout the experiment and is indicative of a low moded fiber output. As the fiber is
perturbed this diffraction pattern ex]fibits two effects: 1) a change in intensity of the lobes and 2) a
physical movement of the observed pattern. "l'he first effect is caused by bend loss modulation and
more predomlnately by phase-to-aanplitude modulation conversion. The second effect is the result
of the phase changes in the modes causing an effective rotational movement of the intensity pattern
in the far field of the fiber. In chapter three the intensity pattern at the fiber end face was calculated.
It was suggested 191 that a sin,,-..le phase modulated intensity lobe could be spatially filtered and de-
modulated to obtain the perturbation sitmal. Ilowever the effects of diffraction at the fiber end face
h_r a fiber propagating seven modes will most likely distort tiffs intensity pattem giving a transmitted
pattern which is entirely different in the far field• Even if one could reasonably predict a field in-
tensity distribution at the fiber end due to several fiber modes the effects of diffraction at the
boundary must be described to predict the projected fiber output. Stated differently, which of the
projected lobes are carrying the desired amplitude modulation? Tiffs question was resolved some-
what arbitrarily by sclcctialg a lobe width when demodulated gave a strong amplitude modulation
in the detector signal. As will be seen, this method faired reasonably well if only for the lack of a
better method. The selected lobe was spati'a/ly fdtered using a small square aperture, approximately
2 rn.m by 2 mart in dimension, placed a distance from the fiber such that the aperture was completely
covered by the selected lobe. The detector (refer to Fig. 6) was placed a distance beyond the ftlter
such that the square illuminated image of the aperture covered the detector surface area. Aperture
distance from the fiber had little relation to the sensor signal other than a decreased amplitude due
to a dilr_ished DC level• "l'he detector was a standard PIN photodiode with suitable speed and
bandwidth for these measurements• Diode sig_aals were amplified 10 dB using a simple 741 op-amp
based i.nvcning amplifier. Processing of the sensor output will be discussed in the following chapter.
Finally, the perturbation re,_ion of the sensor will be addressed. Tiffs is the sem'nent of the
scnsor system m which the actual detection of the vibration takes place. The fiber must first be
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coupledby some means to the structure in a manner which will not perturb its motion but at the
same time will allow the sensor to faithfully follow the structure's movement. Ultimately we are
trying to convert the motion of the structure into a resultant strain and bending of the fiber. As the
fiber experiences the flexural bending movement of the structure, like the structure itself, the fiber
will experience tension and compression along its length. This tension and compression will Work
to impart a strain hi the fiber. A second mechanism of strain coupling can be realized if the fiber
is adhesively bonded to the structure's surface. The local tension and compression at the surface
are then coupled to the fiber as a direct longitudinal strain component. In each of these mech-
anisms the amplitude of the vibration and bending curvature will determine the level of induced
strain. Previous experiments [12.131 have demonstrated that very small stress amplitudes (on the
order of what can be generated piezoelectrically) are detectable using this single fiber modal domain
teclmique. Hence we would expect very good dynamic range in the detection of structural vi-
brations if strong strain couplLng can be achieved. This is demonstrated in the following exper-
iments where varying amplitudes are excited in an effort to determine minimum sensor responses.
The sensor's frequency response will also be addressed. There is some question as to whether the
low frequency oscillations inherent in structures can be monitored with fidelity in the presence of
noise sources, temperature for exampte. "I'he following experiments show, for the cases considered,
the sensor responds well at all frequency ranges. It is also important that movement in the fiber be
isolated to the area of the perturbation region. Any fiber movement outside of this re,on will be
responsible for unwanted perturbations which are not relavent to the actual structural vibration.
This poses a problem in cases where one end of the beam is not secured preventing excess fiber
movement. In the study of the free-free beam for example, since the beam ends were not con-
str,'fincd, .the fiber had to be connected to the beam in a way that would prohibit excess fiber
movement. This will be considered in the next chapter where the coupling of the fiber to the
structures is considered.
The following chapter will describe the application of this sensor to several simple vibrational
systems. Since each system required a slight modification of the sensor application (how the fiber
was coupled to the structure, the recording of the sensor simaal) the individual configuration of each
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expcruncntwill also be addressed. After discussing these procedures, chapter six will present an
analysis of the results aald observations.
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5.0 Experiments
The modal domain sensor will be appfied to three simple mechanical vibration systems: the
linear stretched string, the clamped-free (CF) beam and the free-free (FF) beam. The theoretical
analyses of each of these structures can be found in the appendices. We saw in the previous chapter
how the single fiber sensor analysis of chapter three could be addressed in speculating the sensor's
reaction to structural vibration. These speculations will now be investigated through the above
mechanical systems.
We wish to demonstrate the sensors ability to respond to structural frequency components and
evaluate its actual frequency response and dynamic range. This will be done by exposing the sensor
to a range of vibrational frequencies and amplitudes and by comparing the frequency spectra of the
demodulated sensor signal with the calculated frequency components of the structure. The system
described in chapter four represents what may be considered the vibration sensor. The output of
tiffs sensor "unif" is the modulated photodetector signal which carries the actual vibration infor-
mation. Although the application of this unit to a particular structure differs with the structure's
geometry., the processing of the output is the same regardless. The general procedure used in in-
vesti-ating structural behaviour with this sensor and a description of its appfication to the proposed
vibrational systems will be the subject of this chapter.
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The coupling of tile fiber to the structure, again, depended largely on the geometry and will
be discusscd individualy for each structure considered. For now it is only necessary to keep in mind
the ideas of in chapter four (strong str',fin coupling). With the fiber coupled to the beam, li-_ht was
launched into the fiber and adjusted to give a maximum DC output intensity. Now the output
patteru of the fiber was observed in the far field simply by holding a screen (an index card) at some
distance from the fiber end. The lobe pattern referred to in chapter four was identified and a lobe
selected for spatial faltering. It was sometimes necessary to physically bend or somehow stress the
fiber in order to achieve a desireable lobe structure which had strong amplitude modulation. Ex-
periments showed the more distinct and symmetric the interference pattern the cleaner the time
domain signal. To be more precise, the sitm'al seemed to show better periodicity with less high
frequency. The i.nterfcrence pattern was tihered and detected as described in chapter four. Lobes
other thml the strongest of the pattern were also investigated. Responses generated from these
different interference patterns will be addressed later.
The sensor was now ready for operation. Controlled excitations of the structures were per-
formed to initiate the vibrations. These excitations consisted of measured initial displacements
which could be described theoretically to determine the structure's expected response. These
excitations will also be discussed with the individual structures. Dynamic range irfformation was
obtained by measuring the physical displacements of the excitations and the subsequent sensor re-
sponse. For each excitation the interference pattern and DC level of the fiitered and detected lobe
were recorded to determine if there was any correlation with the sensor signal. The lobe pattern
would often undergo changes in its shape with the different structural excitations and it sometimes
became necessary to realign the fdter ann detector or perturb the fiber in some way to maintain
consistent detections of the lobe pattern.
The sensor simlals were recorded on a Nicolet model 204-A distal oscilloscope. This device
ditfitiz.ed the analog detec',or outputs for later distal sib.-aal processing. All waveforms were recorded
using 2048 (2K) sampling points, tiffs was the limit specified by the PC pro_am which reads the
digitized wavcforms from the scope Since numerical fast Fourier transforms (FFT) were to be
performed on the time domain waveforms the Nyquist sampling frequency of the digitizer had to
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be considered. This was determined by the time per point setting of the oscilloscope. Sampling
rates wlfich gave Nyquist frequencies high enough to include the component frequencies of the
structure had to be used. Thus a kalowledge of the vibrational frecluefi_ies was required a priori to
insure proper FFT boa_dwidths which offered sufficient resolution at lower frequencies where the
majority of the vibration spectrum resided yet still included the higher structural modes. Generally
a sampling rate was selected which would give an FFF bandwidth capable of including three to
seven vibration modes depending on the structure and its predicted frequency spectrum, i.e. its
excitation. If lfigher order modes were expected to be highly attenuated then fewer modes could
be considered.
Triggering of the oscilloscope could usually be performed internally in the normal triggering
mode. The level was simply set such that the scope triggered as the structure was released from its
initial displacement. This worked weU for the string and CF beam eases however an external trigger
became necessary, in the FF case and will be described along with that experiment. This
oscilloscope also had a pretrigger option. The trigger could be delayed a preselected amount so that
sigmaJ prior to the trigger could be observed. In this way the noise level could be directly compared
with the sigmal level. Waveforms were recorded with a pretrigger of about 15 to 20 percent of the
rota] sweep length. The vertical sensitivity was usually determined by the vibration amplitude or
the detector sigmal level generated by the given lobe pattern. Si_al levels ranged anywhere from
20 mV to 1 V throughout the experiments.
Once waveforms were recorded they were passed to an IBM PC for formatted disk storage.
This was accomplished using a specialized IEEE 488 interface between the PC and oscilloscope.
This interface was a hardware addition to the PC, programmable through BASIC to control data
transfers with peripherals on the corrunurtications bus. The program transferred the 2K digitized
waveform points from oscilloscope to PC memory and reproduced the waveform on the PC screen.
It could also store the wavcform points and additional waveform documentation on disk for even-
tual FFT ,analysis.
"I'hc fhaal step of the procedure was to perform a frequency component analysis on the time
domain sensor sigma.ls. This was accomplished using an FFT algorithm on the university's VM
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computer system [17]. As described in chapter four, the frequency components of the analyzed
structure should induce modulations in tile sensor signal. These same frequencies should be present
in the spectrum of the demodulated signal generated by the FFT routine. Digital waveform data
stored on disk at the PC was uploadcd to the VM system for signal processing and the generated
frequency data plotted to give the frequency spectrums of the demodulated sensor signals. Ag_m,
the bandwidth of the FFT was determined by the sampling rate selected at the time the waveform
was recorded. The FFT algorithm was modified to allow windowing of the time domain data.
That part of the waveform which included the pretfiggered signal (signal existing earlier than the
actual vibration signal due to selected pretriggering) was discarded by setting these points to zero
betbre performing the FFT. Also, the segment of the waveform just after excitation representing
transients induced by the excitation itself, the plucking of the string for example, was removed. In
this way only the steady state vibrations of the structure influenced the frequency spectrum of the
demodulated sensor response. Generally either the Rr.-t 512 or 1024 points of the (2K) point
waveform were set to zero. Since it was still a 2K point FFT no resolution in the FFT was lost,
otdy the unwanted frequency information. Windowing of course has no effect on the bandwidth
of the FFT. It was also necessary to low pass filter the resulting FFT waveform. The hi m'a DC
component of the signal reduced the vertical resolution of the FFT plots. This was rectified by
fdterialg (setthlg to zero) the f=st few points of the FFT which carried the DC component.
Tl_is describes the general procedures used in the experiments for analyzing the sensors re-
sponse to vibration. These methods were common to each vibration system studied. The specifics
of each system will now be addressed individually.
5.1 The Vibrathzg String
The first vibration system considered was the l.inear stretched string. Tiffs is the easiest
vibrational system to describe, in its linear fu-st order case, and its analysis is given in Appendix A.
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Stringvibrationswill account for frequencies rang4ng from 165 Hz to 390 Hz. Fig. 8 shows the
laboratory system used in studying the vibrating string. An aluminum base mounted with grooved
string supports, a tension scale calibratcd in pounds and a tuning machine identical to that used
on a guitar. The distance betwcen mounts was set at 63.5 cm - a distance typical of the string length
found on guitars. The string was a standard steel wound guitar string. The mass per unit length
was measured as 0.004 g/cm with a diameter of 0.08 cm. The string was tuned to its prescribed
frequency of 220 11z corresponding to the note of A three half steps below middle C. The required
tension was attained by comparing the audible tone of the string to a tuning fork oscillating at 220
I lz - much the same way a guitar would be tuned.
As discussed in chapter four the bonding of the fiber to the structure is critical in determining
the level of induced strain. Since adhesively bonding the fiber would further perturb the string's
natural motion, the fiber was simply wrapped around the string in a helical fashion fourteen to fif-
teen times and secured at the string's supports with tape. This also increased the length of the fiber
(the scnsor area) over the structure which should serve to increase sensitivity. It was necessary to
keep the fiber tightly wrapped around the string as it vibrated since any slack in the fiber caused
excess movement; the fiber would tend to loosely flap on the string if not held taut at each end.
This could be seen in the sensor signal as a reduction in the periodicity and an increase in the higher
frequency components. As the fiber was pulled tighter around the string the signal became much
cleaner with a distinct periodic structure.
With the fiber satisthctorily coupled the string was now ready to be excited. There are two
string excitations which are easily described theorotically: the plucked string and the struck string.
The plucked string represents an initial displacement while the struck string represents an initial
velocity imparted_ on the string. Since displacement is much simpler to characterize than initial .
velocity the plucked string was selected. Fig. 9 shows the device which was used to measure the
string's initial displacemcnt. "I'he tlfin horizontal bar was placed under the string at some specific
location along the string's leng'th, its distance below the string adjusted with the micrometer. The
stmag would simply be pressed down to the bar, usually with my fingernail, and released. There
was enough damping in the string to prevent it from double striking the bar as it vibrated. The
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triggerlevel of the oscilloscope was adjusted such that triggering was initiated as the string was re-
lcased; no external triggering was necessary. When triggering occured the device would initiate one
full sweep thcn capture the next. This option is referred to as the llold Next storage mode. This
also allowed some of the transient signal, introduced when the string was ftrst released, to subside.
Sampling rates of 100 ItS or 50 Its per point were used to digitize the waveforrns depending upon
the fundamental frequency of the vibration. At 2K data points this gave a total sweep length of
200 ms (I00 ms).
Sever',d excitations were performed in order to generate a range of vibrating frequencies and
arnplitudcs. As mentioned earlier, fundamental frequencies ranging from 165 llz to 390 Hz were
obt,'6ned by adjusting the string tension and length to achieve the desired frequency. String tension
was adjusted with the tuning mechanism. Length was varied by placing a third grooved support
under the string at a position calculated to give the desired frequency. The actual frequencies were
then tuned by comparing the tones to those of a tuned guitar. A total of five frequencies were ex-
cited: 164.8, 196, 220, 293.6, and 392 IIz. At each of these frequencies the string was excited at two
positions: a point mid-length on the string and a point close to the end (a distance of 5/6 of the total
string length). In tiffs way vibrations with different modal contents could be achieved; the end
excitation induces more lfigh order frequency components in the strings vibration. We could then
determine if the sensor was responsive to an increase in higher modes by comparing the resopnses
at the two excitations. Each of these frequencies were excited at only one initial displacement: 0. I
in (0.254 cm). To characterize the dynamic range, displacements ranging from 0.05 in to 0.5 cm
were initiated. These were performed at mid-length and at two fundamental frequencies (164.8 and
220 I Iz) to deten:nine if the dynamic range varied with frequency.
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5.2 The Clamped-Free Beam
The expcrimental considerations described for the string will now be applied to the second
vibration system, the clamped-free (CF) or cantilever beam. This structure represents fundamental
frequencies more than an order of maglfitude below those seen in the string ( _ 6Hz) for the length
and material considered. The theoretical description of the CF beam is given in Appendix B.
Unlike the ideal string the CF beam does not possess harmonics which are integer multiples of the
fundamental. Beam harmonics occur at non-linear multiples due to the nature of the characteristic
eigenvalue equation describing the beam modes. Fig. 10 shows the CF beam used in the exper-
iment. The actual beam was simply a steel hack saw blade measuring approximatly 30.5 x 1.3 x
0.064 cm. One end of the beam, about a 2.5 cm len_h, was clamped between aluminum blocks
as shown in Fig. 10. Tiffs gave an active beam length of 28 era. The fiber was ran onto the beam
at its clamped end, ran up and back the top side of the beam and adhesively bonded with rubber
cement to insure strong strain coupling.
The beam was excited in much the same way as the string, through an initial displacement.
"I'he bcarn end was displaced through some initial distance by pressing the beam tip downward,
measured with the device used in the string experiment. Only one beam len_h was considered,
hence only one beam frequency. However, this experiment now investigated the effect of the in-
terference pattern on the sensor signal. The lobe pattern was varied by randomly bending and
moving a section of the fiber which was not bonded to the structure. A short coil of excess fiber
was left between the laser and the beam for this purpose. It was observed that by filtering different
parts of various interference patterns, different time domain waveforms were obtained. This was
somewhat disheartening since tiffs implied an inate inconsistency with the sensor. This however
was to be expected from the discussions of chapter four where it was concluded that an inherent
ambiguity existed in the detection of the fiber output. Several signals were recorded for the various
interference patterns and filter positions all performed at the same beam excitation of 0.635 cm
di._placcment at the beam tip.
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Dynamic range measurements were also performed on this structure. Displacements in the
range of 0.005 cm to 2.50 cm were performed to demonstrate the sensors sensitivity. Response at
amplitudes as low as 0.015 cm displacement were observed. The oscilloscope was again configured
to trigger at the release of the structure in the I fold Next storage mode. A sampling period of either
5 ms or I ms per point was used in samplh_g the waveforms. These left sufficient bandwidth for
the processing of several higher order modes.
5.3 The Free-Free Beam
The free-free (FF) beam is a beam structure which has no constraints at its ends, they are free
to move. Appendix B considers the analysis of this structure also. How one may go about actually
obtaining this structure is difficult to imagine, however in certain limits models may be assumed
which give a reasonable approximation to a FF structure. A very long beam, suspended by thin
wire like supports from above and connected at only a few points along the beams length can be
considered to model a FF beam fairly closely [1,_]. The beam was to be excited by physically pulling
it at its center in a pendulum fashion and then releasing. This would result in two motions of the
beam: l) the desired flexural vibration and 2) a pendulum motion. In order to insure that the
flexural vibration and pendulum motion were uncoupled one final constraint had to be met: The
pendulum frequency of the beam as it swings from the overhead support should be lower than the
fundamenta/flexural vibration frequency of the beam itself. An order of magnitude difference is
more than sufficient. Fig. I l shows the model used in the experiment. The beam itself was a 610
cm length of cylindrical PVC drainpipe with an outer-diameter of 2.857 cm and an inner-diameter
of 2.54 cm. The beam was suspended by three 150 cm lengths of thin nylon string spaced along
the beam as shown. The pendulum frequency is given by
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whereI is the support length aud g the acceleration due to gravity giving a pendulum frequency of
0.4 Ilz. From Appendix B the fundamentM frequency of the beam is found to be 1.5 IIz. The
factor of four between the two frequencies should be enough to insure isolation of the two motions.
Since the plane of motion for the flexural vibrations was normal to the support strings the fiber
was run up and back the length of the beam bonded to its side. This would assure maximum strain
in the fiber as the beam was bending. Unlike the previous structures the FF beam had no supports
at either end hence no way of connecting the fiber to the beam without allowing the excess fiber
movement discussed in chapter four. This was overcome by running the fiber up and down the
support string it one end of the beam, overhead and finally down to the laser and detector. An
independent experiment showed that pendulum motion initiated little or no strain in the fiber suf-
ficient to produce sensor output. Thus any sisal produced should have been due exclusively to
the flexural vibration. This turned out not to be entirely true since the beam movement induced
a time varying longitudinal strain in the support strings which coupled to the fiber.
As described above, the beam was excited by pulling it back from its center in a pendulum
fashion then releasing it to induce a flexural vibration. A small string was tied at the beams mid-
point which was drawn and clamped as shown in Fig. 11. As the clamp was released the scope
was externally triggered and the si.gnal waveform captured. External triggering was much simpler
since setting of the trigger level was difficult in this experiment. Two k,xitial ampfitudes were im-
parted corresponding to displacements of 13 and 25 crn from the equilibrium position.
Strong air currents in the room vibrated sections of the fiber not connected to the beam giving
excessive higher frequency noise (relative to the beam frequencies). A low pass filter with a cutoff
frequency of 30 I Iz was placed at the detector output to reduce the noise component of the sensor
sigma]. "l'lfis cutoff is about 10 llz above the sixth order frequency component of thebeam vi-
bration. Very little siL_mal is expected above the fourth order mode (7.86 Hz) so the ftlter did not
attenuate any meaningful siznal. Dynamic range measurements were not done on tb.2s structure
howevcr the effects of varying interference patterns were studied. In fact, chan m.ng of the interfer-
ence pattern between excitations became somewhat of a problem. Due to the lon#tudinal strain
induced in the fiber at the support string and the eratic fiber movement caused by the gale force
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winds in our laboratory the output lobe pattern changed regularly. This had a noticeable effect on
the time domain waveforms between excitations and it was often necessary to perturb the fiber to
gcaerate a clc:m, distiguishable lobe pattern which would give a reasonable signal. Sampling periods
of 5 ms per point were used for each waveform giving an FFT bandwidth of 100 llz, well above
the fourth and fifth order modes of the beam.
This describes the experiments which were performed in analyzing the sensor's response to
vibrations. Observations and analyses were withheld until the following chapter where they will
be presented for each structure. These independent observations will then be considered on a whole
and conclusions concerning the sensors performance will be developed.
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6.0 Observations and Analysis
The results of the preceeding expe,,4.ments win be outlined and discussed. General observations
cormnon tkrou#_out the experiments will first be reviewed followed by results of the individual
experiments. We wLIJ be__Ln however with a brief review of previous work done by other investi-
gators who have also studied the modal domain sensor. Results may then be compared for simi-
larities in sensor behaviour between the different applications.
As mcntioncd earlier, previous investigators have traditionally subjected the sensor to either
acoustic or PZT excitations. Kingsley wrapped the fiber around a cylindrical PZT device [12,10]
operating at a r_sonance of 45 kl Iz wb_ile Bucaro [9] insonified a circular loop of fiber approximately
26 m in length and 5 cm in diameter with acoustic energy/at 23.3 kHz in an ambient water medium.
In each experiment the frequency structures of the photodetector signals were analyzed on a spec-
trum analyzer. The predicted phcnomena of chapter tbaxe were observed in each case and will be
reviewed here. The transducer frequency initiating the stress field was able to be demodualted and
detected in the fiber simnal. In addition, the multiple harmonics predicted by equation (3.11) were
aJso visible in the spectrum of the demodulatcd sensor output. Sometimes odd fundamental har-
monic_ would be aummcntcd whiJe even harmonics attcnuated, or vice versa. This was due to the
random carrier phase _ acting to cancell harmonics generated by the differential phase modulation
of chapter three. At other tmacs all harmonics were observable indicating a career phase of r_/4.
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These effects were witnessed in the real time frequency spectrum as a slow fading of the harmonic
components. The effects of the interference with the phase modulated triple transit reflection signal
were also apparent. For cases where all of the harmonic components were attenuated a strong in-
terference between diJTcrential and reflection phase modulation was assumed. I ligher components
in the frequency spectrum could be attributed to the demodulated reflection signals. The fading
of these components was also caused by random cartier phase but was much more rapid due to the
increased transit length of the rcllcction signal.
In studying the results of the vibration experiments we will be looking for much these same
kinds of behaviour. Before addressing each vibration system individually, observations which were
common to each experiment will first be discussed. Fig. 12 shows a time domain sensor response
for the vibrating string. The type of periodic behaviour shown here was typical in practically all
of the vibration measurements. The transient portion at the start of the waveform was caused by
the initial release of the structure. This se_aent of the waveform was not included in the frequency
analysis since only the steady state portion of the signal was of interest. The lobe structure shown
in Fig. 7 was not constant throu_:out each experiment but rather varied with temperature, fiber
movement and structural excitations. It was possible to achieve different lobe patterns by stressing
or movh:g a portion of the fiber not on the structure. "121is was sometimes necessary to maintain
consistency in the interference pattern over a series of measurements. This brings up the point
made earlier that different lobe patterns tend to _ve varying sensor signals Even different areas of
the same pattern would give differing responses. (We could compare signals generated from dil r-
fcrent patterns by displaying different portions of the oscilloscope memory.) However by returning
to a particular lobe in a given pattern the original signal could be recovered within some phase
variation. This observation indicates that each lobe is carrying a unique phase modulation; which
-
lobe is correct, if any, is inderterminabte. However an FFT analysis of the time domain signals
from different lobes kndicatcs that common frequency components exist throughout their signal
spectrums. Only the mag.nitude_ of these common frequencies vary. Figs. 22 and 23 for example
show frequency spectrums of tile FF vibrating beam obtained from lobe patterns that gave different
time domain responses. We see that their spectrums e.vdaibit similar frequency peaks but with dif-
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fcrcntcomponentmagmitudes.Thissamebehaviourwasalso observed in tlxe other structures
studied. Therefore, although the resulting interference patterns at the fiber output may carry dif-
fcring amplitude modulations for a given vibration, the phase modulation responsible for the AM
seems to be initiated by unique frequency components.
The DC level of the detector output from different interfemce lol_s showed no correlation
with tile signal amplitude between the respective lobes. Higher output intensity was not necessarily
indicative of strong amplitude modulation. I ligh intensity lobes often gave modulation signals with
much smaller amplitudes than lower intensity lobes. Light intensity wittdn a particular lobe how-
ever did 'affect the signal ampfitude. Diminishing the intensity, by moving the apperture further from
the fiber output for example, reduced the modulation ampfitude of the sensor output. Intuitively
these observations seem reasonable since ha comparing DC intensity we are really only comparing
the relative carrier levels, not the degree of modulation in the different lobes. These observations
will now be carried over and related to those made on the individual structures which will provide
a more detailed characterization of the sensor's behaviour.
6.1 The Vibrathtg Strhtg
Three of the five string excitations studied will be discussed in terms of their individual sensor
responses. Discussing each of the six trials individualy would be redundant since similar behaviour
was observed throughout the experim.ents. Therefore the results of these other excitations will
simply be incorporated in the present discussions. The six excitations were performed at both
mid-string and end-string locations and correspond to fundamental frequencies of 196, 294 and 392
IIz. l:igs. 13 th.roug.Ja 18 show the FFT frequency components for these six excitations respectively.
Also listed axe the theoretical Fourier series components as derived in Appendix A. The peaks of
the spectrum marked by the cixcles represent expected frequency components while those marked
by the boxes represent anomolous components. This convention will be adopted throughout all
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of tile discussions. Frequencies were determined by identifying the peaks in the actual FFT nu-
merical data. q'he minimum and maxhnum resolution of all FFT's is 2.5 llz and 0.05 Hz respec-
tively and is given shnply by the FFT bandwidth divided by 2000, the number of sample points.
Figs. 13,15 and 17 represent spectrums of mid-string excitations for the corresponding fundamental
frequency. Theory predicts that only odd harmonics of the fundamental should occur for this
excitation. Although the expected odd harmonies are visible there are many anomolous compo-
nents also produced. In Fig. 13 for example the fundamental 196 IIz and fifth order 587 Hz peaks
can be seen but are accompanied by several other evenly spaced peaks as well. Inspection shows
that the first visible peak of the spectrum is at a frequency equal to one half of the fundamental
(97.6 l lz). The remaining anomolous components are located at odd multiples of this subharmonie
(292 l lz, 483 l lz and 683 }Iz). This same behaviour can also be seen in the other spectrums with
the exception of Fig. 17 which does not contain a subharmonic. In Fig. 15 the subharmonic
component is actually greater than the fundamental. For excitations near the string end (5/6 L)
Figs. 14 and 18 show the expected increase in the hig.her frequency components characteristic of
end excitation with harmonics occuring at the predicted integer multiples of the fundamental. Fig.
14 shows this ver)' clearly but ag'aJn the multiples of the fundamental subharmonie _/2) are ap-
parent. In Figs. 16 and 18 this subharmonic is again geater than the fundamental. So although
these spectrums show the expected increase in higher order components they are still plagued by
the e.'dstence of a f_/2 subharmonic and its related multiples. The theoretical amplitudes of the
harmonics are normalized to the experimental and theoretical fundamental components. We also
see then that there is no absolute a_cement between experimental and predicted amplitudes of the
frequency commponents.
Some possible explanations for the observed sensor performance will now be discussed. To
be mn, we may consider the nature of the structure itself. We are assuming a ftrst order, linear model
of the strhags behaviour. This is indeed an oversimplification since we are dealing with a massy bass
string which in addition is loaded with the optical fiber. More than likely this is a nonlinear
vibrational system. Nonlinear string analysis predicts the e.'dstence of additional vibrational fre-
quencies not predicted by the ideal string model [19,20,211. ' Other investigators have in fact detected
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frequencies in vibrating strings microphonic,'dly at multiples of one half the expected fundamental
[221. "[he ft/2 subha.rmonic however was not detected. "]'he non-ideal end supports and the pres-
ence of the tension scale at the string end also contribute to non-linear perturabtions [23].
Though these deviations from ideal string behaviour are likely to have some effect upon the
sensor response a good part of the anomolous behaviour must be attributed to the sensor itself.
The soane mechanisms described by other authors and discussed earlier can be applied here to ac-
count for these anomolies. Multiples of low order fundamental frequencies were predicted in
chapter three and reported by these other investigators [12,131. Random carrier phase is responsible
for the variations in harmonic amplitudes hence their lack of agreement with predicted amplitude
values as can be sccn in Figs. 13-18. Coupling of phase modulated reflection signals to the f t/2
harmonics could rccaforce these components. The existence of the actual ft/2 subharmonic is dif-
ficult to explain. The fact that more than two fiber modes exist may be responsible but this sub-
harmonic was not observed in the other vibration systems. Thus it could be related to the fiber
coupling or the higher frequencies of the string. It may be that the sensor is not responding at all
to the fundamental frequencies but only to this subharmonie and higher modes are merely a result
of cartier phase and reflection effects. I lowever the increase in higher harmonics at the end string
excitation shows the sensor is responsive to higher frequency vibration modes. Also, Fig. 17 shows
no existence of this subharmonic at 392 llz, the hi_..hest frequency studied. These observations lead
us to believe that this subhannonie is an artifact of the sensors operation peculiar to this exper-
iment; that the sensor is in fact detecting the expected frequencies but at the same time manufac-
turing these related anomolous components. The type of strain induced by the string simply seems
to support this mechanism moreso than the other systems.
Response up to almost 400 l lz was demonstrated by the string without any modification of
the sensor itself. "I-he sensor showed good response at displacements as low as 0.05 cm however
these very small displacements were accompanied by a strong increase in the subharmonic magni-
tude.
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6.2 The Clamped-Free Beam
The clamped-free (CF) beam structure represented the simplest and most consistent of the
three structures studied. Only one beam length was considered hence only one fundamental vi-
bration frequency. Figs. 19 through 21 show the frequency spectrums for several beam excitations.
Figs. 19 and 20 show spectrums resulting from two beam excititions of different initial displace-
ments. The spectrum of Fig. 19 was generated by a 0.076 cm displacement while that of Fig. 20
by a 0.50 cm displacement. Both spectrums show frequencies at 6.8 Hz and 41 Hz with no other
major peaks visible. These values are ahnost exactly equal to the predicted fundamental and second
mode frequencies derived in Appendix B. Since the beam modes do not reside at integer multiples
of the fundamental this second peak cannot be due to random carrier phase or modulation of re-
flected signals. These spectrums were _d_o obtained from waveforrns taken at two different times
but with very similar lobe structures. Fig. 21 shows another spectrum generated by the same 0.5
cm displacement. The graph clearly shows the effects of reflected signal interference and carrier
phase randomness. Each peak occurs at a multiple of the fundamental 6.8 Hz component. The
hacrcased amplitudes hi the ki_acr harmonics is problably due to strong constructive interference
in the reflection signals. It is interesting to note that this wavcform was obtained directly after that
of Fig. 19, the only difference being the sampling period of the scope. This then clearly shows the
hlfluence of random interference between the modulated reflection signal and the differential phase
modulated single transit signal with random carrier phase. Vibrations measured in other trials from
different interference patterns and fdtered lobes showed very similar behaviour. In these other cases
the hi_aer order harmonics were often attenuated but the lower second and third order harmonics
of the fundamental at 13.2 11z and 20 IIz were stronger, with the peak at 41 Hz still present. Thus
the ditTcrcnt interference patterns seem to contain the sanle frequency information but diiTering
component ma,_mJtudes. Note that none of these spectrums exhibit the f_/2 subharmonic seen
previously as was the case ha all of the CF frequency spectrums generated. Reasons for this are not
clear but exaxrfni.ng the differences between experiments may provide some insight. Perhaps the
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different fiber coupling had some effect. The coupling in the CF beam experiment provided an ideal
longStudinal stress in the fiber whereas tile helical winding of the fiber around the string resulted in
a more complicated stress field. The increased length of the fiber over the string may have been
responsible however the subharmonic was not detected in the FF beam experiments. The exact
sources of the anomolous subharmonic are dithcult to determine from these broad studies. How-
ever, this experiment demonstrated the potential ability of the sensor to detect extremely small
mcchanical vibrations with excellent fidelity as indicated by the results shown in Figs. 19 and 20.
6.3 The Free-Free Beam
The final analysis to be considered is that of the flee-free (FF) beam. The sin_e excitation
mechanism described in chapter five is responsible for the frequency spectrums of Figs. 22 through
24. These spectrums were generated from different displacement amplitudes and interference pat-
terns. Maintaining a constant interference pattern was very difficult due to the strain induced in the
fiber at the support string, lntcrfcrence pattcms with more symmetric three lobe structures seemed
to give cleaner more periodic time domaLu wavcforms. However FFTs again indicated the existence
of common frequency components between the varying patterns despite their different time domain
signals with only the mag.n.itudes of the harmonics varying. Figs. 22 and 23 for example show
similar frequency components but with differing relative magnitudes.
The predicted vibrational frequencies of tiffs structure are at 1.5, 4.0, 7.86, and 13.05 Hz from
Appendix 13. Figs. 22, 23 and 24 all show strong fundamentals at 1.66 Hz just'sli_t.ly)greater than
the predicted 1.5 l lz fundamental. There are several possible reasons for this slight discrepancy.
The pendulum motiotx may not be totally isolated from the flexural motion resulting in a distortion
of the frequency components of an ideal FF beam. The presence of damping in a structure acts
to distort the expected undamped frequency components [24]. The apparent frequency differences
may bc due in pztrt to the high de_ee of damping in tiffs material. The tlfird possibilty is the sus-
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pcctedreliabiltyof the nominal elastic constant and density values used in calculating the theoritical
frequency modes.
l:ig. 24 shows the presence of several fundamental harmonics at 3.3 Hz and 5.02 llz. Like the
CI- beam, the FF beam posseses no frequency components at integer multiples of the fundamental.
The components at 3.3 and 5.02 Hz represent second and tlfird order multiples of the 1.66 Hz
fundamental. The frequencies of 13.2 Hz and 15 Hz correspond to the eighth and ninth harmonics,
all within the resolution of the FFT (0.05 Ilz). The 8.8 Hz peak is at approximately the fifth har-
monic. Other spectrums showed peaks at 10 llz, the sixth harmonic, and 8.4 Hz the fifth harmonic.
These harmonics are due to demodulation'of the triple transit reflection signals. The increased
magnitude at the higher orders, compared to the other experiments, is due to the increased fiber
sensor length. Equation (3.14) tells us that the demodulated detector current contains harmonic
multiples of the modulating frequency co,_ which are weighted by the Bessel functions J,(2tot), where
tot is the phase change in the reflected triple transit echo mode. Equation (3.2) then shows that an
increase ha fiber length serves to increase tOt. Tiffs, coupled with the factor of 2, tends to increase
the argument of Jk- By increasing the argument it may be that the weighting of the lower order
Bessel functions is diminished while that of the hi zlaer order functions is increased due to the
behaviour of the Bessel functions themselves, tlcnce kigher order harmonics (5 throgh 9) can be
of geater ma,_..mitude than the lower order harmonics (2 through 4). It appears that none of the
predicted higher order modes of the actual beam vibration are present in the spectrums. All fre-
quency structure above the 1.66 I Iz fundamental is due to reflected mode demodulation. This is
not all that surprising considering the structures material and the induced vibration. Hio.her order
vibration modes will most likely be severely attenuated in this material and for the applied
excitation. The subharmonics below 1.66 Hz do not exist at 0.83 Hz, one half of the fundamental,
but rather at 0.488 l lz, close to the pendulum frequency of the swinzing beam which problably
accounts for tiffs subharmonic.
"l'hc frequency spectrums shown for each of the structural systems studied have been discussed.
In mo._t circumstances the theoretical models together with the observations of other investigators
could be applicd to expl'aLn the behaviour of each system. The effects of random carrier phase and
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triple transit reflection sikmals, described in (3.11) and (3.14), worked well to account for unexpected
spectr:d components not indicative of the structures vibration. The observed behaviour was in fact
very similar to that of the other investigators. The effects of ampfitude modulation due to bend loss
or polarization have not been addressed. It is befieved that bend loss had a ne_gible effect due to
the nature of the structures studied and the excitation of low order frequency modes. Polarization
modulation was most likely present and responsible for some of the observed anomolous response.
The major anomoly which could not be explained was the existence of the one half fundamental
subharmonic. The fact that this anomally was pecufiar to only the string structure leads to two
possible conclusions: l) the sensor is simply" not capable of detecting structural vibrations at these
frequencies or 2) the subharmonie and its resulting harmonic multiples axe an artifact of the
string-fiber coupling; the fiber is sensitized to a frequency exactly one half the fundamental fre-
quency. Since the fiber responded favorably to end string excitations and the subharmonic is not
always present (Fig. 17) we are led to believe that the sensor is ha fact capable of responding to these
hi oh frequency vibrations.
The dynamic range and frequency response of the sensor have then been demonstrated. Re-
sponses to frequencies ranging from 1.6 to 392 Hz have been shown with no modification of the
sensor itself. Beam vibrations at ampfitudes as low as 0.015 cm have been analyzed ha terms of their
f'rrst and second vibrational modes. There still exist., however this haate inconsistency with the
sensor brou_lt about by the predicted effects of carrier phase and mode reflection.
Ohserv-_tions and Analysis 4.3
7.0 Conclusions
The operation of the modal domain vibration sensor has been demonstrated in several simple
vibrational systems. Two apparent advantages are the sensors bandwidth and sensitivity. An in-
herent drawback of standard vibration detection devices is their rapid cost increase with kigh fre-
quency bandwidth. This sensor showed consistent response in the frequency range of 1.5 to 400
Hz. By imparting very small but measurable excitations in the structures wc were able to establish
the sensors ability to respond to very low order vibration induced strain. Dynamic ranges on the
order of 18 to 22 dB for the CF beam and string systems respectively were observed. The sensor
itseK represents a very. simple system: a coherent source, a single fiber and a low bandwidth detector.
The inherent advantages of ruggedness and immunity to external radiation can also be added.
Finally, the sensor minimally impairs structural motion through loading, an advantage in moni-
toring small vibrations or lightweight structures.
Of course the sensor was not without its own drawbacks. It is true we were able to detect
structural frequencies however the sensor introduced its own anomolous frequency information as
well. The primary, sources of these h'ther_nt anomolics were thought to be the effects of random
carrier phase and multiple transit endface reflections. Endfacc reflections have been reduced by
i_ldcx matching the fiber to the source and detector, however the effect of carrier phase has no im-
mediate solution. Additional problems may have been encountered with strain reduced
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polarizationandpotentinJbendinginducedamplitudemodulation.Polarizationsof theindividual
modesarechangedueto straininducedbirefringence.Thiswill resultin some level of a_nplitude
modulation at tile detector. Phase differences between the various amplitude modulations will
provide a source of interference.
The sensor was exposed to vibrations with only one degree of freedom in order to provide
simple, defmeable vibration systems, tlowever normal structural vibrations may consist of oscil-
lations with multiple degrees of freedom. This will impart a much more complicated stress on the
fiber with dhnensional components that behave differently in time. The strain induced phase
modulation will then be caused by the resultant of these complicated stress components. Resolving
the frequency components of the resulthag amplitude modulation into the x,y,z component
vibrational modes would problably prove to be impossible. A fiber sensitized specifically to strain
in one direction would be a possible solution (polarization preservh2g fiber). This very. problem
may have been exhibited Lu the study of the vibrating string. The non-lineafity of the string causes
vibration to occur in not just one but two dimensions [19]_ The string actually precesses in a cir-
cular fashion as it vibrates, with a precessional frequency much lower than the strings fundamental.
Ilence the string has equations of motion in two dimensions which are coupled in such a way as
to produce the precessional motion. The movement of the string in two dimensions may be the
source of the subharmonic and its multiples observed m the vibration spectrums.
The investigations performed here certaitfly established the potential of the modal domain
sensor however further experimentation is necessary to genuinely quantify its behaviour. For ex-
ample, the dynamic range of the sensor was demonstrated throug.h various excitation amplitudes.
EssentiaLly what this qualifies is the strain in the fiber necessary to generate a reco maie.able response.
A more quantitative approach to dynamic range would be to specify this actual strain. It may be
that the sensor has a limited range of lh_earity. Perhaps large non-linear strains are induced in
structural vibrations and the assumed linear model [81 is not valid. Response at large frequencies
was demonstrated but in a structure with questionable characteristics (the string). Structures with
better experimental hategrity (beams) could be forced to vibrate at higher frequencies helping to
establish the sensors ability to detect hi?gher order modes. The behaviour of the fiber modes could
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also be further addressed. A tiber with fewer modes or preferred excitation of different modes in
the fiber studied here may prove useful. Polarization modulation in single mode fibers has been
studicd by several others in acoustic stress wave detection [31]. This may provide an entirely dif-
ferent approach to vibration sensing. I believe tile performance of the modal domain sensor dem-
onstrated in these experiments warrants these further investigations.
Conclusions 46
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Appendix A. Tile Vibrating String
One of the shnplcst and most fundamental problems in the study of vibration is that of the
stretched string. Tkis problem provides insight to the solution of more complicated vibration sys-
tems as well as many similar problems in mathematical physics. Consider f_rst a stretched string
of length L fixed at its endpoints. Our goal is to determine an equation of motion for the string,
u(x,t), which characterSzes the position of each point x on the string at time t after some given
initial disturbance. Several assumptions must ftrst be made about the system in order to obtain a
simple equation [261:
1. The magnitude of the tension _ in the string is constant and always in a direction tangent to
the existhag string profile.
2. The angle which the string makes with respect to the x axis is small.
3. Only movemcnt of the string in a single transverse direction is allowed.
With these assumptions we may now consider tile differential string element of Fig. 25. Let x be
the ma2maitudc of the tension at either end of the e!emcnt. The forces on the string in the vertical
direction are [251
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sh113 - x sin ct ,
wtfich must be equal to the acceleration of tile element times its mass. If As represents the arc
length of the element and p its mass per unit length we may write a differential equation of motion
as
u.(x,t) O&s = _ sin f_ - _ sin a , (A.l)
where u,, denotes a second derivative with respect to time. Tiffs equation may be simplified by
considering the previous assumptions. Since the slope of the string is small, from assumption 2
we may consider
AS =_ AX ,
and also
~sinct = tan_t , sin _tan .
Then equation (A. 1) becomes
pax
- ut_(x,t) . (A.2)tan _ -- taal ct "_
I lowever the tangents of the ang.tes ct and 13at points x and x + &x respectively can simply be de-
freed as
I
tan ct = u:t(x,t)x,t , tan 13 = tttt(X,l)x + &x, t "
Rewriting equation (A.2) we get
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In the limit as Ax goes to zero the term on the left is simply thc definition of second derivative.
This equation becomes
2
Ot2 Ox
where c 2 = zip. "rids equation has the form of the one dimensional wave equation which defines
the motion of a string.
To completely describe the system we require initial and boundary conditions on the wave
equation (A.3). For the described string the-_e may be written as
u(x,O) = fix) , O _; x g l ,
ut(x,O ) = g(x) , 0 < x g l
u(O,t) = O , t 2 0
u(L,t) = 0 , t> 0 ,
t>O
(.,4.4)
where fix) and g(x) represent the initial displacement and velocity respectively. By the method of
seperation of variables we assume a solution to equation (A.3) of the form
u(x.O = X(x) 7"(0 . (A._
This gdves the two ordinary differential equations
X" - k2X = 0
7" -- k2cZT = 0 ,
(A .6)
where L is the seperation constant. Applying the boundary conditions to equation (A.5) leads to
the eigenvalue problem
X"+k2=0
X(o) = o
X(L) = o.
CA.7)
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Theonlynon-trivial solution to this equation is of the form
X(x) = A cos _.x+ B sm Lz .
The condition X(0) = 0 implies A = 0. Applying the second boundary condition X(L) = 0 gives
B sin ).L = 0 .
For non-trivial solutions (B # 0) we require solutions to the equation sin _.L = 0. These solutions
are the eigenvalucs of the problem and are _ven by
Then the solutions to equation (A.7) are
Xn(x) = B. s'm rmxlL . CA.8)
We now consider the equation
T'- L2c2T= 0 .
"lhis equation takes the general solution, assuming the discrete values for k derived above,
t'/_¢
Tn(t) = Cn cos ---_-t + D n sin Tt . CA.9)
The general solution for the string's equation of motion is a superposition of these seperable sol-
utions, equations (A.S) and (A.9). Combining this fact with the product solution ofequation (A.5)
we get
u(x,t) = _ an cos __.._ct + bn s'm t sin n,'z::
• n t L
(A.10)
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mThis equation represents the Fourier series solution to the partial differential equation. Hence the
series components represent orthogonal functions from which we can derive the constants
a,,and b,. Given the initiJ conditions of equations (A.4) the orthogonality relation gives
2 l
,,. = TSo'fx) '
bn _ 2 5oLg(x) s'm rmx
--Z-_.
ngC
(A.I I)
The two components of the solution represented by X(x) and T(t) are the spatial and temporal
descriptions of the string's motion respectivct'y. The X(x) solution tells us the possible mode shapes
of the string while the T(t) "solution gives the harmonic behaviour of each mode shape in time.
Ilcnce 7"(0, through the frequency eigenvalue c0, = rmc/L, defines the actual frequencies of oscil-
lation of the string; each mode shape oscillating with a respective frequency. The possible fre-
quencies are a function of the initial conditions which impart the actual motion.
A.1 The Phtcked Strhzg
The case of initial displacement with no inJtiM velocity will be considered. Referring to
equations (A.4) this will give g(x) = 0. Now J_x), the in.itial position of each point on the plucked
string, must be defined. These initial conditions can be written as [25]
fix) = u(x,O) = ( hx/a , O _ x _: a
e(h (L- x)
--_ g, a_x_L
(A. 12)
where h and a define the initial di.splacement heist of the string and distance from the end x= 0
respectively. These initial conditions are substituted into equations (A.I1) to give the constants
a. and b. from wbSch we get
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bl_----0
2hL 2 1 sin nrta
an = rt2a(L- a) n 2 L
The final solution for the plucked string then becomes
n2a (L - a) ,,E=I n''T sin ,rnc . (A.14)
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Appendix B. Simple Vibrating Beams
The transversely vibrating beam represents a slightly more complicated vibration system. In
the case of a vibrathlg string, the string's stiffness is ignored and only the tension gives rise to the
restoring force. For a beam however, it is the stiffness itself which provides this restoring force.
The analysis will consider only transverse motion of a slender beam ignoring the effect of gravity
and the action of the beam supports. Consider a beam of cross sectional area A to be loaded with
a continuous, static load per unit length w(x) across the lenNh of the beam. The bending moment
M(x) acting on the beam can be related to the distributed load by [26]
d"M(x) _ w(x) . (B.I)
d.v 2
If there e.'dsts a bending moment M(x) ktitiating a bend of curvature R(x) (Fig. 26), the two can
be related through the equation
M(x) - E[ "(B.2)
R(x)
where E is the materials Young's modulus and I is the section moment. This is defined as the
second momcnt of the area about a transverse axis tlu'ough the beam's neutral surface (Fig. 26)
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; = [y2, ,t . (B.3)
I lowever, we would like to relate the displacement of a point on the beam to M(x). If we designate
u(x) as a point on the beam's neutral surface then for small displacements, u(x) can be related to
the beam's radius of curvature due to bending, R(x), as
d2u( x ) _ 1
dx 2 R(x)
Then equation (13.2) can beused to obtain
(B.4)
M(x) = El d2u(x) (B.5)
d.,:2
Tiffs equation relates an applied bending moment to the actual beam displacement. By solving this
equation for an applied M(x) the resulting shape of the bent beam could be determined.
We may also relate u(x) to an applied load w(x) through equation (B. 1). This gives
El dau(x) - w(x) . (B.6)
d.x a
It is from this equation that we may approach the subject of beam vibration. As a beam vibrates
due to the pressence of a transverse wave, the applied load w(x) can be considered a kinetic reaction
of the beam in opposing the acceleration imparted by the wave [261. This acceleration is responsible
for the transverse motion of the beam, hence a force w,(x,t) exists due to the wave acceleration and
the beam mass. Defining 9 as the beam's density and A as the cross sectional area we can write this
force as
42
wt(x,t) = p,,l_ (8.7)
Ot2
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Now we may consider the opposing lbrce of (B.6) equivalent to the accelerating force of equation
(B.7) along the beam. llowever, since these forces oppose one another a si_a difference must be
introduced. Equating (B.6) and (B.7) accordingly we get
..a pA 02
o u(x,t) = u(x,t) . (9.8)
Ox 4 El Ot2
q'lfis is tile diffcrential equation which describes bean vibration. In deriving this equation we have
disregarded the fact that each element of the beam, A.x, has an associated moment of inertia. As
the beam vibrates a torque.is required to generate a rotary acceleration of this moment through
some smaU angJe. Tiffs effect, known as rotary inertia, is usually negligible in the treatment of low
order beam vibrations.
Solutions to the differential equation (B.S) are required. Applying the technique of seperation
of variables a solution of the form
u(x,t) = X(x) 7"(0 , (a.9)
is assumed. Substitution into equation (13.8) and defining the seperation constant o.,'2gives two
ordinary differential equations of the form
d2T + (o2T 0 (B.IO)
dt 2
da.---_-x - ,_'tX= o. (B.II)
dx'_
where k" = ¢o-'(pA/E/'). We ftrst consider solutions of the fourth order equation (B.I 1) since it is
these solutions which provide the necessary eigenvalues describing the vibration system. The gen-
eral solution to this equation is of the form 1271
X(x) = A s'm kx + B shl lcr + C sinh lcx + D cosh k.x. (B. 12)
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Wemustnow apply the necessary boundary conditions. There are three possible classical boundary
conditions which describe the state of tile bcasn ends: free, hinged and clamped, and any combina-
tion of these three conditions may appear. The two which will be discussed here are the clamped-
free and free-free combinations.
B.1 Clamped-Free Boundary Conditions
Each end of the beam is considered independently. At the clamped end (x = 0) securing the
beam causes the displacement and slope of the beam to be zero [26]
u(x,t) ]x=O = 0 fl-_--u(x,t) Ix=0 = 0 (B.13)
Ox
At the free end of the beam (x = L) the bending moment and shearing force both vanish. This is
described by
= 63gz u(x,t)lx=t. 0 _u(x,t)]x= L = 0 . (9.14)
gx z Ox 3
Substituting these boundary, conditions into equation (B.12) will yield the characteristic equation
I2Sl
cosh13 cos 13+ I=0
= kL .
"fhe solutions of tiffs cquation are the eigcnvalucs, 13.. The first three eigenvalues are found to be
1271
13t,2.3 = 1.875, 4.694, 7.855 .
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From this the beam's frequencies are given by
.In- 2Jz 2_L2x/'-_- (B.16)
Equation (B. 16) is applicable to any beam system for which the eigenvalues, 13.,are known. Hence
to determine the modal frequencies of a beam we need only to solve for these eigenvalues by ap-
plying the particular boundary conditions to equation (B. 12).
I lowevcr, this does not tell us the contribution of each frequency mode to the actual vibration.
In other words, we do not yet know the ma,:_aitudes of the individual frequency components. This
is a function of the beam's initial conditions which may be expressed as
u(x.O) = fix) , 0 K x _; L
u(x.O) g(x) .
(8.1"_
The general solution to the vibrating beam is given by equation (B.9). Since there are an infinite
number of solutions this product becomes a superposition, hence
oo
u(x,t) = y [,1,, cos cod +/_,, sin co,,t]X,,(x) .
rl=l
Thc mode shapes X,(x) are derived from the boundary conditions and equation (B.12)., given the
eigcnvalues 13,. For the clamped-free beam X,(x) is given by [271
&(x) = G { sin_..=- sire,*_ - V[cos_:._- coshI,._]}
sin _. + sinh _.
V = cos _,, + cosh _,,
k,, = _/L ,
(B._8)
where C, is a constant. Absorbhlg this constant in A. and B, we solve for these constants by
orthogonatity of the series functions as
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All (B. 19)
Bll = [_;"g(x)xll dx ,
L 2
where f(x) and g(x) are the initial conditions of equation (B. 17). We now need to characterize these
initial conditions. For our purposes we will consider the specific case of a downward displacement
by a force P at the beam tip. This will make g(x) = 0. To determineflx) we must solve equation
(B.5) for u(x) = fix) with the appfied moment M(x). By summing the moments around the beam
and setting them equal to 2ero (static case) we obtain
M(x) = P(x - L) .
Substituting this in equation (B.5) and integrating with the initial conditions
_(_) = --_-_(_)1_=o = o ,
ox
we get for f(x), the displacement of the beam at t = 0 ,
3Ax) = u(x.O) = .-_ 6 Lx22 ] . (B.20)
Substitution of equations (B.18) and (B.20) into (B.19) will give the expansion coefficient
A, (B, = 0) for the corresponding eigerunode X,(x). The first three coefficients are found to be [29]
t3
A t = .32356P-_
1 3
A, = .00824P _"
- El
A 3 = .00105P L3, .
/.;1
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tSince tile pressure P could not be readily measured, equation (B.20) was utilized to solve for P.
The displacement at tile beam tip, x = L, was measured and P derived accordingly.
B.2 Free-Free Boundary Conditions
Determination of the free-free beam m_dal frequencies is identical to that of the cl.amped-free.
beam. To begin, the boundary conditions must be defined. We have at,ready seen the interpretation
of the free end boundary condition and nced now only to apply it to both ends of the beam. The
free-free boundary conditions are written as
d2u(x) dS,,(x)
d-_:2 - dx 3 Ix=0,L = 0 . (B.21)
Application of these conditions to equation (B. 12) yields the eigenvalue equation [281
cosh_ cos_= 1
= kL.
(B.22)
Solving tiffs equation for 13gives the free-free beam eigenvalues. This equation has a double root
at [3 -- 0. These two eigenvalues correspond to the lowest order pendulum modes of the free-free
beam; the ftrst to the transverse motion of the beam and the second to a rigid rotation about its
center
its center of mass [27]. The ftrst non-zero roots are at
132.3,a = 4.73, 7.853, 10.996 .
With the use of equation (B.16) the actual beam frequencies may be calculated.
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Appendix C. Experimental Measurement of Young's
Modulus
The use of equation (13.16) to calculate beam eigeafrequencies is precluded by a knowledge
of E, the Young's modulus. Rather than use reported nominal values for the modulus of the beam
materi:.ds, steel and PVC, an independent experiment was performed to determine E. This exper-
iment measures the fundamental frequency of a cantilever beam then uses the computed f'wst order
eigcnvalue (Appendix 13) to solve for the product EI knowing p and A. in the case of the st_l hack
saw blade used in the clamped-tree beam vibration studies it was only necessary to perform the
experuncnt on the existing beam to calculate El. In the case of the PVC cylindrical beam however
a second sample of PVC was obtained for the experiment: a rectangular slab measuring 41 x 5.64
x 0.33 cm. This specimen could be set up as a cantilever beam in order to measure its E1 value.
From rials, and a knowledge of I tbr the rectangular and cylindrical PVC beams, the El product of
tile cylindrical free-free beam could be determined.
q hc expcr4.mcnt uscd the cantilever beam system of Fig. 10. A laser was focused on the long
edge of the beam such that the laser light was blocked. A detector was then placed ha line with the
laser tight on the beam's opposite side. As the beam vibrated the laser was periodically blocked
giving a series of spikes in the _ve:-tcd detector output. ]'he period of these spikes was then half
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thefundarnenralbeamperiod.Thus,bymeasuringtheperiodof this signal we had an Lndependent
method of measuring fundamental cloanped-frce beam frequencies. This experiment was performed
on both tile steel and PVC rectangular beams.
In the case of the steel beam it was not necessary to calculate I since the same'beam was to
be used in the modal domain sensor experiments, llence the product E1 derived from equation
(13.16) using the measured fundamental was sumcient. However the actual value of E was needed
ha the case of the PVC rectangular beana for use in the cylindrical free-free beam calculations. It
was thcrefore necessary to compute the section moments of both the PVC rectangular and cylin-
drical bemns. These are designated by 14 and I c respectively and are given by [301
I R - bh3
12
Eb_ a4]lc = T - "
(c.l)
In the ftrst equation b and h represent the rectangular beam's base and height respectively while in
the second equation a and b are the inner and outer radii of the cylindrical beam, respectively.
From beam dimensions Ia was found to be 3.97x10 -4 and I,, 4.95xI0 -2. The resulting value of
Young's modulus for PVC obtained from the experiment was 3.65xi0 s giving an Elc product of
1.8xl_. The measured El product for the steel beam was found to be 19.49. These values were
employed in equation (B.16)in the determination of theoretical beam frequencies.
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DETECTION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION IN PLYWOOD USING IMBEDDED
- OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS
OBJECTIVE
The objective of the research presented in this report is to
determine whether or not acoustic emission in plywood can be
detected using imbedded optical fiber sensors.
INTRODUCTION
The monitoring of acoustic emission is an important
technique in the nondestructive characterization of strained
materials because time and frequency domain analyses of AE events
yield information about the type, geometryand location of
defects,as well as how a material may fail. The quantative
interpretation of AE event signatures is critically dependant
upon the faithfullness of the acoustic transduction and signal
processing system in reproducing localized stress wave amplitude
as a function of time. Although the usual sensor for acoustic
emission is the piezoelectric transducer, several investigators
have considered the application of interferometric optical
sensing techniques which offer good spatial resolution and
frequency response [1,2]. These techniques typically focus one
beam of a modified Michelson interferometer to a small spot on
the surface of a specimen and measure the time-dependant normal
component of surface displacement at the location of that spot.
This report describes the self-referenced interferometric
optical detection of acoustic emission in plywood using an
optical fiber waveguide imbedded directly within the composite
matrix.
EXPERIMENT
Multimode optical fiber was imbedded between the two center
plys in a four-ply symmetric cross-ply balsa wood composite.
Common wood glue was used to bond the laminae together, and the
overall dimensions of the laminate were 15.24cm x 15.24cm x
1.27cm.
As seen in Figure I, the plywood specimen was clamped to an
optical table in a cantilever beam comfiguration. The plywood
was then loaded in the center of the free end, and using modal
domain sensing techniques, the output of the imbedded fiber
sensor was monitored [3]. The output waveforms were then
recorded on a self-triggerable digital storage oscilloscope.
This detection system recorded burst events at the same time as
audible acoustic events were noted.
RESULTS & OBSERVATIONS
Typical events recorded for the specimen at different times
during loading are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4. These event
signatures show remarkable similarity to the signatures of
acoustic emission due to composite fiber breakage found by
Bennett [3] in a similar experiment using graphite-epoxy .
composites. Note that in Figures 3 and 4 two separate events
were recorded.
Additional interesting observations were made prior to
loading the plywood asdescribed above. After initially setting
up the experiment, the free end of the clamped plywood was
impacted with the eraser end of an ordinary pencil. The output
corresponding to this impact is shown in Figure 5. The damped
oscillation is approximately 195.0 Hz with a 16.3 Hz envelope
superimposed upon it. The 195 Hz oscillation is suspected to be
at a frequency corresponding to a plate mode vibration of the
plywood specimen. To check this, a speaker from a transistor
radio was mounted on the free end of the plywood beam and
connected to a signal generator. The signal generator was then
swept in frequency from 180 Hz to 210 Hz. A sharp rise in output
amplitude was seen when the speaker was driven at 195 Hz. The
output of the imbedded optical fiber sensor when the plywood beam
was forced to vibrate at 195 Hz is shown in Figure 6. We were
unable to cause a forced vibration of large enough amplitude at
16.3 Hz to be detected. Further investigation will be
required to determine the cause of this lower frequency
vibration.
CONCLUSION
The results presented in this report show that acoustic
emission in plywood can be observed using imbedded optical fibers
employed in a modal domain sensing system which is simple and
inexpensive. Extensions of this method include the location of
the emission source in the two planar dimensions of the composite
by triangulation and improvement in the spatial resolution of the
sensor by selectively coating sections of the fiber. Also, it
has been shown that imbedded optical fiber sensors can be used to
collect information on the plate mode vibrations of plywood.
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OPTICAL FIBER MODAL DOMAIN DETECTION OF STRESS HAVES
N.K.S_ankaranaray'anan, K.O.Bennettp and R.O.Claus
Fiber and Electro-Optics Research Center
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 2_061
_BSTRACT
Modal domain methods utilizing mode-mode inter-
ference have been used to detect acoustic emis-
sion, stress braves and vibration in composite
specimens. Experiments have been ccx-ck_ted to
investigate the modal domainmeth<_dusing feN-mo_e
fibers •swell as multi-me<Jr fibers. These results
and a generalized theory of modal sensing phenom-
ena are presente_d. Obser'vations abcxJtmodaldomain
techniques •re •1so discussed.
_NTROOU_T_ON
Fiber optic mcOustic •r_ strain sensors based on
interferometric mefJ'K_s have been reported in
literature [1,Z]. Aside from analysis of conven-
tional ckzal-beam inter§etcher•re, interf•Mmce
be_3_m_ndifferent modes in _ s•me fiber has •;so
been studied by various authors. "Modal domain"
modul•tion mechanisms have been used to detect
• coustic _raves [3,;], vibration in strus_rss
[5,6] and acoustic e_isslons from graphite-e_xy
composite laminae [7].
Modal ck_ain techniques are based on _ inter-
ference be{_mN_ modes in an optical fiber, prima-
Pily due to phase modulation effects. Unlik•
dual-beam interferometPic sensors, modal domain
sensors are very simple to implement because all
of the participating mocks •re in _'m same fiber.
Complex methods of stabilizing the refer•roe •m
ape not neccessary and such sensors •re mble
to rugged sensor designs. Their sensitivity to
strain is ab,:,Jt ZO d5 loumr _d-amn conventional
interferometers i3].
This paper reports _ detection of •coMsti¢
emission and tel•ted stress leaves in composites
using modal domain methods •nd includes results
from _he sensing of vibpetlo_al components of
simple beam s_ructure$. A generalized analysis
and model based on phase mockJlation due to strain
is also presented.
MODAL DOMAIN SENSING: THEORY AND TECHNI_ES
If we conslder _he operation of dual-beam
in_er_erometry in _erms of interference be_eon
{_o differentially modulated light waves, it is
reasonable to expect similar effects from _he in-
terfererce bet>men modes in _ same fiber.
Ne shall first review tJ_e mechanism of phas• mod-
ul•tLon in optical fibers. The phase of • mode is
given by _ = _L • A phase modul•ting effect such
is strain in the axi•l diP•c,ion will change the
phase •nd td_is is described by
_ = _L +L_.
Note that _ changes in L and _ ¢O_Jld •ris• fr_l
many different effects. Such phase modulations
have been analysed by o_hers (2,10]. He reproduce
from the latter _ following expression giving
• he c_ange in phase due *o longi_Jdinal strain ¢_
and radial strain ;. Thus
,],_p = 2'_ _i - "_-'(-_i_ + P_2)"r + P_2e ,
d_epe L is _ lengtd_ of inteMmction, n is t_m
index of the cope, •nd Pu _ P= •re photoeles_i=
constants for _ optical fiber material
To see how t_his phase modulation due *o s,rain
results in • InOC_l domain sensing signal, we focus
our attention on _ mocks propagating in _ fi-
ber. He have for modes m and n_
En(p,O,_ = E.o(p,O)expU_.z+ _.).
After phase modul•tion_e have
Em(P,O,_ = Emo(P,O)expU_mz + _m + l_ Md
_,(p,O.:) = 5no(P.O)exp(l_nz + i_ n + l_n).
The above expressions illustrate _ fact that
different modes have different _, phasms_ and
phase changes. Pifferan_ modulation schemes can
be considered to represent _ different mech-
anises involved in me,e-mode interference {_. The
_hpee primary factors ape differentiaZ phase mod-
ulation, group del•y demodulation due to different
group delay times and a triple transit echo due
_o rmJltiply reflected _raves. This analysis pre-
dicts the occurrence of harmonic multiples in the
mo_Jlation and also indicates optimimum c_n_litions
for greater change in the intensi_y distribution.
_noth_r approach is to consider the field [nten-
s_y distribution at the ondface by calculating
_ho real par_ of _he z componen_ of the complex
Poynting vector [3] . HePO_ all possible in_er-
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Because 'the mode components are in the same fiber,
there is a reduction of absolute sensitivity since
the raodos are affected by marginal differential
phase modulation. Horeover, the optimum mode com-
binations referred to above cannot always be
launched. This is a more important problem in the
few mo_o fiber because the placement of the de-
tector and spatial filter becomes difficult. For
patterns with numerous small speckles, this ;s not
so critical because of the random effects in the
phases of the many carriers.
EXPERIHENT
Several experimental systems were used for ver-
ification of the modal d_in stress Nave and
strain mechanisms. First, optical fibers of
core/clad diameters 8/125 _ wi_h V:4 were imbedded
in 25.; x Z.54 cm, symmetric cross-ply graphite-
epoxy coq:_site specimens. The specimens had eight
1.02 mm plies and were laid up by hand using
Fig. 1. 0ptical fiber modal domain
sensing: Modal domain sensing
itilizes the mode_e interference
in optical fibers due to perturba-
tions. The far-field output pattern
is spatially filtered and local in-
tensity responses are detected by an
optical detector.
actions must be considered and this approach is
impractical beyond a fm_ modes. This approach
reveals specific optimum conditions. Ideal combi-
nations are modes having large differences in
end modulatlon, lieu, HE,, are good candidates and
so are HEu, T,M0_.
The technique used by us at Virginia Tech for modal
domain sensing is spatial filtering of the (far-
field) output pattern to obtain a region that re-
produces mode-mode interference effects. He have
used few-mode fibers as well as m,Jlti-mode fibers
to observe _J-mse mockl-mode interference effects.
Zn both cases, _ have observed a redistribution
of the far-field pattern due to perturbations.
The few-mode fiber IV--4 ) of course has fc,aer
sp_ckles zn the outl:_Jt patter1_. Far-field
diffraction patterns of particular mode combina-
tions have been analysed before [9].
Our hypothesis is that the re-distribution of the
speckle pattern is due to the phase changes in the
components of the fields at the fiber endface. A
speckle pattern (with either a few large speckles
or numerous small speckles) is the far-f laid
diffraction pattern of the field distribution a_
the fiber endface and specifically, speckles arise
from mode-mc_e interference effects analagous to
the fringe patterns from dual boom single-mode
intorforometers. The spackle pattern redistrib-
ution is much like a t_o-dinonsional fringe shift
and c_n be related directly _o phase moo_Jlation
in the fiber. The intrinsic amplitude modulation
effect due to bend loss and olhor mechanisms ere
negligible _,h__n considering _h_ more sensitive
phase modulation.
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Optical fiber response to acoustic
emission: The sharp rise in the
first emission is choracteristic of
motrix failure. The slo_ decay in the
second is characteristic of graphite
fiber failure.
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preprog tapes. This provick_d • convenient way of
bonding optical fibers insldo • medium.
It is well known that failure of the ,ratrix mate-
rlal as Hell as the gFaphite fibers occurs in
graphite-epoxy co_*posites urger tensile loads.
This releases acoustic energy as acoustic omis-
slons. An acoustic cmisslon is a release of a burst
of bonding energy _thich propagates as a stress wave
in _he sample. For our applicationsp it is a
convenient stress wave germrator.
Coherent light of 633 _ wavelength was injected
into the fiber and a speckle pattern monitored at
the output. To observe mode-mode interference,
the speckle pattern was spatially filtered such
that a small par% of the pattern fell on the de-
%octet. It was found by experience that it was lost
%o select a small region on _ edge of one of the
large specP, les for such detection. This posi-
tioning turned out to be quite critical as ex-
pected. The coPposite specimen was loaded sl_ly
on an autocrated tension frame an<] audible acoustic
omissions were generated during the process.
Fiber detected aco_JStiO emission signals are shown
in Fig. 2. The sharp peak in the first sig_al is
characteristic of r_trix failure whereas the soc-
or_ signal is cl-_aracterisitc of graphite fiber
failure because of the slow decay. Just after an
acoustic P.J_isslon, the point cn the fiber nearest
to the failure is first affected by the stress wave
resulting in phase ,_0<_Jlation. An AET
piezoelectric trenso_Jcer on the surface was used
as a reference in some of _ha tests and excellent
correlation in time bellmen the AET and fiber
sensor signals is wident in Fig. 3. These events
also occurred at times when _e events were noted
as atx_ible acoustic emissions. Note the damped
nature of the optical fiber response. This is due
_l _.OK&JLCT_I¢
I"_tA_DWCJZR
J _iN_OR
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Fig. 3. Acoustic transducer and optical fiber
responses to acoustic omission: The
acoustic transducer was placed on the
surface of the specimen whereas %he
fibar was imbedded in the center.
to t_e fact that is the stress wave propagates
through *P_ specimen, it influences the optical
fiber over its length and we see a cumulative of-
feet. This effect could be advantageous in devel-
oping • distributed sensor.
After the initial burst of energy, we expect vi-
brations as dictated by the mechanics of the
structure. Optical fibers imbedded in a structure
experience strain when the s_ructuro vibrates. To
study strain and vibration in beams, further ex-
poriments Here done.
A cantilever (clamped-free) beam ms well as a
clamped-clamped beam were set-up wit_ optical fi-
bets imbedc_d in tl_m. These specimens were _-ply,
sl/_,_tric cross-ply_ Zb._ x 10.16 cm composites.
To study %he modal domain mechanisms _ith _Jlti-
mo_e fibers, we imbedd_<_ 50/1Z5 II, 0.2 NA multi-
mode fibers baleen the center _o plies. As
expected, the speckle pa_tern had raJ=erous small
speckles and the placement of the detector was not
as critical as the few-mode fiber and coupling
efficiency was higher because of _ larger core
and NA. He feel the* it would be more practical
to use multi-mode filer to develop sensors for ease
of design and production.
He obtained vibration signals for the cantilever
beam with m initial lateral displacement as well
as +/he clan_ed-clampe_ loam wi_h an initial im-
pact. The frequency spectra for the _o cases are
shown in Fig. W.
everege strain in e cantilever loam is [Z]
3d_
2L 2 '
where • is the distance from the exis_ L is t_a
length and d *he initial displacement. To observe
this strain effect better a cantilever was set up
with an optical filer imSed_k,d in I_ center with
a return _lh on the tol:m surface. Tl"¢m, in
second case, there was a cu_Jlative influence from
_ layers. The frequency spectrum is sixth
in Fig. 5. He note e perfect correlation with
theory for the frequ_'K=y of the second hamonic.
_t is very interesting that the fiber displays
faithfully t_e second harmonic of vibration in the
beam. The repor_e from _he filer in %he cen_er only
is probably due *o non-idoalities in _ system.
The response from the surface is however more
faithful to the vibrational characteristics of %he
beam. The observed multiples of the fundamental
frequency are predictc_ from _ phase modulation
analysis and ape components arising fro= carrier
mocbJlation phenomena. These results r_veal the
fidelity of the modal domain sensing mechanism to
strain end vibration.
C01_LUSION
He have used the modal domain sensing mechanism
to detect acoustic emission, stress waves, and
vibration in composites. A general analysis of
the problem has been presented. Current and future
work include additional quantitative tests and
mathematical analysos. ]'ha sensitivity of such
sensors is about _0 ord_r_ labor than MZI sensors
[3]. Dynamic range is limited because only a 2_
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Fig. 4. Optical fiber response "to
vibration: Frequency spec_r-a of
reponses from oplical fibers imbedded
in the center of clamped-free beams
and clamped-clamped beams. Hultiple
frequency components are due _o _ho
i_rent phase modulation effects.
phase change is available end fringe counting is
not applicable. However, this is no_ a drawback
as the range of applications of this method is
inter_ed to be different. These sensors ere simple
to set up and qui_e sensitive, bu_ not easily
calibrated. They are excellent for non-exacting,
simple, rugged, low-cost applications.
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(ABSTRACT)
Axial strain effects in multimode fibers axe studied. A few-mode fiber is mounted on a tensile
testing machine and strained at various speeds. The output of a monochromatic light source
passing throu_ja it is monitored and recorded. Relations are noted between the light output the
magnitude of tension and the rate of the applied axial strain. Flexural behaviour of the optical fiber
at various tensions is also studied by monitoring the modal output pattern. Relations axe compiled
to serve as a beginzfing to model these and other related modal effects. A theoretical baekuound is
also suggested to explain the observed effects.
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1.0 Introduction
The potential of optical fibers as passive non-intrusive sensors of a wide range of physical
observables has been well recognized and exploited for more than ten years. The main advantages
of opticai fibers for sensor appllcadons are their intrinsic dielectric nature, geometric flexibility and
small size, providing considerable design versatility particularly suited for certain remote sensing
applications.
The development of optical fiber sensors began in 1977 with the development of optical fiber
acoustic sensors [11 The foUovring few paragraphs describe some of the past and more recent
applications of optical fibers as sensors.
The operation of all-fiber optic sensors is based upon the modulation of the propagation parameters
of light which travels through the fibers. These parameters are intensity, phase, polarization,
waveten_h and mode.
Intensity modulation is the simplest sensing mechanism to implement. The usual measurand is the
relative displacement one or two parts attached to the fiber. The sensor is configured as a microbend
transducer, either a reflection type or s/mple butt coupling type [2]. Of these the microbcnd sensor
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is the most sensitive with resolution of fractions of Angstroms. In general this variety of sensors
has a dyn,'u-nic range of 50-70 dB [2].
By comparision, optical phase modulators have a remarkable sensitivity. Dynamic ranges of 10T
are quite easily obtained even for quasi static measurements. These are used in the form of
intefferometers in most cases. It should be noted that other kinds of modulations also manifest
themselves as some form of phase modulation. The most useful application of these devices is the
mordtoring of temperature, pressure and strains.
Polarization is potentially another powerful modulation mechanism. In most polarization-based
devices the fiber itself is the sensor. Monomode fibers are used in most cases and depend on the
ability of the measurand to alter the polarization state of the fight propagating throug:_ the fiber.
The principal application has been in the sensing of large electric currents.
Wavelength based sensors am_ usually in the form of color probes. Hem the fiber simply serves to
feed light from a source to the monitoring re,on and to return the modulated light for analysis.
Usually large core, high NA fiber is used.
The effect of mechanical perturbations on the various modes propagating in a multimodc fiber is
yet another method of exploiting the usefulness of fibers as sensors. This a relatively new area of
research and applications of" this method include the monitoring of vibrations, acoustic emission,
etc. [3,4].
Given below are_ some of the specific applications of fibers as sensors which have been available for
the past few years. [I]
Acoustic Sensors
Most work in this area was c_nducted at the Naval Research Laboratories for underwater acoustic
detection via hydrophoncs in the 1ate 1970"s. Thcsc generally employ the two arm phase modulated
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Mach-Zchndcr interfcrometer or the single fiber, polarimetfic type. The former consists of a
rcfcrencc arm and a sensing arm (scc Figure l).
In the reference arm some means is provided to either shift the optical frequency or for phase
modulation. The two beams arc usually recombined on the surface of a photodetector and suitably
demodulated. Modulation of hg_t in the fibers is dependent upon the frequency and amplitude of
the impressed acoustic signal. A.ltematively, such sensors may bc configured as a gradient type in
which both arms of the intcrfcromcter encounter thc signal. Hcrc what is sensed is the gradient and
the direction of a pressure wave. In the polarimctric version of this sensor, a single mode fiber has
the polarization states of its cross polarized components modulated duc to differential bircfi-ingence
effccts produced by the ultmsordc signals. In these applications the fiber is generally configured as
a coil. Varying the winding density of such coil structures allows us confi_ arrays of such sensors.
Magnetic Sensors The measurement of magnetic fields is based on principally two effects; the
to be sufficiently sensitive. Sensitivities of lO-%lm seem possible in ra_ earth doped optical fibers.
Most magnetic sensors generally work on the second principle as it is more sensitve and does not
requ_e the use of any spe_ally doped fiber. Here the fiber is placed ha close contact with a
magnetostrictive material which changes physical dL'nensioa in the presenc: of a magnetic field.
This causes a proportional strain in the attached fiber which results in an optical phase change in
an interferometric set-up. The key research in this application is in idcntif"ying appropriate
magnetostrictive materials to be bonded or coated on to the fibers. Magnetic fields from
10-s - lO-gG/m are predicted to be detectable by this method [II.
Fiber Optic Gyros Passive ring intcrfrometcrs have shown promise as inertial rotation sensors .
Here a single mode fiber is arranged in a ring to form a Sagnac intefferomcter. Two
countcrpropagating bc_rns of [i-__htare knjected into the rotating fiber loop which causes a phase
difference between them. \Vhcn these two beams are reeombincd on a dctctctor we get a rotation
dependent intensity modulation of the light. Sensitivities of as small as 1 dcg/hr have been
announced.
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Several other-kinds of amplitude sensors are also available[l]. These include microbend type
sensors, displacement type sensors and others. The former is based on the principle that a fiber
subjected to a spatially periodic bending causes coupling between modes having a propagation
constant difference which is proportional to this periodicity. This kind of transducer has been
assembled both as a strain and as a dynamic acoustic sensor . Displacement sensors include
reflection types that depend upon the movement of a reflecting surface to modulate light being
coupled into an adjacent fiber, and the simpler position dependent variety which alters the coupling
between two fibers butted together but frec to move independently.
1.1 Motivations and Overview
A particularly attractive application of optical fiber sensors is for the monitoring of stress and strain
because they have the potential of offering a highly competitive method of nondestructive
evaluation in certain hostile or harsh environments. Related applications include the measurement
of pressure, temperature, acoustic emission ha materials as well as the vibrational modes of strings,
beams and similar structures [3]. ALl these perturbations affect the transmission of light through
physically straining the fiber. As a strain sensor, optical fiber is robust. Although the fiber is made
of _ass its very hio_h elastic modulus makes it remarkably resilient to damage.
There are principally two mecharfsms of light modulations that are important ha the detection of
stress fields, narn_ely polarimetric and interferometric. This is due to the fact that it is the phase and
the polarization states of the li-_ht transmitted throu-_h the fiber that are most sensitive to its
variations L,arefractive index and physical geometry which are modulated by the stress field.
A novel venture in some of these applications is the use of multi_mode sin_e fiber sensors either
imbedded in or f_nly attached to the structure being mon2tored. I lere the fiber itsek" directly
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cxpcHencesthemechanicalperturbationsof thestructure.Thus,it iscertainthat there exists a very
intimate relation between stresses and strains acting on the fiber and those acting within or on the
structures, as the case may be.
From the theory of the mechanics of materials, linear or nearly linear relations should exist for the
way the intrinsic material properties and the physical dimensions of the glass fiber are modulated
by the mechanical perturbations. Using these relations it should therefore be possible to interpret
the variation in the parameters of light output from the fibers using a combination of the
electromagnetic theory of propagation in dielectric waveguides and the photoelastic effect, which
relates the change in optical properties (refractive index) of a material and an impressed strain.
Equations of this nature e:,dst in various publications on specific topics and applications. What has
been attempted here is to bring all of these considerations together and to compile those that would
specifically serve our purpose of understanding the performance of mechanical perturbation sensors,
tailoring those that do not fit our purpose and suggesting some which are not available. This is
included in the third chapter of this report. No extensive explanations of the nature and
mechanisms of optical transmission through fibers is given. Some of the concepts of stress, strain
and the photoe!as_dc effects are however introduced in the second chapter. This forms the fast
section of this report.
The second section is a report on experiments conducted to establish some basic ideas about the
modal domain sensing techniques for strain measurements, being pursued at the Fiber and
Elctro-Optics Research Center here at V'trgSxfia Tech. These include the work done by
Ehrenfeuchter [3] and Shazxkaranaxayanan [4]. In both cases a single multimode fiber was used to
monitor stress, specifically vibrations of certain structures [3] and monitoring of acoustic emission
in _apb.Jte-epoxy coupons [4]. It is evident from these works that the fiber was subjected to a
variety of straLns. So it was necessary that effects due to specific strains be studied independently
so as to be able to model the effects due the combination of strains more thorou-_Jlly. So as a
prelude to this effort expcrixnents were conducted to subject the fiber to a_al strain alone. The
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experimental_resultsarepresentedandthepreliminaryconclusionsarestated.Thiscomprisesthe
fourthandfifthchapters.
1.2 Fundamentals of Optical Transmission in Fibers
Optical fibers axe structured as two concentric glass cylinders having slightly different refractive
indices. Light waves propagating through a fiber may be visualised as being-guided along by
sucsessive total internal reflection. The resulting incident and reflected waves then set up interfering
standing waves along the transverse direction of the waveguide. The field distribution in the
transverse direction remains unchanged as the wave propagates along the axis. This kind of stable
standing wave field distribution is called a mode. Such a mode may also be defined as an allowable
field confi_maration for a given wav%maide geometry, that satisfies Maxwell's equations and all of the
boundary conditions. It is the difference in the two indices and the fiber diameter that determine
if a particular mode will be guided or not. The quantities of interest here are the V number of the
fiber given by,
v = d,
and the propagation constant for a mode N
= A V,N),
where a is the core diameter and nl and n2 are the core and clad refractive indices, respectively.
The V number is a dimensionless quantity which determines how many modes a fiber can support.
Note that it is dependent upon the fiber dimension and the refractive index. This is a particularly
important pararncter in the single fiber multimode sensor applications, to be considered later, as
these are precisely the parameters of the fiber that are modulated, j3 is dependent upon the V
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number and is-modulated in both polarimetric and intefferomctrlc scnsors, the two main varieties
of sensors. The differences in the propagation constants of the modes cause them to interfere with
one another which is an important effect as will become clearer later on.
1.3 Polarimetric Sensing
All such sensors are sin_e mode types supporting the lowest order mode, the HE1 t mode. From
the theory of dielectric waveguides it is known that in actuality a second orthogonal mode is also
guided simultaneously. Ideally these orthogonal modes have the same propagation constants due
to the isotropic nature of glass. But any anisotropy induced due to an external (or internal) stress
field causes these to vary via a change in the circular symmetry of the fiber and a change in refractive
index due to the photoelastic effect. This induces a differential phase change between the two guided
modes resulting in a bixefringence. Monitoring this variation in phase helps us sense the perturbing
mechanical fietd.
1.4 httroduction to "Modal Domain" Sensing
Modal domain sensing is a method of interfcrometric sensing. Here the fact that different modes in
a fiber have different propagation constants, which are modulated by different amounts by
mechanJca] perturbations, forms the basis of a sin_e multimode fiber acting as an interferometric
sensor.
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In the convenflon:d Mach-Zender type of interfcrometer it is the phasc difference between the li_t
arriving from two different arms that causcs the interference fringe pattern, and the variation in
physical tenth which is mainly responsiblc for the shift in fringes. By comparison, the far field
output pattern of any multimode fiber is observed to be a speckle pattern. It is felt [4] that this
speckle pattern is an interference phenomenon between the various modes.
Various experiments involving such multimoda] sensors [3,4] have proven that there is a definite
rearrangement of this pattern, and a comparison of the experimental observations shows a unique
relationship between the mechanical perturbations and the spatial rearrangement of the far field
speckle pattern of the output light. This immediately suggests a relationship between the mechanical
forces acting on the fiber and the variations in the optical transmission parameters of the fiber
undergoing these perturbations. It is therefore necessary that these relations bc available to help
better quantify the modal domain sensing phenomenon. As a beginning to this end some
elementary relations between the meehardeal and optical parameters of have been presented.
However a major stumbling block is that the speckle forming mechanism is not too well understood
at this moment. Principally due to the complex nature the of mode-mode interaction, it is not
possible, in _he present work, to also give a proven model for the the speckle rearrangement effect.
A practical difficulty is the control of the launching of specific modes in order to know the modes
existing in the fiber to be able to model the phenomenon. A more theoretical explanation of this
phenomenon may be found in the works of Kapany [5].
But so much is clear that the analysis given in chapter 3 would definitely figure in any further work
on this matter, perhaps ha some modified form. Therefore, a compilation of this analysis is seen as
a helpful supplement in that effort.
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2.0 Theoretical Background
2.1 hm,oduction to Stress and Strain in Solids
The following paragraphs briefly introduce some basic defmitiom and equations concerning stress
and strain ira solids. Also stated are optical effects due to these and related equations [7,8].
2.1.1 Stress
A body subjected to external forces has internal forces induced through the material bulk. The
average stress cr,, is defined as
crm = F/A, 2. I
where F is the resultant force acti.ng a section of area A. Stress at a point within a body is defined
over an area 5A as the limit
8F,18t|. 2.2
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_SFmay be components 5N acting normal to 5A and 5S acting in the plane of the section. In Figure
2 5N/SA and _5S/5A are, respectively, the normal and shear stress components. Also _iS may be
replaced by _5S1and _Sz where in the limiting case
_SI/_A = Xzx , 2.3
and
5S2/5A = Xzy 2.4
The stress components are completely characterized by the forces shown in Figure 2. Here the o's
are the normal stresses and x's are the shear stresses.
Let us now consider the deformations or strains produced due to the stresses. We start with a
spherical element in an unstressed body. If now a uniaxial stress, say tensile, acts on the spere all
chords will be changed by amounts proportional to their original lengths. In this way the sphere is
transformed into an ellipsoid. The shape of the e_psoid completely characterizes the state of the
stress on the element and can be specified by the independent lengths of the three mutually
perpendicular principal axes and their directions.
Displacement of points on the surface of the sphere, in the directions of the axes of the ellipsoid,
are purely radial while those of all other points are partly radial and partly tangential. Since radial
displacements result from normal stresses and tar_gential displacements result from shear stresses,
it follows that the stresses are purely normal at points in the direction of the principal axes while
at a11other points both normal and shear stresses are produced. If now the sphere is imagined to
be indefinitely reduced and concentrated about a point in a stressed material, there exist three
mutually perpendicular directions in wb.ich stresses are purely normal. These are referred to as the
principal stresses cry, Crzand a3.
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2.1.2 Strhin
To dctermine thc strains at a point 0 parallel to one of the co-ordinate plane let us consider, as
shown in Figure 3, two im"mitesimal line elements OA and OB in a rectangular coordinate system.
Let these elements be displaced in the strained body to O', A' and B'. If O is displaced by u and v
to O', as shown, we write the corrosponding displacements of A" and B" as
u+ --_--xdx; v + --_xdx. 2.5
One way of understanding the above expressions is recognizing them as the first two terms of a
Taylor series expansion. We define the linear or normal strain as the change in len_h per unit
len_h. Now the change in the length of element OA in the x direction is given by (Su/Sx)dx. Strain
therefore is given by (5u/Sx)dx/dx, or normal strain in the x direction is given as
_u
_x = "_-" 2.6
The shear strain is defined as the sum of the andes a + 13. By considering the two riojat-angled
trian_es which include the an_es ct and 13,assuming these az_es to be small, we write the shear
stresses as
8v 8u
7xy = a + _ = C-b-T) + C-D-}. 2.7
In this way we can relate all six components of strain at a point as
8u 8v w 2.g
Yxy = 8u/Sx + By By 2yz = (Sw/fy) + (Sv/Sz) 7:x = (Su/Sz) + (Sv/Sx), 2.9
where u, v, and w are the components of displacements of the point parallel to the x, y and z axes.
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2.1.3 Relation Between Stress and Strain
All bodies are deformed when loaded. An elastic material is one in which all deformations vanish
when load is removed. In the theory of elasticity it is usual to postulate also that in an elastic
material the strains axe proportional to the applied load and the elastic properties are the same in
all directions. Such a material is said to be isotropic. These properties hold over a certain stress
range known as the elastic limit.
Consider a long prismatic bar under uniaxial stress 8, along the x axis. Within the elastic range the
longitudinal strain is
ex = _x/E, 2.10
which is the well known Hooke's law relating stress and strain. H_ E is a cons_a_ut --"-'J ,t.__ILLL_.J LLt_,
modulus of elasticity. The lateral strains EI + % due to 6, are given by
_y = E_= -va x, 2.11
where v is Poisson's ratio. The generalized exprrssion for the three dimensional case is given by
_x = [_x- v(% +_z)], 2.12
and similarly for the other two directions. Applying these results to shear strains produced by shear
stresses we have
where G is called the shear modulus or modulus of ri_dity.
As a final equation given below are the rclations between the polar stresses and their associated
strains.
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! t I Clz_.l, andfir = Er(_" + 2_ I) +
o_= _' + _(_' + 2_')+ _: ,o, + 2_') 2.14
where i = 1,2 refers to the core and clad region of an optical fiber, respectively, and
_.t = vie I , !1! E l
(1 + vt)(1 -- 2vt) = "_ 1 + vl).
2.15
Thus it is easily seen from the above equations that the stress-strain relations axe essentially linear
(inthe elastic range).
2.2 Optics of Photoelasticity
Many non-crystalline transparent materials which are ordinarily optically isotmpic become
anisotropic temporarily when subjected to a stress. This usually vanishes as soon as the stress is
removed. The mechanically-induced stress or strain cause intermolecular variations in the structure
of the body which alters its optical isotropic character. There e:dst linear relations between the
variations of the refractive index, which is treated here as tensor, and the stresses. These relations
are
n1 - n = Gel + C2(cr2+ %),
n2 - n = C:2 + C2(crl + 03),
n3 - n = C:3 + C2(crl + _2)-
2.16
Tllis is _nown as the stress optical law. tlcre C _ and C z are called the stress-optic coefficients and
have the reverse umts of stress.
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Anotherassociatedeffectis the strainopticeffect which gives the relation between change in
refractive index and the strain and is given as [9],
°A t= Z prof./=1 'JJ
2.17
Her_ Pe is the strain optic coefficient. With no shear strain E4 = ss = E, = 0. Wc need consider
only the i,j = 1,2,3 elements and for an isotropic homogeneous material it is given as
Pll Pt2 Pl2
Pl2 Pz2 Pxx
W have therefore seen in this chapter the relations between the stress and strain and also introduced
the basic equations relating variation of refractive index of isotropic materials with stress and also
the associated strains.
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3.0 Mechanisms of Modulation
Described below are the two main mechanisms of li_t modulation that occur in optical fibers
under the influence of mechanical perturbations. Relations are given between the stress or strain
and the resulting variations in the optical transmission parameter_ oi" th= fibers.
3.1 Phase modulation mechanisms ht fibers
Phase modulation is intrinsically one of the most sensitive measures of environmental changes using
optical fibers. There are basically two corffi_rations of fiber sensors that may be used to monitor
the phase effects. The fLrst is as the two arms of a Mach-Ze,hnder inte,"ferometer using sin_e mode
fibers. The second is the sin_e fiber confi_ration using multi_mode fibers which exploits the
variation of phase between the different modes in the fiber.
Phase modulation effects are basicaUy due to variations ha
tMcchanisms of Modulation i9
physical length of the fiber due to axial strain,
radial dimensions of the fiber due to radial strain, and
refractive index via the photoelsatic effect.
Let us first consider the phase modulation effects in the Mach-Zehnder configuration. Here the
basic equation for the phase _pof the output of the fiber is given by [9].
cp= 13xL, 3.1
when 13is the sin#e mode propagation constant of light in the fiber and L the len_h of the fiber.
Also let n be the refractive index of the core, k0 the free_space propa_tion constant and a the core
diameter.
Let the fiber be under isotropic stress due to some ememal condition with no shear components.
The change in phase due to strain may be written as [9]
Here the In'st term accounts for the physical change in Icn_h due to the strain. Here _ may be
simply written as
The second tet:m involves change in phase due to change in 13which occurs mainly due to two
effects
the variation in refractive index via photoelas:ic effects
the change in radial dimensions.
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It may be represented by
LA13 = Ldd_nAn + Ld-_D Aa. 3.4
The first term in the above expression is due to the variation in the refractive index in the z
direction, due to the photoelastic effects. This is given as [9]
1 2
An = yn [e_2 + e_n +p11)l. 3.5
Here it should be remembered that % = e,.
Now l] is given by 13= Icon,z where n,:: lies between the core and cladding indices. But as these differ
only by 1% or so we can write it as 13= k_n and therefore
_P/_''' -- _'0"
The second term gives the change in 13due to change in diameter of the core. Here the change in
diameter Aa is simply
Aa = exa.
d13/da is evaluated as
cI_ = (V3/213a3 d,_..@_b 3.6
da "dV
where V is v-number given as V = Iqa(nt - ha)In
of the b - V curve[9].
, b - P2//4- _ and db/dV is the slope
Therefore LA[3 may be written as
-3 ,-_n 2 db
= L_ln2_fl_:2 + sx(Pt2 + P11) + L'zxvLA13
-27 3.7
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Therefore char_ge in phase per unit length of fiber due to the various strain components may be
written as
1 2 V3 db 3.8
A-_- = _z(13 + -_-n _Pl2) + Exkon2(P12 + Pll)213a 2 dV"
We now take up the case of the multimode single fiber configuration. For this the key relation is
the one given in Eqn. 3.4. But here as both the "arms' of the intefferometer are the same fiber,
change in length effects all the modes in the same manner. So we will consider the effect due to
change in 13only. This is because each mode has a different propagation constant and the noMis
given as [101.
N N+In.,_- = n, ( I - A(..-: .)2L
"_ "" /¥rn + i "
where
A = n12- r_ ,..,_nI - n2
2n_ nl.
Nm- V
hi2
where V is the v-number of the fiber.
It has been shown [I 1] that in such mode-mode interactions effect of change in fiber diameter on
change in [3 for a mode may be r.eglected for the case of a circularly symmetric plane strain. Using
this result we may derive for change in phase for given mode, an expression, as follows.
L
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Note that asthis expressioncontainsvariationsduconlyonetermalonecomparedto thethree
termsin Eqn.3.4it couldweUbeexpcctedthatthescnsitivityof thcsin_cfiber"interfcrometcr" to
be less than the convcntiontional Mach-Zehndcr type which is indeed verified in practice. In the
development of Eqn 3.8 wc ass,,maed that n,/I was the same as n thc core index. But in this casc it
is the difference in the variation in the of refractive indices that causes phasc difference between
modes. So to account for this we derive the relation d 13/dn using the expression for n,# So
13= _n_ff
{ _ CN_-!)_2(n_..A-,) _'
=ko "1 (4_/.?-_2 +z)2
3.9
where N is the mode number. So as [3 is a function of the core diameter a, the core and cladding
indexes na and nz, we may derive the total derivative of
513 j_ 513 __ 813.,. 3.!0
We use the expressions derived by [12] for the dn's, which is n_ = nJ + C_(o_, + ok) where i= 1,2
refer to the core and clad re_ons respectively, Cz the transverse photoelastic constant and n_ the
index of refraction along the z a.r2s in the stressed state. Also we write da as ¢r=/E where E is the
Youngs modulus. By partial d2Terentiaion of Eqn. 3.9 we obtain the following expression for
change 13for a mode N
A13N - leo {]'_/n_--n_- {qt4a(n?--r_)+ _..Jn2-ru_]x
14._ - g
{8aq(nl -:,t "I'--2 _.'-'rr '_._2 I,"rr
[Zaq(n 1 n,)(n_ z er.,
- - "2)-'-_-.'t], 3.11
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wheref = (4a._"_-'_ + X)_ and q = (N - 1)_3.
Here the expression is in the cylindrical coordinates and unlike the others it has terms for stress an
the corrospondding stress-optic coefficients. These may be converted to strain terms using Hookes
law and the relation between stress and strain optic coefficients Pn =-2ECJn 3 and
P_2 = - 2EC2/n3 It should however be mentioned that this expression holds only if all the quantities
involved are known precisely and the assumed conditions of uniform radial pressure is satisfied.
3.2 Mechattisms of Polarization Modulation
Polarimetric fiber-optic sensors detect the presence of a physical field via a change in state of
polarization of light propagating through a single mode fiber. It must be noted that even in a single
mode fiber two 'modes' perpendicularly polarized to each other may propagate. It is the differential
chan_ between these that form the mechanism of sensing. The physical field to be sensed causes
an asymmetric stress in the fiber cross section thus unequally changing the phase velocities of the
orthogonal palarizatton modes. The mechanism may therefore be analysed similar to the phase
modulation.
The following discussion follows that of [13] for a step index fiber under radial pressure which is
acting aloha diameter.
For this purpose we limit our examination around the center of the fiber as most of the ener_ in
a step index fiber is aL"nost enti.rc!y con2"med to the core. We may therefore write the change in
refractive indices as that involving ortly nt as
n_ = nt + (ct% + C'a%)
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n_ = n I + (Cloy + C:aA.
Now writing the JYsas
13x= "_, l3y= '_o,
we can write the birefrin_nce as
a13= I_- 13_
= %(G - G) + eAG - cO
3.12
The components of principal st_ss around the center may be approximated as
-3_ A
_x- nb ' %- nb'
where fo is the external force per unit lenTh. Therefore Eqn 3.12 may be written as
zx_= --_-b(G - C:Vo. 3.13
Thisis alsoequal to
A[3- 4n12 1 + v(pl 2_ Pll 2_b '
n E
3.14
where v is the Poisson's ratio.
The induced linear bixefringence may also given by.
a_ = a_y - a__= - ko,_/(e_-P22)
2 •(_l - E2) 3.15
where s's axe the principal straLqs _vcn as
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Err + _00 + (_)---_ [(_rr- CO0)2 + 4_]}_I(2) = 2
3.16
where G,, ¢o0, E,_ arc the strains in cylindrical coordinates. The P's are the strain optic coefficients.
Eqn. 3.14 may easily be got from Eqn. 3.12 by replacing the stress by the strain terms. Eqn 3.14
then becomes
- P12) (_rr - %0) 2. 3.17= -k0 IC&t 2
The change in two orthogonal modes is given as
A13x = kor_/(P12a 1 + P11_2)/2
A13y = - kor_/(Plla 1 + P12_2)/2.
3.18
Twisting a fiber around its axis with a uniform rate 2 nN rad/m wher_ N is the number of turns
per meter will induce will induce a circular bkefringen_ unlike in the other eases where the
bkefringence was linear. The induced bimfringence is given by [13].
A13 = -_-(PI1 -- PI2) 2nN 3.19
We have also for a bend induced bkefringence a normalized value.
_2
= n!(pll - PI2)(1 + v)(alR)2,
4
3.20
where R is the bend radius and 13 the mean of 13y,13. For bending under tension, an additional
norm_zcd bircfringence is m','en as
2 (1 + v)(2- 3v)
8B _ nt (Pit - PI2) (b/Ro)_zz" 3.21
[3 2 l-v
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Thus we have-achieved upto a fair dcgrce of completeness the derivation of equations relating the
various optical transmission paramctcrs like rcfractivc index, phase, propagation constant and
birefringencc to the mcchanical pcrturbation parameters strcss or strain. Givcn bclow is a
compilation of the all the important relations that have been derivcd earlier.
Refractive Index
n, = no + (C:r= + C_% e)
no = no + (CI%0 + C2Crrr)
nz = nO+ C2(cr=+ <tee)
Phase
Propagation constant
A_N --
1 2 _ .1:3,, 2db
_ - _(_ + -_n _&21 + _n2(&2 + rt1_-P a _-_L
k° {f_/n21- r_ - {q[4a(n?- r_)+ X_ln21-r_] x
:4.7-
(rrt_2 k'Jrr
{8_q(_,- ,_)t_,4')(Cr) _-,4_>)- .._..,-:<'>'"('>,-rr+ 4_>)13+
[4aq(n I - m)(n_ - na')--_-l}
Birefringence
AI3 = -_b(G - cz)fo
this is also equal to
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A13- 4n_ l+vE (P12 - P11)
where v is the Poisson's ratio of Silica. It may also be givcn as
PI2)
2
d
Twist induced birefringcnce is given by
(Err -- E:eO) 2
A13 = -_-(Pll - P12)2nN
We have also for a bend induced birefringence a normalized value.
2
nt (p13 = _ I1 - P12)( 1 + v)(a/R) 2
where R is the bend radius and 13the mean of 1]_and 13: For a bending under tension an additional
normalized birefringence is Nven as
= _-'_Pll - Pl2)13
(I + v)(2 - 3v)(b/Ro)Ez z
l--v
It may be mentioned here that following the development of these relations it is realized that these
equations may appear in any theory relating to the 'modal domain' sensing techniques perhaps in
some modified form without, however, any drastic changes.
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4.0 Experiment and Observations
4.1 Motivation and Reasons
Modal domain methods involvingmode-mode interfercncaeffectsarebeing activelyinvestigated
at the Fiberand Electro-OpticsResearchCenteratVixginiaTcch forapplicationsinthesensing
ofvibrationinstructuresand acousticemissionincomposites[3,4].Intheaboveapplicationsfibers
arefa'mlybonded to thespecimenand experiencea combinationofstrainswhen thespecimensare
subiectcdto perturbations.
A questionthatarisesin theseapplicationsisifthe observedsignalsare a functionof the well
documented bend losseffects.To ascertainthisitwas necessaryto conductexperimentswhich
would not involveany bend losseffects,or atleastbc limitedto only some non-varyingkinds.
Researchon theseapplicationsalsosuggestcdthatthca.'dalstraintobc a maiorfactorcontributLng
to observcdeffects.For example,ithas alsobcen notcd thatabilityof thc fiberto cxhibithe
'modal" scnsing effects duc to both vibrations of structures and due to acoustic emission was mor_.
pronounced when the sensing fiber was bonded in a state of sli-_ht tcnsion. For both these reasons
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it wasfelt that-itmaybepertinento monitorthe"modal' effects created by subjecting a bare fiber
to quasi-static tensile loads.
4.2 Apparatus
A few-mode optical fiber (core diameter 8 microns; clad diameter 125 microns; NA_0.10, V_4)
was chosen as the most suitable candidate for this purpose as it was the same kind of fiber used in
[3,4] and also the output pattern was such that it was well defined and could be easily rt'produced.
The pattern was a four lobed configuration as shown in Figure 5.
.....l a= teza_a=:'-loadJa-ag"was y---';A"_....... by a ................................ ,;_,_1 _,_;lp tP_;r_g rn_.hine - the J-J.IJoyd T20000
model. The machine applies a tensile load to a specimen held between two grips. The applied
tension and extension from a set position is dispIayed by a microprocessor unit. The rate at which
the tension is applied may be adjusted as required between 0.1 and 50 mm/m ha steps of 0.1 ram.
The grips may also be driven back to release the applied tension also adjustable between the same
range. For our purpose special grips were used to enable the fiber to be. axially strained without
slipping and without excessive concentration of stress at the grips.
A 5.0 cm section of the fiber was mounted on the tensile testing mac,hine, as shown in Fi=_ure 5.
Another section of the fiber was bonded to the surface of a steel cantilever beam (t = 0.65 ram,
L = 16.0 cm). q:his was similar to the one used by [3]. The fiber was fixed as a loop as shown in
the figure to e!Jmi_ate a dangling end and increase the len_h of interaction. This provided a
mccha_sm to subject the fiber to low frequency strain variations of the order of 10-4. That is to
say that the fiber could be subjected to an oscillatory, tension around the relatively larger magnitudes
of tension provided by the rnach_e.
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The tensile testing machine range of 0-50 mm/min displacement (in stcps of 0.1 mm/min)
corresponds to a lower limit of 10-S/see strain for a 20 cm interaction length. A Nicolet digital
storage oscilloscope was used to monitor and store the detector output.
4.3 Experiment and Observations
The tensile testing machine was operated at speeds of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 ram/rain to simulate
quasi-static loading conditions. A redistribution of the mode pattern was observed. The lobes
rotated with speeds proportional to the pulling speeds.
The intensity of the spatially filtered pattern (i.e. the intensity of a small fixed segment of the
pattern) was observed to vary in a sinusoidal manner. Because of the known strain rate, the
intensity signal could be related directly to the axial strain in the fiber. Output signals for
displacement rates of 0.5 and 1.0 ram/rain are shown in Figa.u'es 6 and 7 respectively. Note that the
average time period of the signals is inversely proportional to the displacement rates. This confmaas
that the change in the intensity mode pattern is due to strain. Note that the time period for the
faster strain rate of 1.0 re.m/mAn is almost exactly half the period for the slower case.
To study reversability and repeatability, the strain was applied and removed twice at the same rates.
The output signals during tension and release are shown in Figa.u'es 8 and 9. Note the excellent
reciprocity indicated by the inverted waveforms. The excellent tracking of the strain in both
'directions' reveals the ILnear relation between the change m the mode pattern and small axial
strains.
Note that the intensity is pcnodic for strains of the order of 10-1 and the rate of change of intensity
with strain is lowest at the 'pea.ks' and hi_acst in the middle. A low-frequency var2,'ing strain of the
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order of 10-4 was generated in the fiber by vibrating the cantilever beam. This was done for two
different strain conditions, one slightly above 'peak" and the other in the "middle' of the sinusoidal
variation of the output of the detector monitoring the far field speckle pattern rotation. The output
signals are shown in Fig. 10. Note the higher amplitude for the middle case where the rate of change
of intensity with strain was highest. The phenomenon reported by 13] was also conftrmed as the
variation of the signal was at vibrating frequency of the beam.
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5.0 Conclusions
A modal modulation effect due to axial strain in an optical fiber b_n observed. The relation
between the effect of prestressing the fiber mxiallyand the sensitivity of this "modal" mechanism to
monitor flexural deflections is reported. We are now in a position to offer some pr_llm_ary models
for the further exploitation of this sensing technique.
5.1 Discussion
For V_4, we have seven modes HE,,, TE0,, TM01, H_t, HEr:, EH u, and H_I [10]. The mode
pattern used by us with four nodal lines is probably due to the mode combination of
HE3t and EHl,_and this mode combination rotates along the fiber [5]. Due to the phase modulation
[5] and polarization modulation resulting from strain, there is a change in the mode patte:'n. A
rotation ha the mode pattern is obse_¢ed at the detector if a spatial falter is located on the nodal line.
[5] (ix. nodal Lir,e may simply be understood as the dark re_ons between the qobes' of the output
pattcrn.) We could relate the sinusoidal variation of the intensity to the rotation of the nodaJ Line
past the spatial fdtcr. A combination of modes should result in a symmetric pattern and the vazTing
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intensitiesof-the quadrantsresultsfrom non-circularitiesof the fiber. It is interesting that the
rotation of thc nodal line corresponds wcU to the strain rate as was observed.
The rotation of the mode pattern is also reversible and rotates in the opposite direction when the
strain is released. The tensile testing machine does take a fmite time to reverse the strain and though
we could observe the effect of strain on the fiber, our timing capabilities do not allow a
measurement of any hysteresis effects in the reversal.
For'small a.c. excitations at an existent "d.c.' strain, we have observed similarities to typical biasing
and load-line situations in a transistor. That is, there seems to be a certain prestressed condition of
the the optical fiber which makes it more sensitive to such modal methods of sensing. More
importantly the required stress condition seems to be indicated by the rotation of the mode pattern.
Just as setting the Q point is important in the operation of a transistor it seems necessary to bias
the fiber by prestressing it to be able to monitor such vibrational phenomenon as indicated above.
The response to small strains can be tailored by controlling a quasi-static strain elsewhere on the
fiber. This could very well be a piezoelectric cylinder in sensor applications.
This principle could be used in a scnsor with one re,on of the fiber exposed to axial strain and
another exposed to a controlled strain (e.g. bonded to PVDF cable or wound on a PZT cylinder).
If the controlled strain is increased to some value, then by release or enhancement of strain we could
nullify uhe strain changes in the sensing region. This gives us a convenient electrical signal from the
control loop as the sensor output. We have an advantage of not having to deal with varying
intensities between nodal lines.
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5.2 Con-chtsion
• We have observed a sinusoidal variation of the detector output from a modal domain detection
set-up for small, slowly increasing axial strain. This signal shows reciprocity when the strain
is applied and removed.
• This observation indicates that the strain produces a simple rotation in the far field output
pattern of te fiber.
• We have subjected the fiber to small a.e. strains under different d.c. strains and ha_'e noted the
conditions of bias required for such applications.
• We have been able to identify , on the modal pattern, a region of most sensitivity for sensing
of flexural vibrations.
• We have indicated a simple model to explain the mode pattern and axial strain effects.
5.3 Suggestions
As has been mentioned earlier the observed effect of pattern "rotation' could be combination of
phase and polarization effects [51. To conftrm this, further experiments of a similar nature would
be useful. The same experiment could be performed, but this time seperating the far field output
of the fiber into the two orthogonal eigen modes by passing it through a polarizing element such
as a polarizing beamsplitter. A comparative study of the behaviour of these onhogonal
componants should indicate the contribution of each of these eigerlmodes to the totai effect of
rotation that has been obser\cd, indeed even more sigmifc,'mt {t would check out the v_dity of this
effect being dependent on pol_-.r-ization at all.
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Another variation to the set up used in this study would be to use coupler at the output so as to
scpcrate out the higher order modes and the lower order ones and the observe varations, if any, in
the two outputs. This should give us an indication of the contributions of the lower and hio_her
order modes to the effects described in tiffs report. In fact using the information from the mode
patterns in [5] we may also be able to understand how the modes get transferred at the coupler as
axial tension is being applied to it.
Indeed it would be worthwhile performing all the experiments of [3,4] to be able to quantify the
requLred pre-stress conditions on the sensing fiber to tailor the sensitivity of this method for these
specific applications. A result of significance would be to be able to quantify speeit2e pattern
variations and relate them to existing conditions of tension in the optical fiber. A specific
experiment suggested is to vibrate the portion of the fiber under tension at a .known frequency by
using, for example, a tuning fork. This should also simulate the acoustic err_ssion phenomenon of
IA1
i'-rl.
A related experiment would be to verify if similar phenomenon are observed if the same or similar
fiber is attached to a magnetost_ctive material and exposed to a ma.£metic field. As the mate_al
expands the optical fiber should also experience _e same str'dn.
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SINGLE MODE OPTICAL FIBER VIBRATION SENSOR
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Blacksburg, VA 24061
Abstract
A single mode optical fiber is used as a
vibration sensor. It is used to detect
the vibration of a structure. The
vibrating motion of the structure
modulates the optical propagation prop-
erties of the attached optical fiber.
The resulting modulation has been
detected to yield mode shape amplitude
information about the vibrating structure.
Introduction
There has been increased interest
recently in optical fiber modal domain
.... _-- A sen_ing &y&tem u_ing this
approach has an optical fiber attached
to a vibrating structure to detect the
frequencies of oscillation, or an embedded
fiber in a composite to detect acoustic
emission. This type of detection is
sometimes preferred to the traditional
use of interferometers, because the
optical fiber is attached to the
s_ructure in question, and the infor-
mation about the vibrating structure is
contained in the modulated output of the
optical fiber. The work in the past has
been done with multi-mode optical fibers.
This work looked'at the filtered speckle
pattern output of the optical fiber, and
analyzed this modulated detected
output [I]. This has been done with only
a few excited modes in the fiber, and
with several excited modes in the fiber.
In this paper we look at the similiar
excitation of one mode in the optical
fiber, and thus the information contained
in the optical fiber's modulated detected
output signal.
Discrete modes propagate in optical
fibers. These modes of propagation are
found by applying the boundary conditions
to the opticai fiber and then by solving
Maxwell's equations. The number of modes
that can propagate in an optical fiber is
determined by the operational wavelength,
and by the characteristics of the optical
fiber; these can be related to a parameter
called the V-number [2].
V - (2_a/A) z (n, _ - n_) (i)
where, a = core radius
A - wavelength
n, - index of refraction, core
n z - index of refraction, cladding
For a single mode fiber to be operational,
V must be less than 2.405.
Even though-only one spatial mode
exists in a single mode optical fiber,
this spatial mode consists of two linear
orthogonal polarized modes [3,4]. When
the fiber is introduced to stress,
birefringence is introduced, which causes
a difference in phase velocities and thus
a difference in the group velocities of
these two modes [5]. This birefringence
also introduces an exchange of power
between these two modes [6]. Therefore,
this power exchange has introduced a
coupling of the two modes, which in itself
is a change of polarization. This
birefringence can be an internal function
of the material characteristics of the
waveguide, and an external function of
stresses applied to the optical fiber.
Changes of the birefringence due to
external stress on the optical fiber
results in an amplitude modulated signal
[7]. This resulting signal is due to the
coupling of the two linear polarized
modes. This phenomenon of amplitude
modulation in the communications industry
is called polarization noise. However,
the sensor industry can exploit this
phenomenon to analyze external stresses on
optical fibers.
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To investigate modal domain sensing
in a single mode optical fiber, an optical
fiber was attached to a cantilever beam.
The input to the optical fiber was an Ho-
Ne laser operational at a wavelength of
633 nm. This particular optical fiber
supports only one mode at 633 nm and
the output is one bright spot.
In the following experiments we are
trying to detect the frequencies of
oscillation of the cantilever beam. The
cantilever beam is described by the fol-
lowing differential equation [8].
d_nldx e " -k_Z n/dtg(2)
The solution to this equation can be
represented as a fourier series, and the
harmonics of oscillation are described in
the following equation.
n(t) = 1/"_al+_ (a.cos(nwot) +
| i n,l
• bnsin(nwot ) ) (3)
As we bent the beam up and down, we saw
variations on the optical power meter.
Next, we connected the detector to a
digital oscilloscope. As we vibrated
the cantilever beam, we saw jumps
of the voltage on the oscilloscope that
corresponded to variations in the
position of the cantilever beam. Next,
we removed the polarizing lens to see if
we could see any variations in the beam;
we did not. However, these results were
not totally reliable because the detector
that we used had a low amplification and a
slow response time, and the polarizing
lens caused a great loss of power. This
system was not conducive to the quick . -_
oscillations of the the cantilev_f-b_. /
Therefore, in the experimental set-up
in Figure 2, we used a faster detector
with more amplification. Also, we used a
polarizing beam splitter that separates
the linearly polarized modes of the single
mode fiber. This system also reduces
the power loss that was seen with the
polarizing lens.
In the first experimental set-up of
Figure i, we are trying to find infor-
mation contained in polarization changes
of the optical fiber. We placed a polar-
1zing lens at the output o_ the single
mode optical fiber. Then, we found the
maximum and minimum points of polarization
at the output, while the cantilever beam
remained at rest. Then, we connected a
detector to the output, which An tur_ was
connected to a optical power meter.
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At first, we ran the experiment with
the polarizing beam splitter in place. As
we vibrated the cantilever beam, we saw
that one linearly polarized mode increased
in amplitude while the other mode
decreased in amplitude (Figure 3). More
importantly, each of these modes contained
information about the mechanical
oscillations of the cantilever beam.
Specifically, the period of the waveform
was the same as the fundametal harmonic
of the cantilever beam.
E_•
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Finally, we removed the polarizing
beam splitter to see what results we would
obtain. Because of the response of the new
detector, we saw that there was a similiar
waveform as with the beam splitter in
place, once agaln, the output wave_orm
waveform contained information about the
fundamental frequency of oscillation of
the cantilever beam.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that we can
detect structural vibrations by exploiting
the interferance of the two linear
polarized modes of a single mode optical
fiber. This work could be extended to
sense other external induced changes such
• as temperature, fluid flow, and chemical
concentrations.
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1.0 Introduction
The nondestructive inspection (NDI) of materials has experienced an explosive growth in the past
fifteenyears due to the increased need for reliablematerialstructures.Advanced composite mate-
rials in particular have progressed from trial applications in secondary structures to primary struc-
tural applications during that time. The materials technology has expanded in this area from glass
fiber/polymer resin composites, to the currant availability of metals, ceramics, and polymers in a
variety of forms for both reinforcing fiber and matrix applications [46]. A commonly used preform
material is graphite fiber reinforced epoxy tape, which can be stacked and cured to form laminates
as shown in Appendix B. The directional mechanical properties of the finished laminate depends
upon the fiber orientations in the layup.
Use of fiberreinforcedcomposite structuresin militaryaerospace vehiclesisnow rapidlyexpanding
to meet performance requirements at minimum structuralweight.In order to maintain the struc-
turalintegrityof a structure,en_neers utilizefracturemechanics theory,modeLLing,stressanalysis,
and periodicnondestructiveinspection.
One promising answer to the near term need for a workable approach to composite structural in-
tem-ity maintenance is an onboard sensor system which can identify situations requiring mainte-
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nance or other corrective action. Sensors are needed which can monitor important parameters,
such as strain and temperature in selected critical structural elements.
Fiber optic sensors have specifically been applied to the quantitative nondestructive characterization
of materials for several years [1-3]. Due to the inherent similarity of unjacketed glass-on-glass op-
tical fibers to graphite fibers in graphite-epoxy composites in particular, a number of investigators
have considered the use of optical fibers as sensors which may be embedded directly within the
composite laminae. The effects of temperature and strain integrated along the length of the sensor
fiber in a composite specimen can be determined using a variety of simple methods. Spatial resol-
ution of such quantities along the embedded fiber in length may be obtained using several more
complicated distibuted fiber sensing techniques. Strain tensor quantites may be determined by
both presuming accurate models of the applied stress and knowing the photoelastic and mechanical
properties of the embedded fiber.
In this thesis, a novel optical fiber sensor for the measurement of strain, temperature in graphite-
epoxy composite materials using differential intefferometry is described. Chapter 1 introduces the
reader to the development of such a sensor. Chapter 2 presents an overview of the basic sensing
concepts, providing a few examples of how each concept has been applied. The third chapter de-
tails the theory of intefferometric sensing, optical detection and analyzes the specific theory of an
optical fiber Mach-Zehnder intefferometer, the type used in the experiments discussed in Chapter
4. Experimental details of the optical intefferometer are discussed in Chapter 4. In particular, the
detection of strain and temperature in graphite-epoxy composites is also reported. Chapter 5
summarizes the experimental results, higldi_hts the important aspects of the system, indicates some
problems and limitations, and suggests possible improvements to the system.
Finally, the appendices contain a brief introduction to the basics of optical fibers, preparation of
sin_e mode fibers for experiments, and fabrication of 6aphite-epoxy composite laminates.
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2.0 Fiber Optic Sensor Overview
There are two generic classes of fiber optic sensors; intrinsic sensors and extrinsic sensors. In the
case of the intrinsic sensor, the parameter being measured interacts with a property of the fiber so
as to modulate the intensity, the phase, or the polarization of the internally transmitted light.
Extrinsic sensors utH_Te optical fiber as a transmission medium to carry llght to and from a region
which is external to the fiber and in which the Hght is modulated. The range of possible interactions
include intensity modulation, phase (interferometric) modulation, polarization, and spectral
(wavelength) modulation. In the following sections, each of these sensing interactions will be briefly
described and a few examples of measurement in each category will be discussed.
2.1 Intensity Modulated Sensors
Sensors based on a wide range of transduction mechanisms can be characterized as intensity mod-
ulated sensors or "amplitude" sensors. Any transduction technique which produces a change in
optical intensity in response to an applied signal can be classified as such a sensor.
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One class of knf-ensity modulated sensors depends upon the effects of rrdcrobending on a multh'node
fiber. The essence of this sensor is depicted in Figure I. As the fiber is bent in response to a dis-
placement of the plates, some IJght is transferred from the core into the cladding, i.e. propagating
modes are converted into radiation modes. A linear relationship between displacement and such
mode-induced intensity is shown in Figure 1 for small displacements under ideal conditions. Since
the range of displacements indicated here is small, this sensor is better con_figured as a force
transducer.
This sensor has the advantages of being h-nmune to the effects of contamination and of having
potentially low cost. Themajor disadvantage of this sensor is that any changes in intensity
produced by changes in the source, fiber, or connections result as effective noise and affect the ac-
curacy of measurement.
Figure 2 shows an example of a rrdcrobend sensor that has been designed to measure pressure. In
this configuration, a more dimensionally stable fused silica diaphragm is used in lieu of a metallic
diaphragm to circumvent the problem of creep at elevated temperatures. Repeatable operation at
430°C with better than 1% measurement accuracy was reported for this device [33].
Another class of intensity modulated but extrinsic sensors depend on the proportional reflection
principle. This type of sensor uses a fiber to transmit light to a reflecting surface and to return a
fraction of that light to a detector. The intensity of the light coupled into the return fiber is de-
pendent upon the distance of the fiber from the reflecting surface. This is shown in Figure 3.
As is the case with other intensity-based sensors, the accuracy of these devices is affected by changes
in source output and fiber attenuation.
This simple type of sensor can be configured, forexample as a tachometer. In this case, the input
fiber is located at a fixed distance from a rotating shaft and light is returned to a nearby receiving
fiber from reflective areas on the shaft. The output of the optical detector connected to the return
fiber is a train of pulscs, the frequency of which is proportional to the shaft speed. As long as an
Fiber Optic Sensor Overview 5
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adequate modulation ratio is maintained, intensity variations resulting from source or fiber dc_a-
dation does not affect the accuracy of the speed data.
2.2 Phase (htteiferometric) Sensors
Optical intefferometry is the basis for all types of phase sensors. Figure 4 shows the four different
types of intefferometric configuration, namely Michelson, Mach-Zelmder, Sagnac and Fabry-Perot,
in terms of a conventional schematic arrangement using airpaths and bulk optical components.
Fig,a_ 5 shows how the same four systems cart be constructed instead with optical fiber elements.
Sensors employing the Mach-Zeb.nder con_figuration are the most widely used.
During the past several years, the customary configuration of the all-fiber Mach-Zehnder
intefferometer has undergone a number of modifications in an effort to enhance performance. In
early designs, launching light into two optical fibers from a single source required a beamsplitter
and two microscope objective lenses. A similar recombirting scheme was used to image the output
on the detector. The use of these macroscope optics produces two problems. First, the two arms
of the intefferometer are physically separated by a relatively large distance, making it difficult to
control differential perturbations that are not part of the signal to be sensed. Second, dielectric
beamspEtters are subject to microphonics, which can prove to be a limiting noise source. To
eleminate problems, Sheem and GiaUorenzi pioneered an encapsulated etching tec,hnique to
produce a single-mode fiber optic divider which operates on the following principles [401. Each
mode of a fight wave propagating along a fiber has an evanescent field which extends beyond the
waveg_aide core. If two fiber cores can be brou_t into close contact, the field in one can penetrate
into the other and excite a fio_tt wave in it. Excessive scattering will occur during tiffs crossover if
the change in refractive index in the area between the cores is not kept very smaLl. This can be
accomplished by twisting together two fibers that have their polymer coatings removed, and etching
Fiber Optic Sensor Overview 8
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away the claddVmg glass. The fibers are then surrounded by a medium that matches as nearly as
possible the index of the core glass. The splitting ratio of such a devic_ can be controlled by ad-
iusting the proximity of the two cores and their interaction length. Tiffs "bottle coupler' can be used
to replace the beam splitter and one lens for both launching and recombining the optical beams.
Detection of the phase shift in a fiber interferometer, also presents some interesting problems. If the
two beams are recombined via a bottle coupler or beamsplitter, the result is an intensity modulated
optical field in the coupler output. Alternatively, the output ends of the fibers may simply be
brought into close proximity to one another. In tiffs case, the fibers act as a pair of slits or pinhole
apertures, as in the classic interference experiment performed by Young in 1802. If the resulting
expanding spherical wavefronts from the fiber axe allowed to fail on a screen, an interference pattern
results. The pattern will have a constant integrated intensity, but will move back and forth across
the image plane as the phase relationship between the signals in the two intefferometer arms is al-
tered. Regardless of the output orientation, the intensity of the signal falling on the detector will
vary sinusoidally either in time or space, or both. This means that the detector will have a variable
sensitivity to phase shift, dete_ed by the phase of the two beams at any given time or relative
detector position. Because of this, various feedback methods have been developed to hold the
output of the interferometer at maximum sensitivity (in quadrature). These methods include in-
corporati.ng a phase modulator (such as a piezoelectric fiber stretcher in the reference arm), and
frequency modulating the li_b.t source (laser diode) to maintain the output phase relationship
[41,42]. An alternative to these approaches is to incorporate a sophisticated signal processing
technique to obtain the requisite phase compensation [43]. One very novel way to eliminate the
quadrature drift problem was recently reported by WiUsen and Jones in their paper describing a
fiber-optic sensor for the detec'-on of static magnetic fields [44]. The output of a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, with the output _bers adjacent to one another, was aflowed to fail on a detector that
consisted of a Linear photodiode array. Since the quadrature position was always somewhere on the
array, they were able to dete..":'_ine the phase shift by simply subtracting a zero magnetic field scan
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from anon-zero-fieldscan.For smallphaseshiftsthermsvalueof thisdifferenceis directlypro-
portionalto thechangein phase.
Thefiberopticinterferometricsensorgenerallyfeaturesanextremelyhighdegreeof sensitivitybe-
causeit utilizesinterferenceof light waves (wavelen_hs on order of I urn). For the same reason,
the use of polarization-maintaining fibers is preferable, since the matching between the polarization
planes of the sensing and the reference paths is essential for stable interferometry.
A novel interferometric sensor was recently reported by Rowe, Rausch, and Dean in their paper
describing an interferometric approach using the optical signal as a carrier, with radio frequency
(RF) modulation [45]. The system was simple, low-cost and not as sensitive as conventional
interferometric sensors; see Figure 6. Radio frequency signal modulation was achieved using
standard electronic circuitry. Multi_mode fibers were used as sensors and a coherent optical source
(i.e. laser) was not required. This system was used to demonstrate strain measurement with em-
bedded fibers in graphite/epox'y test specimens.
As another example the fiber optic gyro, which has received the most attention in the fiber optic
sensor field, uses a Sagnac interferometer. Figure 5 is the basic arrangement. Light from a coherent
source is divided and launched into both ends of a coiled single-mode fiber. The rotation of the
coil can be determined from the phase difference between the two counter-propagating optical
fields, which experience different phase shifts corresponding to their directions of propagation. The
stability of polarization states is critical for ultrahi_ sensitivity and accuracy (for example, the de-
tection of the rotation rate of the earth). Polarization-maintaining fibers have been employed
widely in this field.
Fiber Optic Sensor Overview 12
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2.3 Polarization Modulated Sensors
Polarization sensors detect the presence of some physical field via a change in the state of
polarization of the light propagating through a fiber. This polarization state change is the result
of the phase velocities of the two polarization components of the single-mode fiber field being al-
tered unequally by the action of the applied physical field. Consequently the sensor can be viewed
as a diffemtial interferometer; the two fight beams travel within the same fiber but with orthogonal
polarizations. This sensor configuration is simpler than that of the conventional Mach-Zehnder
interferometric sensors but, because they operate in a differential mode, a 3dB loss in sensitivity
usually results. Polarization sensors for detecting various fields, for example, acoustic and magnetic
[34,35], temperature [36], and electric current [37], have been demonstrated.
Polarization sensors fall into two categories. In the t'Lrst, the fiber is attached in some way to a
material which is sensitive to the field to be detected and arranged in such a manner that a response
of this material asymmetrically stresses the fiber cross-section. This unequally changes the phase
velocities of the two orthogonaUy polarized modes [34]. Alternatively, the physical field dixectly
changes the bixefringence in the fiber, for e._xnple, via the Faraday effect or the temperature de-
pendence of the internal transverse stress asymmetry, to result in a polarization change.
An example of a polarization based sensor was demonstrated at the Naval Research Laboratory
[35]. In this device, fight of a known polarization is launched into a single-mode fiber which is
attached to a piec_ of magnetostrictive material. Typically the fiber is wound around, and bonded
to, a nickel cylinder. An analysing polarizer is arranged at the other end of the fiber such that in
the zero appfied field conditions, no fioOht reaches the detector behind it. Application of a magnetic
field strains the fiber bonded to the stretcher, and the consequent induced bixefringence modifies
the state of polarization of light at the output of the fiber and results in a signal at the detector (see
Figure 7).
Fiber Optic Sensor Overview 14
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An alternative configuration for polarization sensors has been proposed and demonstrated. It ex-
ploits the relationship between the axial stress and the transverse stress asymmetry in high-
birefringence fibers. Axially straining the fiber induces a large change in the fiber bkefringence.
Polarization sensors are funding applications in distributed sensing due to their large dynamic range.
For example they have been used for the monitoring of temperature distributions in large structures,
and hot spots in transformers and cables.
2.4 Wavelength Modulated Sensors
Wavelength modulated sensors are based mainly on the numerous physical phenomena which in-
fluence the variation of reflected or transmitted light intensity v,ith wavelength. Four principle areas
in which wavelength modulation may be exploited are, in chemical analysis using indicator sol-
utions, in the analysis of phosphorescence and luminescence, in the analysis of blackbody radiation,
and in the use of Fabry-Perot, Lyot (polarization based) or similar optical fdters. Chemical indi-
cator used for monitoring pH and optical pyrometers used for temperature measurement are a few
of the sensors belonging to this category.
Figure 8 for example illustrates an optical pyrometer; this sensor consists of a sapphire fiber con-
nected to miniature blackbody cavity [38]. When the cavity is immersed in the temperature field
to be monitored, a continuous distribution of wavelengths is iniected into the fiber. The intensity
versus wavelen_h distribution of this radiation is given by Planck's blackbody radiation law. Since
the intensity associated with each wavelength is a function of temperature , a ratio of intensity at
different wavelen_hs being radiated by the blackbody can be compared with known curves and the
temperature accurately determined. Optical falters can be used to select desired waveten_hs to form
the ratio, but a multiple channel all-fiber wave!en_h division multiplexer placed on the end of the
Fiber Optic Sensor Overview 16
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fiber eliminates-the need for such splitter and ftlters. Such devices typically have a temperature
operation range of 500 to 2000°C and an accuracy of 0.005 %. Current interest in this device is to
replace chromel-alumel thermocouples for measurement of turbine inlet temperatures.
A fiber optic temperature sensor system based on the temperature dependent absorption of a rare
earth doped fiber element was demonstrated as shown in Figure 9 by the United Technologies
Research Center [39]. The temperature measurement reported here was designed to be independent
of the magnitude of the sensing signal and reference wavelengths were taken before and after passage
through the rare earth-doped fiber. To avoid drifts in the detector sensitivity, the same detector
measured the signal and reference wavelenghs after passing through the fiber, but with the two
sources alternately pulsed.
Fiber Optic Sensor Overview 18
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3.0 Interferometric Optical Fiber Sensing
lnterferometric optical fiber sensor systems measure changes in the phase of an optical field which
propagates in a fiber. This phase is a function of the length of the fiber, the index of refraction of
the fiber core and the cross-sectional dimensions of the fiber. Each of these factors is in turn de-
pendent upon the mechanical interactions between applied temperature, pressure, or strain pertur-
bations and the fiber. Length variations, for example, are caused either directly by thermal
expansion or by the application of longitudinal strain and indirectly by the Poisson effect. Index
variations are caused either by changes in temperature or by changes in strain via the photoelastic
effect. Fiber dimension variations are caused by changes in radial strain produced by a pressure
field, longitudinal strain via Poisson's ratio, or by thermal expansion.
3.1 Analytical Model
The absolute phase of light travetL_g in a si.n_e mode optical fiber of length, L, is :
_ 2,-,nL _ _L, (3.1)
A,
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whcre 13is the l:Sropagation constant for the mode in the fiber core, n is the effective index of re-
fraction of the fiber, and L the optical guide free space wavelength. The effective refractive index
must lie somewhere between that of the cladding and the core for a mode at cutoff. In a single
mode fiber this is typically less than 1% difference in these indices, therefore n can be considered
to be the core refractive index.
If the fiber is stressed to produce an axial strain e -
AL
L_, a phase change
A_ = 13AL + LAxl3 (3.2)
= 13_L + LAI3
results.
The first term in equation (3.2) represents the change ha fiber length. The second term represents
change in the optical waveguide properties due to strain. It has been argued by Butter and Hocker
[51 that the most significant of these effects is the change in effective index of refraction along the
len_h.
In the simple case of a pure Silica fiber, the length change can be easily related to the material
properties of the guide [6]. If the fiber is subjected to a change in temperature (AT) then the optical
phase of the light going through it (AO) undergoes two effects :
1. The change in fiber length due to thermal expansion or contraction
2. The temperature induced change in the index of refraction.
Thus, since <I_- 2,'znL we can write :
A, '
A_I) - 2 ,'t ( n dL dn (3.3)
a TL + --g-F
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Where the effects of the fiber diameter changes are neglected as small
By assuming the temperature variations to be negligible, the strain measurements can be obtained.
The total phase change produced by stress alone may then be written in general as :
n 2
,_O = o.-e_[_l - --_--(Ptt + Ptz)E, + Pt:tl, (3.4)
where L is length of the sensing section of the fiber, _t and _, are the longitudinal and radial strain,
respectively, n is the core index, and Pli and Pt2 are the photoelastic constants of the Silica fiber
[41. This relationship indicates that longitudinal and radial strain contributions cannot be resolved
from a sinNe phase measurement. Moreover, if the strain varies along the lengh of the fiber, the
total phase change can be calculated from equation (3.4) by integrating individual contributions
along this length.
Phase measurements may be represented in terms of strain components if the geometry of the strain
field is known. For example, in the case of pure axial strain the radial strain is
E;r = -- EIV , (3.53
where v is Poisson's ratio, the ratio of strain in the lateral direction to that in the axial direction,
and equation (3.4) simplifies to :
-- p t n2vAO _---[1 + Ptln22 + t2t-'T" + 1)1. (3.6)
_L
Poisson's ratio ranges from 0.17 to 0.32.
Substituting values of pure silica (n = 1.458, Pit = 0.126, Pt2 = 0.274, and v = 0.17 ) and the
Hefium-neon laser light freespace wavelenNh 633 am, the phase change per meter of standard fiber
is 2.2"107 radians, or 0.22 radians per centimeter of fiber per microstrain.
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3.2 Optical Signal Detection
The instantaneous amplitudes of the light propagating in the sample and the reference are E t and
E z respectively
Et = Eoexptlcoo t - k(x sin 0 + z cos 0 + t0)l, (3.7)
E2 = Eoexpl]coo t -- k( -xsinO + zcos0 - to)l, (3.8)
where Eo is the ma:dmum amplitude, k the propagation constant, coo the optical radian frequency
and 2q9 is the phase difference between the fields in the sample and the reference arms and 0 the
an_e of incidence of the optical beam measured from a line normal to the surface of the detector.
The beams when superimposed give a total field E,
E = Et + Ez. (3.9)
Simplifying using trigonometric identites yields,
E = 2Eo[expi(coot - kz cos 0)1cos(kx sin 0 + _o). (3.10)
The total optical irradiance is given by the product of the complex conjugates of the total output
field,
H = EE" (3.11)
= 4F_ cos2(kx sin 0 + _) (3.12)
Since 0 is very small, sin 0 = 0 and
ll = 4Eoz cosZ(k-x0 + _p). (3.13)
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The above equation represents the straight line interfcrence pattern. From this equation it can be
deduced that H is a maximum when cos2(kx0 + _) is a maximum. The cosine term is maximum
for cos2(kxO + _0) is a maximum. The cosine term is a maximum when
kx0 + _p= rnn, m = 0,1,2,3, and (3.14)
(ran - _p)
x - k0 (3.15)
The values of x give the positions of intensity maxima, or constructive interference. The changing
phase of the beam results in a fringe shift in the x direction, and the amount of fight transmitted
by a suitably placed Ronchi grid with line spacing
X
d= &x- 20 (3.16)
will vary (see Figure 10).
The fight flux transmitted by arty one slit is
d
_, = S_t TH(x)dx (3.17)
d
where x t is one edge of the slit and x I + -_- the other edge. By straight forward integration we ob-
tain
(3.18)
For m sLits the total flux • = mot.
Using the small simaal approximation AL < < k and ne#ecting the terms of the resulting expan-
sion which are independent of optical path length change, equation (3.18) becomes :
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¢ = ra[_,_- fo:,1(-_)]. (3.m)
Equation (3.19) shows that the total signal is composed of adc light flux which depends on the
phase shift. The dc term is the major source of shot noise in the detector. If the laser has a total
incident power P0, then the incident power transmitted to the detector is given by :
(3.20)
p_
Since the Ronchi ruling transmits only half the power, the detector receives .:_--ocmE_d. The signal
current at the detector is proportional to the incident power and is given by :
A_ (3.21)
i, = 4_&----_-,
where ct is the sensitivity of the optical detector [7,8].
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4.0 Experiment
A form of Mach-Zehnder interferometer was constructed using single-mode fibers for the two arms
as shown in Figure I0. If the optical patl-denThsof the two arms are nearly equal ( to within the
coherence lenTh of the source ), the light from the two fibers interferes to form a series of bright
and dark fringes. A change in the relative phase of the light of one fiber with respect to the other
is observed as a displacement of the fringe pattern, a phase change of 2x radians causing a dis-
placement the width of one fringe. "
The phase of light leaving a fiber can be changed, as detailed in section 3. I, by dimensional and/or
index of refraction changes in the fiber. Thus, it"one fiber is subjected to a different strain, pressure
or temperature, than the other, this difference results in as a displacement of the fringes at the out-
put. These effects can thus be measured by this displacement.
The fiber-optic intefferometer implemented used a He-Ne laser light source ( _. = 0.633um) and
two len_hs of Newport Corporation F-SV step-index optical fiber, single-mode at the lazer wave-
len_h. The laser output was expanded, divided by a beamsplitter, and the resulting two beams
coupled into two fibers by a pah" of 5X microscope obiectives with NA = 0.1. The output ends
of the fiber5 were placed side by side, so that theu" axes were parallel, separated by one fiber diam-
eter, and their expanding output beams overlapped. Fiber pairs of two to three meter len_hs each
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were used with lengths matched to within a few centimeters. The overlapping output beams were
observed on a screen, where they formed parallel bright and dark interference fringes.
The experiments which were performed using the generic Mach-Zehnder interferometer system are
as follows :
1. Fiber optic interferometer used for temperature sensitivity measurement.
2. Fiber optic interferometer used for strain and temperature measurement in a graphite-
epoxy composite laminate.
3. Differential interferometric measurement of temperature in a 0° and 900 unidirectional
graphite-epoxy laminates.
Experiment 28
A temperature sensitivity measurement was made by placing a 0.09 m section of one of the fibers
on an aluminum plate. The plate was heated using heating elements which were connected to a
digital temperature controller, as shown in Figure 11 The reference fiber was taped to the optical
bench to remain at room temperature ( 20 - 25o c ). The sli-_at variation was due to the air flow
in the laboratory. The temperature was varied and the fringe displacements were recorded on video
tape for repeated playback and measurement. The average of the readings were recorded as shown
in Table 1.
Taking the case of He-Ne laser source and fused silica fiber, we use the values [46-48]
dL _ 5,107/0e,
dT
dn _ 10,10_/0c,
dT
L = 0.09,
n = 1.456,
L = 0.6328"I0"6rn
so that equation (3.3) yields _@ - 180.6 radians per degree centigrade per meter.ATL
ently, this implies a fringe displacement of 29 fringes per degree centigrade per meter.
Stated differ-
The value for the thermal expansion coe_cient and the temperature dependent refractive index can
vary greatly for multi-component glasses, dn can actually be pogitive or negative around room
drz
temperature. Morover, _ is itself a function of temperature and wavelen_h, and most tabulated
values axe averaged over a rather large temperature range and given for only a few wavelengths.
A<b
Therefore, the value of _ could be different from that _ven in equation (3.3) for other _ass
compositions.
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Figure 12. Temperature Measurement Data.
Experiment 31
The average fringe displacement measured was 36 fringes/°C - m. Taking into account the drift
in room temperature and the region in which the therrnocouples were placed to monitor the tem-
perature, we consider the experimental results obtained to be good.
Experiment 32
4.1 Fiber optic inteJferometer used for strain and
temperature measurement in a graphite-epoxy composite
lanzhzate.
Optical fibers which were single-mode at 633 nm were imbedded between adjacent plies of
graphite-epoxy prepreg as shown in Figure 13 (see Figure 28 also). Once the symmetric cross-ply
(see appendix B) laminate of dimensions, 17.78 by 5.08 era was fabricated and cured, the specimen
was subjected compressive force in a 15 cm by 15cm plate press and the resulting strain at the lo-
cation of the fiber measured by monitoring optical phase modulation as shown in Figure 14. The
fringe displacement was again recorded on video tape for repeated measurement. The results are
shown in Table 2 and plotted ha Figure 15. The theoretical results were calculated from equation
(3.6). The experimental results obtained correlate well with those of the theoretical analysis.
Hence, we consider the experimental results obtained to be good.
An uncured composite sample of dimensions 17.78 by 5.08 cm was fabricated (see Appendix B)
with a single mode fiber imbedded between adjacent pries of the graphite-epoxy prepreg. The
sample was used in the sensing arm of the interferometer as shown in Figure 16. The specimen
was then placed between the press plates and heated. The resulting temperature at the location of
the fiber measured by monitoring the temperature using thermocouples placed close to the im-
bedded optical fiber. The fringe displacement was again recorded on video tape for repeated
measurement. The results are shown ha Table 3 and plotted in Figure 17. The results indicate a
nonlinear relationship. The optical fiber seems to be very sensitive at kio_her temperatures, partic-
ularly above 65°C. The above results can be used as a preliminary cure cycle monitoring of
graphite-epoxy laminates.
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Experiment 40
4.2 Differential lnte ferometric Measurement of
Temperature in 0 o and 90 o unidirectional laminates.
The experiments thus far, considered a fiber sensing system similar to that shown in the latter ex-
periments. Here,thesensorfiberisimbedded insidethespecimento be studiedand a secondref-
erence fiber shunts the specimen. By interferometrically observing the difference between the
stationaryphaseofthesignalinthereface ill:mrandthevaryingphaseofthesignalinthesensing
fiber, temperature and strain were determincd.As in most interfcrometric systems,the sensitivity
of suchan arrangementisverykithand thussubiccito therandom effectsofenvironmentalcon-
ditionswhich independently perturb the fib_. If, instead, the two fibers am both imbedded in the
specimen, the difference in the pha._ between the fields in the two may be measured and such
common mode noise reduced. Two such systems were considered for the measurement of differ-
ential temperature in composites.
I. Single-modefibersplacedperpendicularto thedLmctionofthegr'aphite-_poxy fibers,as
shown in Figure 18.
2. Single-mode fibers placed parallel to the direction of thegraphite-epoxy fibem, as shown
in Figure 19.
Experimentsconsistedof heatingand coolingthe individualgraphite-epoxycomposim laminates,
the differentialtemperaturechange at the locationof the fiberswas then measured via
thermocoupleswhich were imbedded wb_i.lecuringtheprepr_gcompositelaminate.The fringedis-
placementwas againr_cordedon videotapeforrepeatedmeasurement.The msuhs forthe90oand
0° unidirectionaldifferentialtemperaturemeasurementswen recordedinTables4 and 5,respec-
tively.Data was recordedevery60 seconds. Variouscombinationoftheresultsa_ plottedin Fig-
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ures 20-23 and Figures 24-27 respectively. Theory predicts that heat is transferrd much faster when
it flows along the graphite fiber orientation. This is confirmed by the experimental results as shown
in Figures 19-22 compared with Figures 23-26. But note, when the heat flow comes in contact
with the optical fiber, the temperature flow rate for the 900 unidkectional specimen apparently re-
duced from that of the 0° unidirectional specimen. This indicates that the optical fiber is slowing
the heat transfer through the 900 unidirectional sample. From Figure 22 and Figure 26 we conclude
that the 900 unidirectional graphite-epoxy composite specimen can be used for larger differential
temperature measurement than the 0° specimen. The 900 unidirectional system can monitor a
maximum differential temperature of 35°C while the 0° unidkectional system can monitor a maxi-
mum differential temperature of 2_C. Both the systems depart from a linear trend during the
cooling cycle.
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5.0 Conclusions
It has been shown that a single mode interferometer can be used to detect and measure temperature
changes. The sensitivity of such an interferometer measurement is high, experimentally 36 fringes/°
C.. Optical phase changes produced by strain have been rucorded using imbedded optical fibers in
graphite-epoxy composite specimen. Analyses of this data correlates weU with those calculated
from theory. Optical phase changes produced by tempcratur_ have also been recorded using im-
bedded fibers in graphite-epoxy composite specimens, the results indicate a nonlinear rulationship.
Tiffs data can be utilized for pr_ILn'dnary cure cycle monitoring of graphite-epoxy laminates.
Differential temperature measu_ments have also been obtained. This was achieved by imbedding
both the fibers in the specimen of the different g_aphite-fiber orientations. The results predict that
the 90 ° urddLr_ctional specimen can monitor a larger differential temperature range than the 0°
urdd_rectional composite laminate.
The problems encountered during the research emphasize several points to be considered in any
research. Simple physical problems are not always simple mathematical problems. Therefore, de-
tatlcd theoreticaJ analysis should be outlined prior to experimentation so that the initial exper-
i.mental conditions may be chosen to obtain a solution that is mathematically and physicaJly
me a_nJ.ngi'ul.
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The disadvantages of the single-mode Mach-Zehnder system used in this research include the
alignment requirements for the intcfferometer, and the need to observe the motion of optic',d
fringes. Before this system can be implemented in an industrial environment, simple repeatable
methods for cutting the fibers to achieve a flat surface perpendicular to the fiber axis must be de-
veloped.
The results demonstrate the potential use of imbedded optical fibers as process control sensors in
graphite-epoxy composite manufacturing systems, and will serve as the basis for further investi-
gation and refinement of integral/instrumentation systems for aerospace structures in test and ser-
vice environments.
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7.0 APPENDIX A
7.1 Composite Material Overview
The use of composites in aerospace structural applications has been growing for more than thirty
years. Their high spec/fic strength and specific modulus, exceiient corrosion and fatigue resistanc=,
and design flexibility make composites ideally suited to numerous aerospace primary and secondary
structures.
Graphite fibers, together with epoxy and other organic matrix resins, allow the designer to tailor
structures to meet applied loads more effectively through deliberate fiber orientation, and more ef-
ficiently by reducing fiber content where loads are moderate. Thus weight may be decreased in
certain structures an average of 20 to 30 % relative to metals, with some reductions running as high
as 50 %.
This is vitally important in aerospace appLications, where weight reduction is often more important
than price. For example, akcraft designers estimate that based on fuel and cargo-capacity consid-
erations, they can afford between $80 and $300 to reduce weight by one pound in a transport plane.
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Weight is even more important in military aircraft, where reduced structural weights translates di-
rectly into increased armament, armor, ammunication, and fuel.
7.2 Composite Sample Fabrication
The fabrication of the composite sample consists of several stages.
1. Formation of fiber tows (bufidles).
2. Formation of tow sheet.
3. Compression of pre-preg sheet (single ply material).
4. Lay-up of laminae.
5. Compression of pre-preg sheets (plys), i.e. forming an uncured composite laminate
(specimen).
6. Curing of the laminate.
The fLrststep, the development of tows, consists of bundling a few thousand graphite filaments
(threads) together and adding resin (glue) to ftU in the matrix as the tows are compressed. The
second step, forming tow sheets, is done on non-stick siliconized sheets. Next, this sheet is com-
pressed together until the squashed tows ate barely touching, forming a pre-preg sheet (sin_e ply
material). Pre-preg sheets are then stacked in different orientations (see Figure 28) as desired, with
the 633 nm optical fiber imbedded inbetween these pre-preg sheets (plys), and the sample is then
finally pressed and cured.
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Different types of composite specimens (laminates) exist depending on ply orientations; they ha-
clude urtiax.ial, cross-ply, symmetric, balanced, angle-ply and quasi-isotropic [50].
7.3 Graphite/Epoxy Curing Cycle
The heat and pressure cure cycle ......
1. 275°F ............. 15 minutes at 0 psi
2. 275°F ............. 45 minutes at 85 psi
3. 350°F ............ 120 minutes at 85 psi
4. Cool at 85 psi to 150°Fin not less than 120 minutes
5. Remove pressure
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7.4 Composite Terminology
Lamina A single reinforced composite ply or layer ( plural, laminae).
Laminate A series of laminae stacked to form a sin_e composite specimen.
Tow An untwisted bundle of continuous fibers or ftlaments. Filaments measure 5-15 um in
cross-section. Individual tows lose their identity during the pressurized cure of a lami-
nate.
Pre-preg Short for "Pre-irnpregnated" referring to the fact that single-ply material comes with fi-
ber tows already set in uncured epoxy.
7.5 Specimen (Lamh ate) Types
Uniaxial Fibers in all plies are aligned in a single direction, for test specimens, the 0°, long,
tensile-loaded dLrection.
Cross-Ply One in which ply orientations are perpendicular to each other, usually 0° and 90°.
Symmetric One whose stacking sequency above its midplane is the mirror image of that below the
midplane.
Balanced Any laminate which contains a ply with a - 0 orientation ( with respect to the principal
axis ) for every, ply with a + 0 orientation.
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Angle-PlyAny balanced laminate containing only ? 0 oriented plies, where 0 #: 0° or 90°.
Quasi-lso. Quasi-Isotrop[c: Any symmetric laminate containing equal numbers of identical pries
with n orientations ( n > 3 ) such that the angles between plies are _ degrees, where
i = 0,I ........ n-1.
Examples : n = 3 : [ 0, -60, + 60 Is, where s means symmetric
n = 8:[0,45,90,-4512s
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8.0 APPENDIX B
8.1 Preparation of Single-Mode Fibers for use in an
lnterferometer
Optical fibers axe dielectric waveguides which may be used to transmit electromagnetic energy at
optical wavelengths. In optical fibers, the basic optical parameter is the index of refraction which
classicaIly is defined as :
where c is the speed of fight in vacuum and v its speed within the material. There axe three basic
types of optical fibers : step-index multimode, graded-index multi.mode, and step-index single-mode
fibers.
The step-index fibers consists of two circularly symmetrical coa:dal elements of homogeneous but
dilTcring refractive indices where the outer element (cladding) is of lower refractive index than the
inner element (core). Within the step-index fiber, optical energy propagation occurs through total
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internal reflection at the core-cladding interface. In this type of fiber the mode rays may be thought
to propagate along a zig-zag path at greatly varying grazing angles, so that some reach the end of
the fiber by longer and others by shorter routes. This leads to a difference in transit times which
limits the bandwidth of such fibers. In a single-mode fiber only one mode will propagate so this
bandwidth limitation does not occur.
In graded-index fibers there is a variation of refractive index across the fiber core. The purpose of
this variation is to equalize the group velocities of the various propagating modes, improving
communication bandwidth.
One important parameter for evaluating fiber optics is the numerical aperture (NA), which is a
measure of the light power which can be coupled into a fiber. When light enters a fiber from air,
NA is computed as :
NA= - d = 0, (b.2)
where n t is the core refractive index, nz is the cladding refractive index, and 0 is half the planar an_le
of acceptance.
The propagation of light in an optical fiber is governed by Maxwetl's electromamaetic field
equations, which may be used to predict the number of modes that will propagate through a given
fiber. The parameter which determines how many modes a fiber can support is the normalized
frequency V, given by
(8.3)
where k is the wavelen_h of the light being transmitted and a is the radius of the core of the fiber.
It can be shown that the number of propagating modes is approximately equal to M where,
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W 2
M = -5 (b.4)
This is valid for step index fibers only. Thus, it can be seen from Figure 29 and above equations
that single-mode propagation in a step-index fiber takes place when the value of V is below 2.405.
Below this value all other modes am forced into cutoff, i.e. only the HE n (fundamental) mode
propagates in the fiber.
In any optical interferometer experiment, the most critical part of experimental preparation is the
preparation of the optical fibers. Incident light will not propagate down the fiber if the end faces
are not perpendicular to the fiber axis and flee of debris such as dust or dirt. Them are several
techniques used to strip and cleave the fibers, but the conventional razor blade and the diamond
scribe was used in this work. Stripping and cleaving of the single-mode fiber was done in stages
as follows :
2. Hold the fiber near the taped end so that it is under tension.
3. Remove the jacket using a sharp razor blade.
4. Nick the fiber with a diamond scribe while maintaining tension on the fiber.
5. Holding the fiber at the end, gently pull.
. Examine the end under a microscope to be sure that no splinters are left on the sides and
that the cut is perpendicular to the fiber a:ds
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IMBEDDED OPTICAL FIBER SENSOR OF DIFFERENTIAL STRAIN
AND TEMPERATURE IN GRAPHITE/EPOXY COMPOSITES
by
.Mahesh Reddy
Dr. Richard O. Claus, Chairman
ElectricalEngineering
(ABSTRACT')
A novel optical fiber sensor for the measurement of strain and temperature in graphke-cpoxy
composite materials using differential interferometry is described. The sensor ues two single-mode
optical fiber waveguides imbedded within the composite during prepreg ply lay-up. Strain and
temperature changes am obtained as a motion of an optical interference pattern. Values am calcu-
lated for the strain and temperature dependence of the fringe motion. The results of measurement
which attempt to duplicate modelled loading conditions arc reported and compared with analytical
results. Anaiyticai and cxp_ru-r_cma_--- " .... r._,_e_,_or_s .-,,,-r,t._,,,.tccb.r2qu_" ,.^........,h,. me_,__m___nt of the differ-
ential temperature in graphite-epoxy composite specimens during cure cycle processing are atso
considered.
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rIrlDER OPTIC COMPOSITE IMPACT
MONITOR
R. Kuhlman, B. Duncan, ana R.O. Czaus
Department of Electrical Engineering
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University Blacksburg, VA 24061
ABSTRACT
An optical fiber sensing system is
used to monitor impact and resulting
damage in graphite-epoxy composite
materials. The monitor system consists of
an array of multimode optical fiber
_aveguides imbedded within the composite.
The internal damage location and severity
is determined by either observing the
changes in optical fiber output power
after the material is subjected to
mechanical impact loads, or performing
flbcr _dal _==ain mcacurcments during
impact.
:_TRODUCT;ON
Advanced composite materials have
become attractive alternative materials
for critical high strength aerospace
s_ructural applications due to their high
strength-to-weight ratio. Perhaps the
largest drawback to the straightforward
application of such materials is lack of
knowledge and experience concerning how
such materials behave upon dynamic
mechanical loading conditions in a wide
range of environmental conditions, and how
the materials fail. One particulary
troublesome property of graphite epoxy
composites is significant decrease in
strength which can be caused by mechanical
impact loading. The most popcular model
of composite mechanics states that damage
associated with the impact event results
in localized material weakness that may
lead to failure. In the future, replacing
rather than repairing large composite
parts will be more economical; therefore,
a damage monitor which provides damage
location and severity could prove very
helpful in determining the usefulness of
zhe damaged composite. However, few if
an 7, methods exist to analyze impact-
_amaged composite materials in which the
in,age level is not catostrophic.
This paper describes a'simple
inexpensive optical fiber method which
yields information concerning impact
damage location and severity. The damage
assessment system consists of an array of
multimode optical fiber waveguidee which .
are imbedded between successive layers of
the composite during prepeg ply lay-up.
Light is coupled into all of the fibers
using a novel one-to-nineteen fused . .
biconical tapered coupler. The output
fiber ends are arranged in a two
dimensional array of nineteen rows 'and
n_net_n c_lumn_. _V observino either the
changes in individuai fiber output powers
im._ediately after the material is
subjected to mechanical impact loads or
dynamically measuring differential modal
modulation spectral reflections using
modal _omain tests, the location of the
impact and its approximate amplitude may
be determined.
---The imbedding and curing processes
The mechanical boundary conditions between
the optical fibers and the composite
matrix material are considered. The
experimental procedure is described and "
the results using output power readings
and modal domain testing are presented.
OPTICAL F_BE_S _BEDDED _N COMPOSITE
_TERIALS
The objective of this experiment is
to imbed optical fibers between the layers
of a graphite epoxy cross-ply laminate to
measure the damage location and severity
produced by mechanical loading. First, the
properties of the composite and optical
fibers need consideration.
Our composite contains six adjacent
12.5 cm X 12.5 cm prepeg layers, each
containing parallel graphite fiber rows
across the full length of the layer.
Between each graphite fiber and each layer
lies epoxy resin that, when cured, bonds
everything together. Each layer is
oriented such that its graphite fibers are
perpendicular to the graphite fibers in
the adjacent layers to provide greater
strength to the composite.
Compositematerials are intrinsically
,ccplicated inhomogcneousand anisotropic
neJia. Imbeddingoptica_ fibers inside
cn:po_ites mayfurther complicate the
_:ructure by introducing local
perturbations in the region near thetiber. Ideally the epoxy resin matrix
_:ill cure completely around the fiber as
shown in Figure la. Examination of
sections of composites containing fibers;
;however, indicates a structure more like
Ithat of Figure ib in which a void region
_is shown directly adjacent to the fiber.
Such a void precludes the continuity of
both particle displacement and stress at
the local fiber-composite interface, thus
reducing the effectiveness of the sensor
at determining impact event
characteristics.
LAYF.I_ I
_v_J_ z
FLOURS Io.
i=l_u_.e t b.
In'our experiment two different
layers of optical fibers were imbedded
between the layers of graphite epoxy
prepeg prior to curing. The first layer
consists of nineteen multi=ode fibers
oriented in the zero degree direction
bet;leen the second and third laminae. The
second fiber layer consists of nineteen
zultimode fibers laid in the 90 degree
direction between the fourth and fifth
la:inae. Each set of fibers is coupled
using a fused bioconical tapered coupler
(See Figure 2).
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The above prepeg configuration was
cured for five hours in a heated platen
press. In preliminary experiments we
found that the optical fibers at the
points of entering the composita became
brittle and tended to break. To prevent
such fiber breakage, we extended the
curing cloth over the edge of the
composite to trap the melted epoxy thus
protecting the fibers from breakage.
The damage monitor system (imbedded
fiber composite) was mounted on a 1.9 cm
thick aluminum block (See Figure 3).
Laser light was coupled into each fiber in
the imbedded array and output power was
measured using an optical detector and
power meter. The composite was then
inpacted with a steel ball as shown, and
the output power was measured again after
impact.
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TdcJlly the monitoring system would
[4o'luce a three-dimensional view of
inpact. Using the optical fiber array as
a grid pnttern, we could see, as in Figure
4, that fibers X and Y were perturbed
:o_t, with the fibers farther away
_uffering less power loss. A
t_:o-dlmensional system could also be used.
_L.UI,| IN_IM
Modal domain tests also were
performed on the composite. The composite
was impacted at the same spot many times;
each time a different fiber's.signal was
monitored on the oscilloscope. Output
waveforms were produced by all fibers
measured, indicating fiber continuity.
The fibers closer to the impact spot
displayed higher attenuation than those
- located farther away. The grid cf these
attenuation results is shown in Figure 5
and the actual waveforms of two cf the
fibers are shown in Figure 6. Due to
limited equipment, the modal domain
• modulation signal from only one fiber
could be measured at a time; therefore,
v-_',,_.*,., me.e_, only two-dimenslonal grids can be
i &l _,1 • e 0 9m.loBal_w,e
I I I
The composite specimen was impacted
w_th forces ranging _rcm i.2 to 7.8 ft ibs
and only negligible power loss was found.
This could be due to the inaccuracies
found in our power meter or optical
detector. Puncturing the composite7
however, broke the optical fibers which
produced total power loss.
/ _V;;"//c./(..,
..¢."/ ,:'/./ , . s _ _i,,.": - _ _ -__
:., ..... _-? _£.-/ • • .
i & • • | • me o iol IL ........
_.._ mVpp
b_l:;t:['_:-.A_[D OI_I_RVATTONS
%_e have observed impact events using
.,:_ at rny of optical fiber waveguides
imbedded within a graphite-epoxy cross-ply
laminate. Determination of impact
location and severity was tried by
measuring residual fiber attenuation, but
was unsuccessful in our experiment. Real
time impact event signatures have been
obtained by modal fiber measurements.
If each fiber in the array were
connected to a detector, real time damage
could be monitored by noting the amount of
attenuation in each fiber during and after
impact. Ideally, the detectors could be
connected to a computer which could
present a three-dimensional image of the
area impacted. This image would show both
grid location and amount of damage.
Several extensions of this work are
suggested.
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ACOUSTIC FIBER WAVEGUIDE DEVICES
a. n. Matthews, K. Murphy, A. Safaai-Jazi and R. O. Claus
Fiber and Electro-Optics Research Center
Department of Electrical Engineering
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24061
ABSTRACT
, Acoustic fiber waveguides are
described, and methods of determining
appropriate materials for core and
cladding are discussed. Propagation
characteristics of guided modes,
especially weakly guided modes, is
reviewed. Laboratory preform fabrication
and draw methods are discussed in detail.
Possible uses of the fabricated fiber will
be mentioned, as well as potential appli-
cations of acoustic fiber in general.
INTRODUCTION
Acoustic fiber waveguides were first
described in 1977 by Thu_ston, _oyd, a,nd
Coldren [i]. When first invented, they
were intended for long-delay serial in-
formation storage purposes. (Due to the
performance of semiconductor devices,
however, this is no longer of interest.)
Since then, Jen, Safaai-Jazi, and Farnell
have done extensive theoretical work on
fiber acoustics. Harrold and Sanjana have
done experimental work on thin acoustic
waveguides, procedures which may be able
to be duplicated with acoustic fibers.
Recent applications of acoustic fibers
include sensing and nondestructive
testing.
Acoustic waveguides (of 1.5 mm.
diameter polyester-fiberqulass rods) have
been imbedded in composites to sense
stress, strain,and external impact, to
locate sites of impact, and to monitor
cure processes [2]. These rods are sensi-
tive to viscosity changes in the composite
in which it is imbedded. They can also be
used in the "listening mode" as an
"internal microphone." In this manner,
acoustic emissions from both external and
internal events can be detected.
BACKGROUND
Acoustic fiber waveguides are similar
to optical fiber waveguides in that they
consist of a long cylindrical core of one
material, coated by a long cylindrical
cladding of another material. These two
materials differ only slightly. The outer
diameter of the acoustic fiber, however,
is much larger than that of the optical
fiber. This is, in part, so that it is
possible to couple acoustic energy into
the fiber from a relatively large
transducer.
The two waveguides differ in that
optical fibers transmit electromagnetic
waves and acoustic fibers transmit mechan-
ical waves. For optical fibers, we need
be concerned with the index of refraction,
n. In acoustics, we are concerned with
the shear velocity, V_, the longitudinal
velocity, Vu, and the density P ; or the
; _me constantsAand_, and the density
[D]. V is the phase ve!_4ty nf _ gui_
mode (one which stays in the core), where
vs = [(A+ 2_)/p]i
V L = (/_/ _ )_ , and
v = _/_. [4]
"Weakly guiding" acoustic fibers have
small differences between VL_ , Vs_ , and _L,
where i = 1,2 refers to the core and
cladding [5]. The conditions for weak
guidance are as follows:
es= Jvs -Vsll << 1
I v ,ll << i, and
e =lp / p, << 1.
When these conditions hold, the fibers
require a larger core diameter for single
mode operation, a thicker cladding, but
have more bend loss and less dispersion
[6].
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The exact analysis of acoustic fibers
is complex. The conditions of weak guid-
ance allow for an approximate analysis of
waveguide properties. _ Therefore, the weak
guidance conditions will be assumed here.
Also assumed is that the cladding has an
infinite thickness and that the acoustic
fields have the form exp j(_t - _z ),
where _ is the radian frequency and _ is
the axial propagation constant [7].
In weakly guiding acoustic fibers,
there are two sets of modes. In shear-
type modes, the axial component of the
particle displacement vector has a
negligible contribution to the power flow.
These modes may be radial, flexural, or
torsional. They propagate with shear
velocities less than Vsz, and are basical-
ly independent of longitudinal velocities.
In longitudinal-type modes, the power is
carried by the axial component of the
particle displacement vector. These modes
are leaky (_ is complex, and they lose
power as they propagate) and travel with
phase velocities such that VL, < V < vuz.
They attenuate as they propagate unless
vs, = Vsz and p, = _ [5].
The cutoff frequency of a guided mode
in an acoustic fiber is the frequency
the core [7].
In acoustic fiber with infinitely
thick cladding, cutoff occurs when V =
Vsz. Cutoff in fiber with finite cladding
thickness is called core-mode cutoff,
below which most of the power is in the
cladding. This is found from the general
form of the dispersion equation, f(_,5) =
0, with V---,V_z [8].
The first flexural mode, the F u mode,
has a zero cutoff frequency. This is the
first mode that can be excited, and is the
dominant one [4]. This is the prevalent
mode when the fiber is in single mode
operation.
Group velocities of modes are obtained
from the definition
__uo
v_ - i_' C4]
with the dispersion equation again gener-
alized to f(_,_)) = 0. -
WAVEGUIDE FABRICATION
AHD MEASURE'MELTS
Before attempting to fabricate a true
acoustic fiber, we practiced "pulling
fiber" from glass rods. The main idea is
t3 heat the rod until it is soft enough to
pull, using a pair of pliars, into
fiber. Originally we had problems: (I)
The movement of the flame of the oxy-
propane torch we used was unpredictable.
The torch needed to be held steady until
the rod was soft enough to pull. Once the
rod became soft, the torch had to be moved
upward very slowly so that the rod would
not melt through and so that the rest of
the rod would stay at a constant softness.
(2) The draw rate was not constant. This
was because the draw speed depended upon
the movement of the flame, which was
previously stated as unpredictable. If
the torch was not moved upward at a
constant rate, the rod could not be pulled
down at a constant rate since then the
glass would not be continuously soft
enough to pull.
To overcome these problems, we used
the apparatus shown in Figure I. We added
a metal bar, in which to place the glass
rod, across the bottom of a micrometer and
added a clamp to the turning mechanism of
the micrometer. By manually spinning the
clamp at a constant rate, the slab of the
micrometer (and thus the glass rod) is
lowered at a constant rate. Since the rod
is now being lowered, there is no need to.
move the flame upward. Therefore, we
m_._+=_ +h_ _v_M _ _h_wn. As a result.
the draw rate could be controlled to a
certain degree.
/
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We were suuuessful at pulling several
2.2 m. sections of fiber with this method.
Note that the diameter of the fiber was
not constant throughout its entire length,
but there were sections where several feet
were of uniform diameter.
Using the criteria previously
described, Coming glass 7070
(V S = 3128 m/s, Vu = 5221 m/s) was chosen
for the core, and Coming glass 7740 (V s =
3420 m/s, Vu = 5585 m/s) was chosen for
the cladding of our fiber.
Wehadto makea preform out of these
glasses before we could pull any fiber.
To do this, we needed to collapse a 7740
tube onto a 7070 rod. The apparatus we
used is shown in Figure 2.
PREFORM I..ATH _.
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We placed the rod inside the tube and
placed this assembly into the preform
lathe. As the lathe (in this case, a
drill) spun, we moved the torch up and
down the length of the rod and tube. When
they were warm, we moved the torch very
slowly down the length of the rod and
tube, trying to collapse the tube onto the
rod. This attempt was not totally suc-
cessful. There was an air pocket notice-
able in the end product.
The next step was to try to transmit a
signal through the fiber. Light propa-
gated through the fiber very nicely, but
sound did not. In fact, there was minimal
transmission. This, we believe, is due to
the following problems:
(i) The transducer we used to excite
the fiber was very large compared to the
size (cross-sectional area) of the fiber.
Thus, it is likely that not much of the
acoustic energy from the transmitting
transducer was coupled into the fiber.
Also, it seems that even a smaller amount
of this energy (due to attenuation and
loss as it travels the length of the
fiber) will be detected by the receiving
transducer. The receiving transducer also
has a larger area than the fiber. If any
signal did propagate through the fiber, it
would probably be so small that this
transducer could not detect it anyway.
(2) The air pocket and inconsisten-
sies in the diameter of the fiber are
sources of loss or attenuation.
Since we were unable to make a "good"
preform, we took some of the 7070 rod and
7740 tube to ITT Electro-Optical Products
Division in Roanoke, VA. People there
used an acetylene torch to collapse the
tube onto the rod. We now have a "good"
preform about 20 cm. long. The only
foreseeable problem with this preform is
that the thickness of the core is much
greater than that of the cladding; thus,
any fiber we pull from this preform will
have the same characteristics.
We were able to construct an acoustic
coupler from some of the fiber we drew.
We hope to be able to input acoustic
energy into one fiber and have an output
in two fibers. See Figure 3.
CONCLUSION
We were able to fabricate some
acoustic fiber in the laboratory. Minimal
transmission of acoustic signals was
observed, but we believe this was due to
transduction problems. We constructed a
coupler wiuh a fu_d biuuni_i L_L,
similar to the manner in which optical
fiber couplers are made. Hopefully, we
will be able to use this coupler to divide
a signal propagating through the fiber.
Scientists at ITT made us a preform, which
will allow us to pull fiber with uniform
dimensions.
Once the fabrication and transmission
processes are perfecned, we hope to be
able to construct acoustic sensors. For
example, and interferometer-type sensor
(in which we would use the coupler) to
detect temperature and strain and stress.
Or perhaps imbed the fiber in a composite
and sense changes in material properties.
Since acoustic waves are sensitive to
changes in the viscosity of the medium in
which they are travelling, it should be
feasible to detect changes in material
properties during a cure process. An
imbedded acoustic fiber should also be
able to sense an applied bending stress.
Acoustic fiber will allow materials to
be examined internally, which could
provide more accurate information about
defects and locations of defects than
could external examinations. Another
application is in signal processing, due
to the relatively slow speed of acoustic
waves. This slow speed may allow a wave
in an acoustic fiber many meters long to
be sampled and interacted with at a number
of locations, thus permitting high
precision convolution, correlation, and
other processing functions to be realized.
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REM WAVEFORM PROCESSING PROGRAM
' THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO TRANSFER DATA ON THE IEEE488
I' METROBYTE CARD IE-488 MUST BE INSTALLED IN THE PC.BUS.
I' THE PROGRAM READS-AND WRITES DATA TO A PERIPHERAL AND PLOTS
I' WAVEFORM DATA ON THE SCREEN. IT CAN ALSO BE USED TO STORE
DIGITIZED WAVEFORM POINTS ON DISK.
DIM DAT.ARY(2048) ,D% (2048) ,VAR% (2)
KEY OFF
GOSUB 230
KEY (i) ON : KEY (2) ON : KEY (3) ON: KEY (4) ON: KEY (5) ON
KEY (6) ON
ON KEY (i) GOSUB 230
ON KEY (2) GOSUB 1950 ' SAVE WAVEFORM
ON KEY (3) GOSUB 440 ' READ WAVEFORM FRM DISK
ON KEY (4) GOSUB 2380 ' READ WAVEFORM FROM SCOPE
ON KEY (5) GOSUB 3300 ' FIND PEAK TO PEAK AMPLITUDE
ON KEY (6) GOSUB 3490 ' PLOT WFM IN PC MEMORY
KEY (I) ON: KEY (2) ON: KEY (3) ON
KEY (4) ON: KEY (5) ON: KEY (6) ON
GOTO 200
' ***** SUBROUTINE MENU *****
' THIS ROUTINE SETS UP THE WAVEFORM PROCESSING MENU
D SCREEN 0,i
COLOR 15,1
WIDTH 80
SCREEN 0,i : CLS
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
PRINT TAB(20); "WAVEFORM PROCESSING PROGRAM"
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT TAB(15); "PRESS FUNCTION KEY FOR DESIRED ROUTINE"
PRINT
PRINT TAB(20); "FI-PRINT MENU"
PRINT TAB (20) ; "F2-SAVE WAVEFORM ON DISK"
PRINT TAB(20); "F3-READ WAVEFORM FROM DISK"
PRINT TAB(20); "F4-READ WAVEFORM FROM SCOPE"
PRINT TAB(20); "F5-CALCULATE PEAK TO PEAK AMPLITUDE"
PRINT TAB(20); "F6-PLOT WFM IN PC MEMORY"
RETURN
, *****************************************************
' ***** SUBROUTINE RDWFM.DSK *****
' THIS ROUTINE READS WAVEFORMS FROM DISK
CLS
PRINT:PRINT: PRINT
PRINT TAB(22) : PRINT "ENTER THE DATA FILE NAME TO BE READ"
PRINT TAB(22) : PRINT "NAME MUST END WITH "" PRINT
PRINT TAB(30): INPUT FILES: PRINT
PRINT TAB(22) : INPUT "IS DATA FILE NAME CORRECT? (Y OR N)";ANS$
IF ANS$="N" THEN 470
' ** CALL READ DATA FILE
GOSUB 690
' RETURN FROM SUBROUTIN RDDATFIL W/ WFM DATA IN DAT.ARY
' NORMALIZE DATA FOR PLOTTING AND SCALE SCREEN
'** CALL SCALE
GOSUB 1070
' PLOT DATA
'** CALL PLOT
GOSUB1790
KEY OFF
LOCATE 25,2
PRINT "ENTER F1 FOR MENU, F2 TO SAVE WAVEFORM";
RETURN
' ***** SUBROUTINEREAD DATA FILE *****
' THIS ROUTINE READS THE WAVEFORMDATA FROMDISK
FILEX$="A:"+FILE$+"DOC"
OPEN "I",#1,FILEX$
'** CALL READ DOC
GOSUB930
FILEX$="A:"+FILE$+"DAT"
OPEN "I",#1,FILEX$
' ** CALL READ DATA
GOSUB 830
RETURN
, *************************************************
' ***** SUBROUTINE READ DATA *****
' THIS ROUTINE READS WAVEFORM POINTS FROM DISK
FOR I= 1 TO NPTS
INPUT # i, DAT. ARY (I )
NEXT I
CLOSE #i
RETURN
' ***** SUBROUTINE READ DOC *****
' THIS ROUTINE READS WAVEFORM DOCUMENTATION FROM DISK
IF LOF(1) > 25 THEN I010 ELSE 970
' UNDOCUMENTED DATA FO
INPUT #1,NPTS,VNORM,HNORM
CLOSE #i
0 RETURN
0 ' DOCUMENTED DATA FILE
0 INPUT #1,NPTS,VNORM,HNORM,TIT$,STIT$,TIM$,DA$,XLBL$,YLBL$
0 CLOSE #i
0 RETURN
0 w
I_ ' *************************************************
' ***** SUBROUTINE SCALE *****
3 ' NORMALIZES DATA & SETS UP SCREEN FOR PLOT
3 ' *************************************************
3 'FIND MIN AND MAX OF DATA
3 MIN=DAT.ARY (i)
3 MAX=DAT. ARY (I)
3 FOR I=2 TO NETS
0 IF DAT.ARY(I)> MAX THEN MAX=DAT.ARY(I)
io IF DAT.ARY(1)<MINTHENMIN=DAT.ARY(1)
|0 NEXT I
0 ' SETUP SCREEN SCALE
0 IF MAX=MIN OR MIN > 0 THEN MIN=0
0 YSCAL=ABS (150/(MAX-MIN) )
OF POOR QUALITY
) IF MIN < 0 THEN OFFST=ABS(MIN*YSCAL) ELSE OFFST=0
) XSCAL=536/NPTS
) ' PLOT COORDINATE AXES
3 SCREEN 2:CLS
3 LINE (79,34)-(79,184)
IF OFFST=0 THEN ZRAX=I84 ELSE ZRAX=I84-ABS(MIN*YSCAL)
3 LINE (79,ZRAX)-(615,ZRAX)
3 ' CALCULATE AND PLOT AXES TICS
IF ZRAX > (184-75) THEN 1290 ELSE 1450
3 FOR I= 5 TO ii
0 IF I*IL/YSCAL => MAX THEN J=I-i ELSE 1320
0 I=20
0 NEXT I
0 PROW=0
0 FOR I=0 TO 9
0 TIC=ZRAX-15*(J-I)
0 LINE (75,TIC)-(83,TIC)
0 ' PRINT TIC LABELS
0 LBL=((184-OFFST-TIC)/YSCAL) *VNORM
0 ROW=CINT((TIC+I)/8)
_0 IF ROW-PROW <= 1 THEN ROW=ROW+I
I0 PROW=ROW
0 LOCATE ROW,I
0 PRINT USING "##.##^^^^";LBL;
0 NEXT I: GOTO 1600 '30
0 FOR I= 5 TO ii '20
0 IF I*IL/YSCAL > ABS(MIN) THEN J=I-I ELSE 1480
0 I=20
D NEXT I
0 PROW=0
FOR I=0 TO 9TIC=ZRAX+IL* (J-I)
!0 LINE (75,TIC)-(S3,TIC)
LBL= ((184-OFFST-TIC)/YSCAL) *VNORM
ROW=CINT ((TIC+l)/8 )
IF ROW-PROW <= 1 THEN ROW=ROW+I
PROW =ROW
LOCATE ROW, I
PRINT USING "##.##^^^^";LBL;
NEXT I
FOR I=0 TO 5 '30
TIC=79+I*I07
YLOCI=ZRAX-2 : YLOC2=ZRAX+2
LINE (TIC,YLOCI)-(TIC,YLOC2)
LBL=((TIC-79)/XSCAL)*HNORM
COL=INT ((TIC+l)/8) -5
0 LOCATE 24,COL
PRINT USING "##.##^^^^";LBL;
NEXT I
IF TITS ='''' THEN RETURN
LOCATE I,i: PRINT TITS;
LOCATE 1,65 : PRINT DA$;
LOCATE 2,1 : PRINT STIT$;
LOCATE 2,65 : PRINT TIM$;
LOCATE 4,10 : PRINT YLBL$;
LOCATE 25,65 : PRINT XLBL$;
RETURN
!
' ***** SUBROUTINE PLOT *****
ORIGinAL PAGE
OF POOR QUALITY
0 ' THIS ROUTINE PLOTS DATA FROM ARRAY DAT.ARY
0 ' *************************************************
i0 YPNTI=I84-(OFFST+YSCAL*DAT.ARY(1))
FOR I=2 TO NPTS STEP STP
YPNT2=I84-(OFFST+YSCAL*DAT.ARY(I))
XPNT2=79+CINT(XSCAL*I)
0 LINE (XPNTI,YPNTI)-(XPNT2,YPNT2)
i0 YPNTI=YPNT2
li PNTI=XPNT2
NEXT I
• RETURN
0 '
0 '
0 ' *****************************************************
0 ' ***** SUBROUTINE SAVE WFM ON DISK *****
0 ' THIS ROUTINE WRITES WAVEFORM DATA AND DOCUMENTATION TO DISK
0 ' *****************************************************
0 SCREEN 0,1: CLS
,0 COLOR 0,4
0 SCREEN 0,i: CLS
0 PRINT: PRINT
0 PRINT TAB(28): PRINT "WAVEFORM DOCUMENTATION" : PRINT
_0 COLOR 15,4: PRINT
;0 PRINT TAB(5) ;
_0 INPUT "ENTER A FILENAME FOR THE WAVEFORM DATA (MUST END WITH . )";FILES
'0 PRINT
I0 PRINT TAB(5) :PRINT "ENTER A TITLE FOR THE WAVEFORM."
_0 PRINT TAB(5): INPUT TITS
0 PRINT
0 PRINT TAB(5) :PRINT "ENTER A SUBTITLE, IF DESIRED."
0 PRINT TAB(5): INPUT STIT$
0 PRINT
PRINT TAB(5) :PRINT "ENTER A Y AXIS LABEL."
PRINT TAB(5): INPUT YLBL$
PRINT
PRINT TAB(5) :PRINT "ENTER A X AXIS LABEL."
PRINT TAB(5): INPUT XLBL$
PRINT
PRINT TAB(5): INPUT "IS ENTERED DOCUMENTATION SATISFACTORY? (Y OR N)";ANS$
IF ANS$="N" THEN GOTO 1950: CLS
DA$=DATE$
TIM$=TIME$
FILEX$="A :"+FILE$+"DOC"
OPEN "O",#1,FILEX$-
_0 PRINT #i, NPTS,VNORM,HNORM
0 WRITE #i, TIT$,STIT$,TIM$,DA$,XLBL$,YLBL$
CLOSE #i
' OUTPUT DATA
FILEX$="A : "+FILE$+"DAT"
OPEN "O" #i FILEX$l I
FOR I=Â TO NPTS ORIO}_Ai] PAGE
PRINT # i, DAT. ARY (I) OF POOR QUALITY
NEXT I
CLOSE #i
GOSUB 230
RETURN
, ****************************************
' ***** SUBROUTINE READ FROM SCOPE *****
0 ' THIS ROUTINE READS WAVEFORM DATA FROM THE DIGITAL SCOPE
!0 ' ****************************************
i0 ' ** CALL INITIALIZE
GOSUB 2810
' ** CALL READ NORMALIZATION
GOSUB 2930
' ** CALL INITIALIZE
!0 GOSUB 2810
0 OPEN "O",#1,"C:DUMDAT."
0 DAT$="D3 D2"
_0 DATI$=" "
0 CMDCL$="CLEAR 14,15"
I0 CMDOP$="OUTPUT 15[$]"
i0 CMDIP$="ENTER 14[WD, I,2048]"
0 I=l
i0 CALL IE488 (CMDOP$,DAT$,FLG%,BRD%)
i0 IF FLG%<>0 THEN PRINT HEX$(FLG%)
_0 VAR%(1)=&HFFFF
I0 VAR%(2)=(VARPTR(D%(1))+I)
_0 CALL IE488(CMDIP$,VAR%(1),FLG%,BRD%)
)0 FOR I=l TO 500
L0 NEXT I
!0 FOR I=l TO NPTS
_0 PRINT #i, D%(I)
_0 NEXT I
i0 CLOSE #i
_0 CALL IE488 (CMDCL$,DATI$,FLG%,BRD%)
10 'IF FLG%<>0 THEN PRINT HEX$(FLG%)
_0 OPEN "I",#1,"C:DUMDAT."
I! ' ** CALL READ DATA
GOSUB 830 \
' ** CALL SCALE
TITS=""
_0 GOSUB 1070
_/_IQFNAL PAGE
DE POOP _ "__TY
10 ' **CALL PLOT
0 GOSUB 1790
0 LOCATE 25,2
0 PRINT "ENTER F1 FOR MENU, F2 TO SAVE WAVEFORM";
0 RETURN
0 '
0 ' *************************************************
D ' ***** SUBROUTINE INITIALIZE *****
0 ' THIS ROUTINE SENDS INITIALIZATION COMMANDS TO IE-488
k0 DEF SEG = &HC000
i0 CMDIN$ = "SYSCON MAD=3, CIC=I, NOB=l, BA0=&H300"
_0 IE488 = 0
0 A% = 0 : FLG% = 0 : BRD% = 0
CALL IE488 (CMDIN$, A%, FLG%, BRD%)IF FLG%<>0 THEN PRINT "INSTALLATION ERROR"
0 RETURN
'
' *************************************************
' ***** SUBROUTINE READ NORMALIZATION *****
' THIS ROUTINE READS NORMALIZATION DATA FROM THE SCOPE
9 DOC$=SPACE$ (27)
3 FLG%=0 :BRD%=0
9 DAT$="N0"
3 DATI$=" "
_0 CMDCL$="CLEAR 14,15"
0 CMDOP$="OUTPUT15[$]"
0 CMDIP$="ENTER 14[$#]"
_0 CALL IEEE (CMDOP$,DAT$,FLG%,BRD%) < _ _!_ _-_ _
t0 IF FLG%<>0 THEN PRINT FLG% O_ POORQUA/_.
i0 CALL IE488(CMDIP$,DOC$,FLG%,BRD%)
i0 IF FLG%<>0 THEN PRINT HEX$(FLG%)
'0 CALL IE488 (CMDCL$,DATI$,FLG%,BRD%)
_0 IF FLG%<>0 THEN PRINT FLG%
_0 DUM$=MID$ (DOC$, 3, I)
)0 MEM=VAL (DUM$)
.0 'IF MEM<>I THEN 2840
!0 PRINT " "
_0 PRINT " "
10 PRINT "NUMBER OF POINTS MUST CORRESPOND TO MEMORY SETTING ON SCOPE"
_0 PRINT "ENTER 2 FOR 2048 POINTS"
_0 PRINT "ENTER 4 FOR 1024 POINTS"
0 INPUT NUM
30 IF NUM=MEM THEN 3230
_0 PRINT "IF YOU ARE SELECTING ONLY SOME POINTS FROM THE ORIGINAL"
30 PRINT "ENTER 2 FOR A REDUCTION BY HALF"
L0 PRINT "ENTER 4 FOR A REDUCTION BY QUARTER"
_.0 INPUT REDN
30 DUM$=MID$ (DOC$, 14,7)
0 VNORM=VAL (DUM$ )
50 NPTS=4096/NUM
50 DUM$=MID$ (DOC$, 21,7)
70 HNORM=VAL (DUM$) *REDN
0 RETURN
!i'' ****SUBROUTINE PEAK TO PEAK AMP****'DETERMINES PK TO PK AMPLITUDE OF WFM WINDOW
0 CLS
0 PRINT: PRINT : PRINT
0 PRINT TAB(20) : INPUT "ENTER STARTING POINT OF PEAK SEARCH" ;PKSTRT
_0 IF (PKSTRT+512)>2048 THEN PKEND=2048 ELSE PKEND=PKSTRT+512
90 PKMAX=DAT.ARY (PKSTRT)
00 PKMIN=PKMAX
I0 FOR I=PKSTRT+I TO PKEND
20 IF DAT.ARY(I) >PKMAX THEN PKMAX=DAT.ARY(I)
30 IF DAT.ARY(I)<PKMIN THEN PKMIN=DAT.ARY(I)
40 NEXT I
50 VPK=HNORM* (PKMAX-PKMIN)
60 PRINT: PRINT TAB(20): PRINT "PEAK TO PEAK VOLTAGE=";VPK
70 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT TAB(20); "ENTER F1 FOR MENU, F6 FOR WAVEFORM"
80 RETURN
90 GOSUB 1170
DO GOSUB 1790
0 RETURN
:LIST 3000 -
0 CMDCL$="CLEAR 14,15"
0 CMDOP$="OUTPUT 15 [$]"
1, 113 C.(DIP$= ENTER 14[$#]
3 CALL IEEE (CMDOP$,DAT$,FLG%,BRD%)
